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PREFACE 
Section 208 of Public Law 92-500 (1972 amendment of the Water Pol-
lution Control Act of 1948) requires federal, state, and local govern-
ments to develop water quality management programs. A prerequisite 
for the development of the programs is the ability to identify and 
locate point and non-point sources of water pollution. 
This study is an evaluation of the utility of near-infrared aerial 
photography and digital Landsat imagery for the identification of oil 
field operation sites and gypsum outcrops and soil as point and non-
point sources of water pollution. Gypsum outcrops and soils were mapped 
using high and low altitude near-infrared photography. Unsupervised and 
supervised classification techniques were used to evaluate the discrim-
ination of oil field operation sites and gypsum outcrops and soil with 
digital Landsat imagery. 
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CHAPTER I 
ABSTRACT 
Near-infrared aerial photography and Landsat digital data were 
evaluated in this study for identifying gypsum as a non-point source 
of water pollution and for the development of regional non-point source 
maps which can be used in south-central Oklaho1na. A secondary objective 
was to assess the feasibility of using Landsat digital data to map oil 
field operation sites as point sources of water pollution. 
Field investigations revealed that geobotanical anomalies were 
associated with gypsum outcrops and soil. Spectral signatures of the 
gypsum indicator ~lants on the high and low altitude color near-infrared 
photography were found to accurately delineate the vegetated gypsum 
outcrops and soil. Non-vegetated gypsiferous soil could be distinguish-
ed but not consistently discriminated on the color near-infrared films. 
The low altitude color near-infrared photography was more accurate than 
the high altitude color near-infrared photography for mapping gypsum in 
spite of its lower quality because of the inherent improvement in reso-
lution. Neither vegetated gypsum outcrops andsoil nor exposed gypsi-
ferous soil were consistently discriminated on the low altitude near-
infrared black and white photography. 
Supervised and unsupervised computer processing techniques were 
applied to Landsat digital data for June 29, 1974, and March 9, 1978. 
The gypsum outcrops and soil and oil field operation sites were not com-
2 
puter classified with a high degree of accuracy using Landsat digital 
data. The computer techniques suffer from limitations due to the lack 
of contrast between areas of gypsum indicator plants or oil field 
operation sites and surrounding vegetation and because of the small 
size of the gypsum and oil field operation sites, most of which are be-
low the cited 1.1 acre resolution limit of the Landsat satellites. The 
development and refinement of other computer techniques may improve the 
discrimination capability of the automatic classification and mapping 
techniques. 
CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the past two decades the need to maintain and improve the 
quality of this Nation's water has become an increasingly important 
and complex problem for federal, state, and local governments. 
Increased public awareness of water quality problems has prompted 
federal and state governments to pass legislation in attempts to pro-
tect, preserve, and develop the Nation's water resources. Among the 
many laws which have been passed is Section 208 of Public Law 92-500 
(the 1972 amendment of Public Law 84-600 of 1956 which amends the Water 
Pollution Control Act of 1948). Section 208 requires state and local 
governments to develop water quality management programs to meet the 
goal of restoring and maintaining the chemical, physical, and biologi-
cal integrity of the Nation's water. 
A prerequisite to the development of water quality management 
programs is the identification and location of point and non-point 
sources of pollution. As a consequence, there exists a need to develop 
an efficient and economic means of mapping sources of water pollution. 
Purpose 
Oil field well and storage tank sites and gypsum outcrops and 
associated soils are common point and non-point sources of water polu-
tion in southwestern Oklahoma. The purpose of this study was to assess 
3 
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the use of two techniques of remote sensing, near-infrared aerial photo-
graphy and Landsat digital data, as data bases for developing maps 
showing potential pollution due to gypsum and oil fields. 
Near-infrared aerial photography was evaluated for its usefulness 
in mapping gypsum outcrops and soils because infrared films are capable 
of enhancing differences between vegetation, objects, and materials 
that are visually quite similar. The success of infrared photography 
in detecting subtle and unseen differences is due to the fact that 
infrared and visible radiation are not transmitted and reflected by 
natural and man-made objects in the same way. 
The difference in the reflectivity of infrared and visible radia-
tion by natural objects is most evident in the photography of vegeta-
tion. This phenomenon results from the ability of the chlorophyll 
contained in the spongy mesophyll tissue of plant leaves and blades to 
reflect a large percentage of near-infrared radiation and absorb most 
visible radiation. The chlorophyll content of vegetation is dependent 
upon the plant species and the health of the plant. Because the re-
flectivity of infrared radiation is sensitive to the chlorophyll con-
tent of plants, the reflectivity differences between individual plant 
species and those within species due to the effects of drought, soil 
salinity, disease, or abnormal uptake of minerals or toxic substances 
are more readily registered on infrared films. 
Landsat digital data was evaluated for its applicability to the 
development of gypsum and oil field pollution source maps because: 
(1) the Landsat satellites have provided almost complete coverage of 
the earth's land surface which enables mapping techniques developed in 
this study to be applied or ~dapted to other geographical areas; 
(2) Landsat digital data ts collected on a repetitive basis so that 
dtgital data collected under different conditions (i.e., angle of 
tllumtnatton, motsture conditions, and seasonal vegetation changes) 
may be selected for maximum enhancement of the mapable features; 
(3) each Landsat scene represents approximately 13,225 square miles, 
enabling large areas to be studied without requiring the time consum-
ing and expensive construction of mosaics needed with aerial photo-
graphs; and (4) digital computer processing techniques can be applied 
to Landsat digital data stored on computer-compatible tapes (CcT•s) 
resulting in images of higher quality and in more efficient means of 
data analysis. 
Study Area 
5 
The study area (Figure 1) covers all or parts of Ranges 9-11 and 
Townships 4-7 of southeastern Caddo and northeastern Comanche counties. 
This region includes all of the Tonkawa and the northwestern half of 
the Little Washita River watersheds. 
These two watersheds are a part of the Washita River Basin re-
search area for the Southern Great Plains Hydrologic Research Water-
sheds of the Research Branch of the Scientific and Educational Adminis-
tration, United States Department of Agriculture. This region has been 
studied in detail for the past fifteen years. A substantial amount of 
information has been collected on the meteorology and surface and 
ground-water hydrology. The Tonkawa and Little Washita River water-
sheds were chosen as the area of investigation of this study so that 
the results would be included as a part of the continuing research 
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being conducted by the Southern Great Plains Hydrologic Research 
Watersheds Project. 
Methodology 
7 
The potential of near-infrared aerial photography and Landsat di-
gital data as data bases for water pollution source maps was evaluated 
by means of a study consisting of three parts: (1) Analysis of near-
infrared aerial photography, (2) Supervised classifications of Landsat 
digital data and (3) Unsupervised classification of Landsat digital 
data. 
The near-infrared aerial photo investigation was conducted in four 
phases. The first phase involved an evaluation of the capability of 
high and low altitude near-infrared aerial photography to consistently 
discriminate gypsum indicator plants and exposed gypsiferous soil. The 
general locations of gypsum outcrops and soils in the study area were 
determined from a previously published geologic map (Tanaka and Davis, 
1963) of the region and from soil maps published in soil survey reports 
for Caddo and Comanche counties (Soil Conservation Service, 1973 and 
1967). The parameters used to identify gypsum plant communities and ex-
posed gypsiferous soil on the near-infrared aerial photographs were 
color, tone, texture, and contrast. 
The second phase involved the field verification of the gypsum 
outcrops and soils photographed with the near-infrared aerial photo~ 
graphy. This was followed by a third phase which consisted of prepar-
ing the following maps: (1) a gypsum outcrop and soil map (1 :24000) 
from a high altitude color near-infrared transparency and (2) a gypsum 
outcrop and soil map from a low altitude color near-infrared mosaic 
(1:24000). 
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The fourth and final phase was an evaluation of the utility of high 
and low altitude color near-infrared photography for mapping gypsum 
outcrops and soil. The evaluation consisted of the computation and 
comparison of the total acreage of gypsum surface cover represented on 
each map. Oil field well and storage tank sites were not mapped with 
near-infrared aerial photography because these structures are easily 
recognized and mapped with conventional black and white and true 
color aerial photography. 
The second part of the study was an assessment of Landsat digital 
data using supervised classification techniques. Using this approach, 
the investigator selected ground cover and land-use features to be 
used as training sets. Selection is made from supplementary sources 
(ground truth data). Training sets are used with the computer to dis-
criminate the spectral data representative of each grQund cover type 
and land-use feature. 
The analysis of Landsat digital data in this study was conducted 
in four phases. The first phase involved the development of two super-
vised classifications for each of two Landsat (ERTS) scenes, scene 
E-1706-16332 for June 29, 1974, from Landsat I and scene E-30004-16290 
for March 9, 1978, from Landsat III. The second phase involved the 
application of pre-classification data manipulation and enhancement 
techniques to the digital data of both Landsat scenes. The techniques 
included GODDARD, FRAME, GREYSCALE, DELIN-merge, SMOOTH, DELIN-subscene, 
REGISTRATION, and TRANSFORMATION. The third phase consisted of classi-
fying the digital data of the study area from both scenes with the 
appropriate supervised classifications in several different dimensional 
spaces. The fourth and final phase involved the evaluation of the 
classifications according to the accuracy with which the gypsum and 
oil field training sets were classified. 
The third part of the study was an analysis of Landsat digital 
9 
data using an unsupervised classification. The unsupervised classi-
fication does not require training sets. Digital selection and defini-
tion of spectral classes are determined statistically and then used to 
classify the digital data into classes which may or may not represent 
the ground cover in the study area. The spectral classes are deter-
mined by using a clustering algorithm which calculates the statistical 
boundaries of the classes from a distribution of naturally occuring 
~roups of similar reflectance values. After the unsupervised classi-
fication has been generated, the recognition and assignment of digital 
reflectance data to the appropriate spectral classes can be accomplished 
by the same algorithms used in the superv'ised classification. 
The analysis was conducted in two sequential phases at the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration•s Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) 
located in Slidell, Louisiana. The first phase involved the generation 
of an unsupervised classification for the Landsat II scene E-2900-16073 
for July 10, 1977, using ERL•s Search and MaxL31 programs on the Comtol/ 
Varian Image Processing System. The second phase consisted of an 
evaluation of the resulting classification to determine whether any of 
the computer generated spectral classes or combination of classes 
exclusively represented gypsum outcrops and soil. 
Previous Investigations 
Introduction 
Previous remote sensing investigations have evaluated the mapping 
10 
capability of various instruments in detecting and delineating a wide 
range of lithological and mineralization features. The geologic ob-
jectives have varied from general formations and rocks to specific 
minerals. In mineral exploration programs the objectives have also 
included geologic related phenomena such as plant-mineral or -litholo-
gic associations. 
Among the variety of instruments which have been utilized to ad-
vance remote sensing capabilities are camera systems using convention-
ql and near-infrared films and multispectral scanners operating in the 
visible through far-infrared portions of the spectrum from airborne and 
space platforms. The extension of remote sensing into the infrared 
region of the spectrum and the use of wide and' narrow band sampling 
techniques has made it possible to reveal features which are impossible 
or difficult to detect with conventional aerial photography. 
Rocks, Minerals, and Soils 
Vincent and Thomson (1971) investigated the utility of ratio tech-
niques to discriminate exposed silicate from non~silicate rocks. An 
airborne miltispectral scanner collected data from one channel in the 
8.0 micrometer to 11.5 micrometer range and another in the 11.5 micro-
meter to 13.0 micrometer region of the spectrum over the Mill Creek, 
Oklahoma test site. They reported the ratio techniques were able to 
distinguish between highly siliceous rocks and non-silicates but were 
unable to achieve the same results with rocks of low silica content. 
They suggested that the use of a third channel would enable the techni-
que to discriminate exposed acidic and basic siliceous rocks from non-
silicates as well as detect differences in silica content as small as 
11 
14 per cent among silicates. 
Watson and Rowan (1971) evaluated the feasibility of using digital 
data collected by an airborne multispectral scanner operated in the .4 
micrometer to 1.0 micrometer region of the spectrum to map limestone 
and dolomite. They reported successful results in detecting outcrops 
of limestone and dolomite but only a 60 per.,cent accuracy in the dis.;. 
crimination of limestone from dolomite at the Mill Creek, Oklahoma 
test site. 
El-Shazly, Abedl-Hady, and Morsy (1974) tested the significance 
of far-infrared thermal mapping in the detection and delineation of 
geologic features in the East Qatrani Desert Area of Western Egypt 
with an airborne multispectral scanner operated in the 8.0 micrometer 
to 14.0 micrometer range of the spectrum. They noted bright thermal 
anomalies were caused by limestone and anhydrite-gypsum. They observed 
that clays and sandstones which contain considerable amounts of gypsum 
and/or rock salt yield high thermal effects. They also recorded con-
sistent thermal anomalies from uraniferous, carbonaceous clay which 
contained significant quantities of gypsum, salt, carbonates, and iron 
oxides. 
Denih and Knapp (1975) tested the capability of an airborne multi-
spectral scanner to detect altered ore-bearing zones in the Timok Mag-
matic Complex of eastern Yugoslavia. They mapped areas of copper min-
eralization with reflectance data recorded from ten channels in the 
visible and near-infrared (.32 micrometer to 1.10 micrometer) regions 
and one channel in the far-infrared (3.0 micrometer to 14.0 micrometer) 
portion of the spectrum. They observed that the highest thermal record-
ings were yielded by altered volcanic rocks, carbonate clastics of 
12 
Upper Cretaceous age and andesites. 
Ballew (1975) evaluated the feasibility of correlating surface 
geochemistry with Landsat digital data for the purpose of locating areas 
of mineralization in the Washington Hill mercury mining district, near 
Virginia City, Nevada. Using ratio techniques and multiple regression 
analysis he was able to predict locations of geochemical anomalies 
which corresponded to known mining operations and zones of alteration. 
Levine (1975) was able to differentiate serpentine and sandy soils 
on the San Francisco Peninsula by means of an unsupervised classifica-
tion applied to Landsat digital data. He noted that the success of 
the classification was dependent upon seasonal changes in vegetation. 
' He reported that the soils could be classified by the unsupervised 
technique only with digital data collected during the end of the dry 
season (early autumn). 
Rowan, Goetz, and Ashley (1977) engaged upon a long term study 
of the feasibility of Landsat digital data to discriminate hydrother-
mally altered and unaltered rocks of the Goldfield, Nevada mining dis-
trict. They developed an enhancement technique which combines con-
trast stretching with ratioing. Application of the technique to 
Landsat digital data enabled zones of hydrothermal alteration to be 
accurately mapped. Smith, Green, Robinson, and Haney (1978) success-
fully detected and mapped hydrothermally altered basic lava flows in 
Hamersley Basin, Western Australia, using Landsat digital data. 
Everitt, Gerbermann, and Cuellar (1977) investigated the feasi-
bility of using microdensitometry on Skylab photography of Starr 
County Texas to distinguish between saline and non-saline soils. They 
reported they were able to differentiate saline soil test sites from 
13 
non-saline sites on the basis of information taken collectively from 
three types of black and white film. They observed that the differ-
ences in optical density readings which differentiated the saline from 
non-saline soils were the result of higher reflectivity from saline 
soils because of the lower percentage of vegetation cover. They also 
reported that no significantly different optical density readings 
were obtained among the soil test sites with color or color infrared 
films. They also noted that they were unable to differentiate all the 
saline soils from non-saline soils on the basis of information ob-
tained from any one black and white film by itself. 
Geobotanical Prospecting 
Geobotanical prospecting consists of relating changes in plant 
morphology and distribution to geology. It is a relatively new mineral 
exploration technique which has been utilized in only a limited way in 
spite of the fact that plant-mineral associations have been a long 
observed phenomena. 
Agricola (1556) and Barba (1729) recognized the retardation to 
growth and linear distribution of certain plant species along zones of 
mineralization. Agricola also noted the absence of frost on plants 
above mineralized veins in winter; also, Lidgey (1897) reported the 
occurrence of discolored vegetation along mineralized zones. 
Plants can frequently be good indicators of soil conditions be-
cause the root systems often extend throughout a large soil volume. 
There are three principal ways in which the soil geochemistry can be 
manifested by vegetation: a) changes in soil mineral content can 
cause changes in ecology such as redistribution of plant communities 
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and species relative to adjacent areas, b) stress due to minerals can 
cause morphological alterations in plants such as gigantism, dwarfing, 
abnormal flowering and fruiting, chlorosis, and leaf wilting or defo-
liation, and c) the mineral content of the soil is reflected by the 
mineral content of the foliage, so that the soil geochemistry can be 
investigated through an analysis of diagnostic vegetation. 
Many plant-mineral and plant-lithologic associations have been 
found. Billings (1950) conducted an extensive study of the effects of 
hydrothermally altered andesite on vegetation and plant growth in the 
Vi rgi ni a Range and eastern foot hi 11 s of the Sierra Nevadas. He re-
ported that open scrubby stands of yellow pines (Pinus ponderosa and 
f. jeffreyi) and certain sparce herbaceous species (Arenaria nuttallee, 
Spraguea umbellata, Lewsia rediviva, Eriophyllum lanatum var. inte-
grifolium, Allium paryum, Festuca arida, Mimulus nanus, and particularly 
Eriogonum robustum) characterized weathered areas of alteration which 
are surrounded by unaltered soils dominated by sagebrush a~d pinyon-
juniper climax zones. Leuder (1959) reported on the association of 
ragweed with zinc and red campion with copper mineralization. 
Cannon (1957, 1960a, 1964) developed botanical methods of pros-
pecting for uranium on the Colorado Plateau for the Division of Raw 
Materials of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. She observed that 
close associations exist between several plants and uranium ore de-
posits. She designated the plant genera Elymus salina (Salina wildrye), 
Eriogonum inflatum (Desert trumpet eriogonum), Oenothera caespitosa 
(Tufted evening-primrose)~ Allium acuminatum (Tapertip onion), Astraga-
lus bisulcatus (Two-grooved poisonvetch), Astragalus confertiflorus 
(Blue poisonvetch), Astragalus thompsonae (Thompson loco), Astragalus 
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preussi (Preuss poisonvetch), and Astragalus pattersoni (Patterson 
poisonvetch) as primary plant-indicators of uranium ore. Astragalus 
pattersoni and A· preussi were reported by her to be the two most use-
ful indicators of mineralized soil. She noted that the distribution 
of A· pattersoni alone led to the discovery of two ore bodies in the 
Grants distrtct. 
She also reported that many plants which are indicative of the 
presence of gypsum or sulfate in the soil, are important in uranium 
prospecting. She included Abronia angustifolia, Anogra gypsophila, 
Astragalus allochrous, Cruptantha fulvocanescens, Dithyraea wislizen, 
Eriogonum rotundifolium, ~idium montanum, Oryzopsis hymenoides, and 
Sporobolus giganteus as well as certain species of Mentzelia, Oenothera, 
and Streptanthus as calcium and/or sulfur indicators on the Colorado 
Plateau. She observed that Descuraninia (tansy mustard), Lepidium 
{pepperweed), and plants of the lily family (Liliaceae) are indicators 
of uranium ores which contain gypsum. She noted that Segolily and 
wild onion are the two most useful indicators of the lily group. She 
found that no one calcium- or sulfur-indicator plant could be consider-
ed indicative of mineralized soil; however, she did observe that the 
presence of a dense population of a variety of these plant genera was 
commonly indicative of a uranium deposit. 
Barrett and Curtis (1972) reported on the recognition of anoma-
lous communities of Helichrysum leptolepis which led to the discovery 
of copper-bearing argillite formations in the Witvlei area of South-
West Africa. They also reported on the delineation of a major lead~ 
zinc ore body by a geobotanical anomaly composed of Polycarpaea glabra 
and Eriachne mucronata in the Dugald River area, Cloncurry district, 
Australia. 
Cole (1973) discovered the association of Hybanthus Floribundus 
With nickeliferous soils of Western Australia. 
Barber (1975) conducted a floristic study of vascular plants on 
gypsum soils in Greer, Harmon, and Jackson counties, Oklahoma. She 
noted gypsum outcrops and soils often support a distinctive group of 
plants. She discovered 108 species occuring on gypsum soils, but 
only 30 were found to grow exclusively on gypsum in her study area. 
Barber reported that seven of the 30 species had herbarium records 
indicating occurrence only on gypsum. These are: 
Condalia obtusifolia, Ephedra antisiphilitica, Haploesthes 
greggii, Hilaria matica, Juniperus pindhati, Nama Stevensii, 
and Phacelia intergrifolia. 
She also listed six other species collected only from gypsum soils. 
They include: 
Astragalus missouriensis, ~· racemosus, ~· lotiflorus, 
Asclipias engelmannia, Penstemon fendleri, and 
Psilostrophe villosa. 
She observed that nine of the 30 speices associated with gypsum 
were also associated with limestone soils. These are: 
Aristida longiseta, Astragalus mollissimus, ~· plattensis, 
Mentzelia nuda,~· oligosperma, Opuntia leptocaulis, 
Polygala alba, Scutellaria drummondii, and Tridens 
elongatus. 
She reported that although the remain~ng eight species of the 
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30 were found only on gypsum soils in southwestern Oklahoma they do oc-
cur on other. types of soils elsewhere in the country. Those eight are: 
Atriplex canescens, Sporobolus airoides, ~- cryptandrus, 
Chrysopsis villosa, var. stenophylla, Gaura parviflora, 
Grindelia sguarrosa, Pellaea atropurpurea, and Schedonn-
ardus paniculatus. 
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Press (1974) noted that one of the first efforts to use remote 
sensing of geobotanical anomalies for mineral exploration was conducted 
during the early 193o•s in Rhodesia and Katanga. He reported that 
panchromatic aerial photography was used to search for vegetation 
clearings caused by metal toxicity. He observed that the technique 
was successful because three major copper deposits were discovered 
using this technique. 
Barrett and Curtis (1972) reported on remote sensing studies. 
conducted to assess the potential of true color infrared aerial 
photography in the detection of known geobotanical and bioge.achemical. 
anomalies occupying proven zones of copper mineralization in South-
West Africa and Western Queensland, Australia. They described how 
natural color and color infrared films revealed trees (Dichrostachys 
ciner~) which exhibited biogeochemical anomalies in a zone of copper 
mineralization of South-West Africa. 
The geobotanical anomalous community characterized by Polycarpaea 
glabra and Ericacne mucranata which marks the lead-zinc ore body in the 
Dugald River Lode, Cloncurry district, Western Queensland, Australia, 
was reported by Barrett and Curtis to yield a distinctive spectral 
signature on color infrared photos (1 :5000 and 1 :15000). They noted 
that subsequent examination of all color infrared aerial photography 
of their study area resulted in the identification of several areas of 
copper mineralization which exhibited spectral signatures similar to 
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that of the Dugald River Lode geobotanical anomally. 
Lyon (1975) investigated the correlation between soil geochemistry 
and Landsat I digital data at a molybdenum skarn deposit in the Pine 
Nut mountains near Carson City, Nevada. Using unsupervised clustering 
techniques on ratioed Landsat digital data, he was able to detect a 
well known one by two mile geobotanical anomaly in pine and juniper 
climax zones (Pinus monophylla and Juniperus utahensis). The anomally 
overlies a molybdenum mineralization deposit. He observed that the 
pines displayed significant morphological changes (needle loss, profu-
sion of twiggy stems, and brittleness of branches) which were correlate-
able with the absorption of molybdenum. 
Stratigraphy 
All the stratigraphic units within the area of investigation are 
either Permian bedrock formations or Quaternary alluvial deposits. The 
Weatherford Gypsum Bed of the Rush Springs Formation and the Moccasin 
Creek Member of the Cloud Chief Formation are the gypsum units which 
outcrop within the study area. These two gypsum beds are undifferen-
tiated on the gypsum outcrop and soil maps prepared for this study. 
Fay•s (1962) stratigraphic column (Figure 2) is used in this report. 
Permian System 
The Marlow Formation is the oldest stratigraphic unit in the study 
area. The formation consists predominantly of reddish-brown gypsifer-
ous siltstones, shales, and fine-grained sandstones interbedded with 
thin gypsum layers (o•Brien, 1963). The only exposure of the Marlow 
within the study area is along the northeastern border of the Tonkawa 
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Havens ( 1977). Source: Fay (1962) and 
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watershed. 
Overlying the Marlow is the Rush Springs Formation, which consists 
of 135 to 300 feet of fine-grained, cross bedded to even bedded quartz-
ose sandstone. Except for the Cement vicinity in southeast Caddo 
county, the color of the sandstone varies from medium- to light-red 
throughout the study area. o•Brien (1963) attributes the variation in 
color to the relative amount of iron oxide present as both the predomi-
nant cement and as a grain coating. At Cement, the color of the sand-
stone has been altered to pink, yellow, white, and gray. The discolora-
tion is related to the oil and gas microseepage of the area which 
caused reduction and dissolution of iron by hydrocarbons (Donovan, 
1979). 
The Weatherford Gypsum Bed occurs in the upper part of the Rush 
Springs. The unit varies in thickness from 1 to 60 feet and consists 
of gypsum and dolomite (Havens, 1977). Within the study area, the 
Weatherford Bed outcrops throughout the northwestern half of the Little 
Washita River watershed and the southern end of the Tonkawa watershed. 
Ten to fifteen feet of dolomitic sandstones and siltstones separate 
the Weatherford Bed from the overlying Cloud Chief Formation (Olmsted, 
1975). 
The Cloud Chief is represented in the study area only by the Moc-
casin Creek Gypsum Member. This unit is composed of up to 30 feet of 
pink to white crystalline gypsum. Within the study area the outcrops 
of the Moccasin Creek Gypsum occur as topograhpic highs in the north-
western half of the Little Washita River watershed. 
Quaternary System 
The Quaternary deposits consist of high terrace gravels and sand 
and of lower floodplain unconsolidated sands, silts, and clays of 
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the Washita River and Little Washita River drainages in the study 
area. o•srien (1963) stated that many of the larger canyons and 
valleys have previously been filled with silty sand deposits. Present 
day stream levels are below the top of these canyon fill sediments 
(o•Brien, 1963). 
CHAPTER III 
TECHNIQUES OF INFRARED AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Introduction 
During the course of this investigation it was necessary to make 
a low altitude color infrared aerial photo flight using hand-held 
cameras. Successful near-infrared aerial photography requires photo-
graphic technique$ not normally associated with standard black and 
white and true color aerial photography, principally because correct 
infrared film exposure settings cannot be determined from traditional 
light meters. Conventional light meters are not sensitive to the 
infrared portion of the spectrum, consequently, infrared radiation is 
not registered by the meter. Ordinary light meter readings of visible 
light cannot be used for infrared photography because of the differences 
in the reflectibility of infrared and visible radiation previously 
discussed in chapter two. 
Little information detailing specific techniques for color infrared 
aerial photography with hand-held cameras from light aircraft exist in 
the literature. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the proce-
dures and methods of infrared aerial photography with hand-held cameras 
which were found to be successful in relation to the objectives of this 
study. 
A prerequisite for any investigation involving infrared photography 
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is a knowledge of the physics and optics of infrared radiation and 
films. Several publications which contain good discussions on infrared 
radiation and technology include those of Hackforth (1960), Holter 
et ~· (1962), Wolfe (1965), and Simon (1966). Wagner (1965) exten-
sively covers the theory and methods of infrared photography. Publica-
tions by Eastman Kodak which include helpful information on infrared 
aerial photography and infrared film characteristics are Applied 
Infrared Photography, Kodak Data for. Aeri a 1 Photography, Photography 
from Light Planes and Helicopters, and Kodak Infrared Films. A review 
of the above publications will provide the inexperienced in infrared 
aerial photography with the basic fundamentals necessary for planning 
a successful aerial photo mission. 
Aircraft 
The light aircraft used for the low altitude photo flight was a 
six passenger Cessna Skymaster. The plane had been modified to faci-
litate vertical aerial photography by removing the right front and 
middle seats and installing a five inch diameter plexiglass camera 
port in place of the right front seat. 
Weather 
The weather conditions at the time of the purposed aerial photo-
graph flight must be taken into consideration since adverse weather can 
render it impossible to achieve the desired photographic objectives. 
Optimum weather conditions for an infrared aerial photo mission 
would include clear sky, little haze, low winds, and cool or cold air. 
Ideal weather conditions are almost essential, although some haze can 
be tolerated since infrared radiation has very good haze penetration 
capability. A clear sky is necessary because clouds greatly reduce 
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the amount of infrared radiation reaching the earth's surface. Moder-
ate to high cross winds cause considerable difficulty in maintaining 
the essential straight flight paths. Cool or cold air is not an abso-
lute necessity for acceptable infrared photographs; however, visibility 
is better in cool air than warm air. Also, turbulence is generally 
less in cool air, which lessens the possibility of blurring the pic-
tures. 
Film and Camera Equipment 
The combination of film exposure requirements, length of flight 
paths, and the 120 mile per hour flying speed necessitated the use of 
five 35 millimeter cameras in order to insure that a camera loaded 
with unexposed film was always available to replace the one in use 
after it's film was completely exposed. 
Color (Kodak Ektachrome Infrared Film) and black and white (Kodak 
High Speed Infrared Film) infrared films were used to photograph the 
gypsum areas. Both types of film are sensitive to the visible and 
near-infrared regions (.4 micrometers to .9 micrometers) of the spec-
trum. The color infrared film was exposed through a Vivitar Number 
15(G) Deep Yellow filter in order to eliminate visible radiation below 
.51 micrometer (blue and blue-green) and thereby achieve the desired 
color balance on the resultant photograph. The black and white infrared 
film was exposed only to near-infrared radiation ( .7 micrometer to .9 
micrometer) through the use of a Tifflen Number 87C Red visually opaque 
filter. 
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Altitude 
In order to maintain the maximum possible resolution and restrict 
the number of photographs required to completely cover the gypsum areas 
to a reasonable number, the area photographed by each 35 millimeter 
slide was limited to one section (one square mile). The selected 
space requirement for each photograph and the use of 35 millimeter 
cameras with a focal distance of 55 millimeters required a flying 
height of approximately 14,500 feet above the ground. 
Exposure Settings 
It is not possible for reasons previously discussed in chapter two 
to obtain one single exposure setting (combination of f/stop and shut-
ter speed) from a conventional light meter which will yield a correctly 
exposed infrared photograph. However, ordinary light meters can be 
used to determine a 11 base exposure setting 11 around which additional 
exposures are made (bracketing) in order to assure that at least one 
setting will result in an acceptable photograph. 
The bracketing procedure consists of making five exposures of the 
target area to be photographed. Two exposures are made at the two f/ 
stops above and below that of the indicated 11 basic setting 11 as well as 
at the base exposure setting itself. 
Kodak recommends using a film speed of 100 ASA with conventional 
1 i ght meters to determ·i ne the average exposure setting for its col or 
infrared film when used with a number 15 filter. A film speed of 10 ASA 
is recommended for determining the base exposure setting for the use 
of its black and white film (Kodak High Speed Infrared Film) with a 
number 87C filter. The light meter readings are made from the same 
altitude at which the infrared photographs are to be taken. 
The best time of day for infrared aerial photography is between 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. This period will assure maximum infrared radia-
tion and reduce adverse effects caused by low sun elevations. 
Color Near-Infrared 
A basic exposure setting of l/250 second at f/8 was selected 
from the several correct shutter speed-f/stop combinations for the 
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color infrared aerial photography of the gypsum areas. Light meter 
readings were taken of the ground from an altitude of 15,500 feet 
through the vertical camera port. The exposure bracketing procedure 
consisted of making four exposures of each of the 76 sections photo-
graphed using f/stops 16, 11, 8, and 5.6 with a shutter speed of 1/250 
second. The most acceptable photos were made at exposure settings of 
f/11 and f/8 at 1/250 second. All of the 76 photographs taken at f/11 
resulted in some degree of underexposure. Fifteen were slightly under-
exposed and the remaining 61 were significantly underexposed. All of 
the 76 photographs taken at f/8 resulted in some degree of overexposure. 
Fifteen were significantly overexposed and the other 61 were only 
slightly overexposed. 
From a post flight evaluation of the photographs, the best exposure 
setting for the conditions which existed at the time of the flight was 
the half f/stop between f/11 and f/8 at l/250 second. Lack of time and 
funds did not allow taking photograohs at half f/stop increments. No 
reason can be given for the variation in the degree of under- and over-
exposure exhibited by the photography since it was not confined to any 
one roll of film, flight path, or camera and the weather conditions 
were ideal during the entire aerial photograph flight. 
Black and White Near-Infrared 
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The exposure bracketing method used to take the black and white 
near-infrared aerial photographs differed from that used for the color 
infrared film because of inexperience with the black and white film and 
a visually opaque filter. Also, complete coverage of the gypsum areas 
was not made with the black and white film because of a shortage of 
funds and lack of experience with the film and filter. 
The bracketing technique consisted of making exposures at all 
f/stops (f/1.8 through f/16) with each of four shutter speeds; l/60 
second, 1/125 second, 1/250 second, and l/500 second. A separate roll 
of film was used for each shutter speed. Although no one shutter 
speed-f/stop combination was always consistent in producing acceptable 
photographs, a few exposure settings did yield good results. 
The most acceptable black and white infrared photographs were made 
using f/stops 8, 5.6, and 4 at 1/60 second. Some good exposures were 
made at the following f/stop-shutter speed combinations: f/5.6 and 
f/4 at l/125 second; f/5.6, f/4, f/2.8, and f/1.8 at l/250 second; 
and f/1.8 at l/500 second. All other exposure settings produced fair 
to poor results. 
The inconsistency of obtaining acceptable photographs with any one 
exposure setting can be attributed to the adverse cloud conditions which 
developed during the black and white infrared aerial photograph flight 
and the photographer•s lack of experience with the film and filter. 
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Recommendations 
The exposure settings used in this study may not always produce 
the same results because of differences in weather conditions and nature 
of the subject or area to be photographed. It is recommended that 
trial exposures be made under conditions as similar as possible to those 
of any intended infrared aerial photographic investigation in order to 
learn which exposure settings will produce acceptable results. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
Formats of Near-Infrared Photography 
Three formats of near-infrared photography, which include high 
and low altitude color and low altitude black and white, were obtained, 
examined, interpreted, and evaluated during the course of the first 
part of this study. 
The high altitude color near-infrared photography consisted of com-
plete coverage of the study area with nine by nine inch transparencies 
at a scale of 1:120,000. The photography was made by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) on May 4, 1973, from an 
altitude of approximately 60,000 feet. 
The low altitude color near-infrared photography consisted of a 
mosaic (1 :20,000) constructed from 76 three by five inch prints which 
were enlarged from the 35 millimeter slides taken with a hand-held 
camera on March 25, 1979, during the low altitude photographic mission 
described in chapter three. 
The mosaic included complete coverage of all sections in the study 
area which contained any type of gypsum surface cover. The 76 one-mile 
sections of gypsum outcrops and soil were restricted to the southern 
part of the Tonkawa watershed and northwestern half of the Little Washi-
ta River watershed. 
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The low altitude black and white near-infrared photography con-
sisted of partial coverage of the gypsum areas with three by five inch 
prints at a scale of approximately 1 :14,000. The photographs were 
taken on March 24, 1979, with four hand-held 35 millimeter cameras 
from an altitude of 12,500 feet. Complete coverage of the study area 
was not feasible with the black and white infrared film because the 
film's high speed required absolute darkness for loading and unloading 
the cameras. This lighting condition was not possible in the aircraft. 
Interpretation of Near-Infrared Photography for 
the Identification of Gypsum Outcrops and 
Soil 
All of the gypsum outcrops are vegetated and generally associated 
with a thin gypsiferous soil horizon. Most other gypsiferous soils 
within the study area are also overgrown by vegetation. The plant 
species indigenous to these gypsum outcrops and soil are distinctly 
different from the vegetation which dominates the surrounding non-gypsum 
soils. This is not unusual since gypsum often supports a distinctive 
flora (Barber, 1975}. The association of certain plants with gypsum 
was studied by Barber (1975) in Greer, Harmon, and Jackson counties of 
southwestern Oklahoma as previously reported in chapter two. 
Five plant species were found growing only on gypsum outcrops and 
soil in the study area of this report. These were: 
Arenaria stricta, ~llium drummandii, Chrysopsis villosa, 
Hymenoxys linearifolia, and Opuntia compressa (Tyrl, 
oral communication, 1979). 
Two of the five species were also listed by Barber (1975) as having 
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been collected from gypsum soils. She reported that Chrysopsis villosa 
(golden aster) was found only on gypsum soil and Opuntia compressa 
(prickly pear cactus) was collected from both gypsum and redbeds in her 
study area. The remaining three species were not identified as common 
to gypsum soils in her report, however she noted that her list was not 
necessarily complete since her work covered only one season and many 
years would be required to compile a complete list of gypsum indicator 
plants of central and southwestern Oklahoma. 
Examination of the color near-infrared aerial photography revealed 
that the gypsum indicator plants produced a unique spectral signature. 
The anomalous plant communities registered as a light to dark mottled 
blue on the high altitude color transparencies~ The vegetated gypsum 
soils are easily distinguished and completely discriminated from all 
other features. 
The gypsum indicator species produced a light to dark mottled blue 
and green color on the prints of the low altitude photographic mosaic. 
The quality of the color reproduction of the prints and of the 35 milli-
meter slides from which the prints were enlarged was not as good as 
that of the high altitude transparencies. This was attributed to auto-
matic color film processing of the slides and prints as well as the 
photographer•s inexperience with infrared photography. Of the low alti-
tude photography, the color quality of the original 35 millimeter slides 
was better than that of the enlarged prints. This was also attributed 
to the nature of automatic co~1ercial film processing. 
In spite of the lower quality of the low altitude color photography, 
the vegetated gypsum areas were completely discriminated from all other 
features. Smaller areas of anomalous gypsum plant communities could be 
distinguished on the low altitude photographs than on the high alti-
tude transparen~ies as a result of higher resolution. 
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The exposed gypsiferous (non-vegetated) soil sites yielded a pale 
yellow to white color on both the high and low altitude color photo~ 
graphy. The exposed gypsiferous soils are easily distinguished on the 
color near-infrared photography but it could not be completely discrim-
inated from other non-vegetated soils. 
The zones of gypsum indicator plants produced dark mottled grey 
tones on the low altitude black and white near-infrared photographs. 
The areas of anomalous plant communities can be easily distinguished 
on the black and white prints, but they cannot be discriminated exclu-
sively because other types of vegetation exhi'bit the same spectral 
signatures. 
Exposed gypsiferous soils registered as light grey tones on the 
black and white photography. The exposed gypsiferous soils are easily 
distinguished on the black and white prints; but, as in the case with 
the color near-infrared photography, it was not possible to discriminate 
exposed gypsiferous soils from other non-vegetated soil types. 
Comparison of Color and Black and White 
Near-Infrared Photography 
A comparison of a low altitude color near-infrared photograph 
with a black and white near-infrared photograph of the same section 
(Figure 3) illustrates the greater discrimination capability of color 
near-infrared photography. The vegetation exhibited by the two small 
dark grey 11 0XbOW 11 ellipses in the small encircled area near the right 
center of both photographs are brush and shrubs which are not common 
Figure 3. Low Altitude Color Near-Infrared and Black 
and White Near-Infrared Photographs of 
Section 19, Range 10 West, Township 5 
North, Caddo County, Oklahoma 
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to gypsum soils. The blue-green mottled color within the larger en-
circled area near the left center of the color photograph and the mix-
ture of light to dark grey tones of the equivalent area on the black and 
white photograph represent the anomalous gypsum plant communities. 
Both areas are easily discriminated because of their different colors in 
the color photograph. In the black and white photograph, both areas 
display the same grey tone and so it is not possible to differentiate 
the two types of vegetation using black and white infrared photography. 
Evaluation of Color Near-Infrared 
Aerial Photography 
A map of vegetated gypsum outcrop and soil was prepared from each 
type of the color near-infrared aerial photography (low and high alti-
tude) in order to evaluate the potential of the two remote sensing 
techniques as data bases for developing non-point source water pollu-
tion maps. 
The High Altitude IR Gypsum Outcrop and Soil map (Plate I) was 
prepared using the high altitude color transparencies (1 :120,000). 
These transparencies were used as a guide to distinguish the areas 
of anomalous gypsum plant communities and used in conjunction with 
black and white aerial photographs (1 :24,000) to delineate vegetated 
gypsum outcrops and soil. The map was prepared at a scale of 1:24,000 
on stabline and included the southern end of the Tonkawa watershed 
and northwestern half of the Little Washita River Watershed. 
The Low Altitude IR Gypsum Outcrop and Soil map (Plate II) 
was prepared using the low altitude color photographic mosaic. 
By overlaying the mosaic with stabline, the anomalous vegetated 
gypsum areas were distinguished and mapped at .a scale of 1:20,000. 
The map was photographically reduced to a scale of 1:24,000 on matte 
acetate and includes the southern end of the Tonkawa watershed and 
northwestern half of the Little Washita River Watershed. 
The areas on the color aerial photography which displayed the 
spectral signatures of gypsum indicator plants were field checked in 
order to establish the ground truth of the color near-infrared signa-
tures. All of the areas which exhibited the spectral signatures of 
the gypsum indicator plants were found to accurately delinate the ve-
getated gypsum outcrops and soil. 
Supervised Classification 
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Landsat scenes were selected from two different periods of the 
year in order to evaluate the effects of soil moisture variation and 
seasonal vegetation changes upon the classification of all gypsiferous 
soil types. The scenes selected were Landsat I scene El706-l6332 for 
June 29, 1974, and Landsat III scene E30004-16290 for March 9, 1978. 
Vegetation is in full foliage during June but is dormant in March with 
the exception of winter wheat. The June scene exhibits dry soil mois-
ture conditions. No rainfall was recorded in the study area for a 
period of 12 days prior to the acquisition of the scene. The March 
scene represents wet soil moisture conditions. Approximately 3/4 to 
1 inch of rain fell throughout the study area on March 7, 1978. 
Identification of Ground Cover Classes 
The first step in the development of the supervised classification 
was the identification of all significant ground cover classes in the 
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study area for each scene. The identification of ground cover classes 
was made from an examination of supplementary data sources (ground 
truth) which included: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agri-
cultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) 
578 forms (crop records) of 1974 and 1978 
·May, 1974 black and white ASCS (USDA) aerial photographs 
(1 :24,000) 
May, 1973 NASA High Altitude Color Near-Infrared aerial 
photographs (1 :120,000) 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) soil maps of Caddo and 
Comanche counties 
The ground cover classes used for the supervised classifications of 
each scene are listed in Tables I and II. 
Delineation of Ground Cover Classes 
Five ground truth maps (1:24,000) were prepared which delineated 
the ground cover identified within the study area. These maps are: 
High Altitude IR Gypsum Outcrop and Soil Map, 
Plate I 
Vegetated Gypsum Outcrop and Soil Map, Plate III 
June 29, 1974 Ground Truth Map, Plate IV 
March 9, 1978 Ground Truth Ma·p, Pl ave V 
. ..,_ 
. ~ .. : . . 
Oil Well and Storage Tank Sit~ Map, Plate VI 
High Altitude IR Gypsum Outcrop and Soil Hap. The High Al-
titude IR Gypsum Outcrop and Soil Map (Plate I) delineates the 
vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil and the exposed gypsiferous soil. 
Exposed gypsiferous soil sites were mapped using the Soil Conservation 
Service soil maps of Caddo and Comanche counties and black and white 
aerial photographs. The map includes the southern portion of the 
TABLE I 
GROUND COVER CLASSES FOR JUNE 29, 1974 
Classes 
Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil 
Exposed gypsiferous soil 
Town 
Water 
Dense woodland 
Moderately dense woodland 
Sudan 
Alfalfa 
Cotton 
May maize 
Bare ground and June maize 
Improved pasture 
Unimproved pasture 
Oil well and storage tank sites 
I 
TABLE II 
GROUND COVER CLASSES FOR MARCH 9, 1978 
Classes 
Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil 
Exposed gypsiferous soil 
Town 
Water 
Dense woodland 
Moderately dense woodland 
Sudan 
Alfalfa 
Cotton 
Maize 
Wheat 
Improved pasture 
Unimproved pasture 
Oil well and storage tank sites 
Barley 
Oats 
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Tonkawa watershed and northwestern half of the Little Washita River 
watershed. 
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Vegetated Gypsum Outcrop and Soil Map. The Vegetated Gypsum Out-
crop and Soil Map (Plate III) delineates only vegetated gypsum outcrops 
and soil. The vegetated gypsum areas were mapped at a scale of 1:24,000 
from Soil Conservation Service soils maps of Caddo and Comanche coun-
ties. Black and white aerial photographs were used to distinguish 
between vegetated and non-vegetated gypsum areas. The map includes 
the southern end of the Tonkawa watershed and northwestern half of the 
Little Washita River watershed. 
June 29. 1974 Ground Truth Map. The June 29, 1974~ Ground Truth 
Map (Plate IV) delineates all significant types of ground cover (i.e., 
perennial native vegetation, cultivated fields, water bodies, and urban 
districts) present in the Tonkawa watershed on June 29, 1974. The 
location of all cultivated fields and the identification of the ground 
cover exhibited by the field (i.e., plowed, newly planted, or crop type) 
was made by a simultaneous examination of the Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service•s 578 forms (crop records) and black and white 
aerial photographic coverage of the Tonkawa watershed. 
March 92 1978 Ground Truth Map. The March 9, 1978, Ground Truth 
Map (Plate V) delineates only ground cover which is different from that 
noted in the June period due to seasonal agricultural practices within 
the Tonkawa watershed. The identification of the ground cover exhibited 
by all cultivated fields on March 9, 1978, was made using the same pro-
cedure which was used to identify the agricultural ground cover for the 
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June, 1974 Ground Truth Map (Plate IV). The ground cover which remains 
constant in location (perennial vegetation, water bodies and urban dis-
tricts) was not delineated. 
Oil Well and Storage Tank Site Map. Oil and gas well sites and 
storage tank locations were delineated on the Oil Well and Storage 
Tank Site Map (Plate VI) using black and white aerial photos (1 :24,000) 
of May, 1974. The map was prepared at a scale of 1:24,000 and includes 
the northwestern half of the Little Washita River watershed. 
Assignment of Training Sets 
A training set was assigned to each of the ground cover classes 
with the exception of the vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil. Two 
training sets were assigned to the vegetated gypsum class. The two 
sets were required in order to evaluate the suitability of two differ-
ent sources of ground truth for the vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil. 
The two sources used for vegetated gypsum ground truth were the Soil 
Conservation Service soils maps of Caddo (April, 1973) and Comanche 
(August, 1967) counties and the High Altitude IR Gypsum Outcrop and 
Soil Map. 
Two groups of training sets were organized for each Landsat scene. 
The two groups for each scene were labeled Soil and IR to identify 
which ground truth source was used for the vegetated gypsum class. 
Tables III and IV list the training sets of the Soil and IR groups for 
the June and March scenes. Because of differences in ground cover be-
tween June and March, the training set groups of the June and March 
scenes are not identical. The resulting four training set groups were 
Training 
Set Group 
Class 
Symbol 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE III 
TRAINING SETS FOR JUNE 29, 1974 
Soil IR 
Training Class Training 
Set Symbol Set 
Vegetated Gypsum Outcrop and Soil 2 Vegetated Gypsum Outcrop and Soil 
(from SCS soils maps) (from High Altitude IR Map) 
Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 3 Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 
Town 4 Town 
Water 5 Water 
Dense Woodland 6 Dense Woodland 
Moderately Dense Woodland 7 Moderately Dense Woodland 
Sudan 8 Sudan 
Alfalfa 9 Alfalfa 
Cotton A Cotton 
May Maize B May Maize 
Bare Ground and June Maize c Bare Ground and June Maize 
Improved Pasture . D Improved Pasture 
Unimproved Pasture E Unimproved Pasture 
Oil Well and Storage Tank Sites 
.j::o 
0 
TABLE IV 
TRAINING SETS FOR MARCH 9, 1978 
Training Soil IR Set Group 
Class Training Class Training 
Symbol Set Symbol Set 
l Vegetated Gypsum Outcrops and Soil 2 Vegetated Gypsum Outcrops and Soil (from SCS soils maps) (from High Altitude IR Map) 
3 Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 3 Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 
4 Town 4 Town 
5 Water 5 Water 
6 Dense Woodland 6 Dense ~~oodland 
7 Moderately Dense Woodland 7 Moderately Dense Woodland 
8 Sudan 8 Sudan 
9 Alfalfa 9 Alfalfa 
A Cotton A Cotton 
B Maize B Maize 
c Wheat c Wheat 
D Improved Pasture D Improved Pasture 
E Unimproved Pasture E Unimproved Pasture 
F Oil Well and Storage Tank Sites G Barley 
G Barley H Oats 
H Oats 
..j::o 
__, 
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labeled June Soil, June IR, March Soil, and March IR. 
Delineation of Training Sets 
The third step in the organization of the supervised classifica-
tion consisted of delineating training sets from the ground truth maps 
onto two grids. The grids which consisted of 10 columns per inch in 
the horizontal direction and eight lines per inch in the vertical di-
rection were produced by the computer line printer for the Landsat 
scenes to serve as reference sources for geographical coordinates (line 
and column numbers). The coordinates were used to designate the loca-
tions of the training sets within the Landsat scenes and to geometri-
cally correct the Landsat greyscale images. The grids were geographi-
cally referenced to the study area by overlaying each one on a topo-
graphic map and drawing in the section lines. The corresponding sec-
tion lines of the ground truth map and grid served to reference the map 
and grid to each other. By overlaying each grid sequentially on the 
ground truth maps appropriate for each scene, the training sets were 
delineated on their respective grids. 
The locations of most of the ground cover classes (water, urban 
districts, perennial vegetation, pasture, oil well and storage tank 
sites, and gypsum) are the same for both scenes. Only the agricultural 
classes change in distribution between June and March. Therefore, the 
only training sets which were to be delineated on separate grids for 
each scene were those for the agricultural classes. The training sets 
for all the June ground cover classes were delineated on the June grid. 
Only the March agricultural training sets were delineated on the March 
grid. The computer classification program is used to obtain the com-
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plete March training set data by updating the previously processed June 
training sets. 
Digitization of Training Set Data 
The fourth and final step in the development of the supervised 
classification involved digitizing the training sets. The training 
sets were digitized by compiling the coordinates of each area which 
served as part of a training set. The digitized data was recorded 
on computer cards to serve as the training set data for the classifi-
cation program. 
Format of LANDSAT Imagery 
The two formats of Landsat imagery used in this investigation 
were black and white ,Photographic prints and digital data stored on 
computer-compatible tapes (CCT). The multispectral composition of 
each Landsat scene consists of four channels or bands of the electro-
magnetic spectrum labeled four, five, six, and seven. The spectral 
limits of each band are 0.5 to 0.6, 0.6 to 0.7, 0.7 to 0.8, and 0.8 
to 1.1 micrometers (lo-6 meters) respectively. Each Landsat scene con-
sists of approximately ~~581,600 data points or pixels (picture ele-
ment) arranged in a matrix consisting of 2,340 lines of approximately 
3,240 columns. Each pixel represents the average reflectance of 1.1 
acres. 
For storage on computer-compatible tapes, each Landsat scene is 
divided into four vertical strips of equal column width. The digital 
data of all four bands from each strip is organized into a separate 
file (dataset). The resulting four files are stored sequentially on 
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on the CCT, so that the first file represents the leftmost strip of the 
scene. 
Computer Processing Programs 
Pre-classification computer processing and enhancement techniques 
were applied to the digital data of the two scenes in order to eliminate 
unnecessary data and to correct radiometric and geometric distortions. 
After the enhancement and correction techniques were completed, the 
supervised classification of the digital data was executed in two 
sequential phases. The programs used in this analysis of Landsat digi-
tal data included GODDARD, FRAME, GREYSCALE, SMOOTH, REGISTER, TRANS-
FORMATION, and DELIN, all of which are described in the following sec-
tions. The DELIN program was used several times with different options 
identified as DELIN-merge, DELIN-subscene and DELIN-classification. The 
analysis flow chart shown in Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of pro-
cedures used for automatic data processing and the development of the 
supervised classification. The computer program listings appear in 
Appendix A and the job control cards for the programs are listed in 
Appendix B. 
·GODDARD (Recombinatio~ of Landsat CCT Files) 
The digital data of a Landsat scene is organized into four files 
on the computer-compatible tapes (CCT) received from the Earth Resources 
Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 
In order to simplify all further computer processing, the GODDARD pro-
gram was used to combine the original four files into one file. The 
resulting single file of data was labeled the "GODDARD" dataset. 
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FRAME (Subscene and Histogram) 
The purpose of the FRAME program is to copy the digital data which 
represents only the area of interest (subscene) into a separate data-
set in order to eliminate unnecessary data from all further computer 
processing. A histogram of brightness levels for all four bands of 
the digital data of the subscene is also produced by the FRAME program. 
The portion of the Landsat scene to be copied into the subscene 
dataset is identified and located for the FRAME program by the coordin-
ates (Landsat scene line and column number) of the upper left pixel 
of the subscene and the number of lines and columns composing the sub-
scene. 
The FRAME program suffers from limitations regarding the size of 
the subscene to be copied from the original scene and the format of 
digital data processed by the program. FRAME cannot be successfully 
used to copy a subscene whose column width completely spans a file 
and/or overlaps any file boundary with one run of the program. A 
subscene which is exactly as wide as the file it occupies must be copied 
as two smaller partial subscenes with the width of each being a multiple 
of 200. Subscenes which cross file boundaries must be divided at the 
file boundary into smaller partial subscenes and copied with separate 
runs of the FRAME program into their respective datasets. The partial 
subscenes are merged into the complete subscene by the DELIN-merge pro-
gram. Only the complete GODDARD dataset can be used as the input digi-
tal data source for the FRAME program. 
In order to fulfill contract agreements of the grant which support-
ed this investigation, the area copied as the initial subscene from the 
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June 29, 1974, and March 9, 1978, Landsat scenes was the basin of the 
Southern Great Plains Watershed Research Project; henceforth it is re-
ferred to as the 11 basin subscene 11 • The basin subscene is composed of 
the Sugar Creek, Spring Creek, Stinking Creek, Tonkawa Creek, Delaware 
Creek, Ionine Creek, Jack Hollow Creek, Rock Hollow Creek, West Fork 
Creek, Salt Creek, Bitter Creek, West Fork Creek, East Fork Creek,. Spring 
Creek, Winter Creek, and Little Washita River watersheds which inher-
ently include the study area of this report. 
The coordinates of the upper left pixel of the basin subscene 
were determined from the seven by seven inch black and white prints 
of band five or seven of the two Landsat scenes. The ratios of the 
number of columns and lines per millimeter on the prints were used 
to find the approximate number of columns and lines to the upper left 
corner of the subscene from the top and left sides of the print. The 
column number was then rounded down to the nearest multiple of 200 
from the first column number of the third file. 
The basin subscene was copied as four partial subscenes with four 
sequential runs of the FRAME program because its column width overlapped 
file boundaries two, three, and four and completely spanned file three 
in both the June and March Landsat scenes. The partial subscenes were 
labeled 11 FRAME1 11 , 11 FRAME2 11 , 11 FRAME3", and "FRAME4" from left to right as 
they appeared in the basin subscene of both Landsat scenes. 
The total column widths for the June 29, 1974, and March 9, 1978, 
Landsat scenes were 3240 and 3192, respectively and the corresponding 
file widths were 810 and 798, respectively. The 798 column width of the 
March scene required a 12 column interval to be skipped between the end 
of each preceding file and the beginning of the next in order to avoid 
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extraneous data and to correctly identify the coordinates of the upper 
left pixel of each of the four partial subscenes. 
The upper left pixel coordinates and line and column widths for 
each of the partial subscenes of the basin subscene copied from the 
June 29, 1974,and March 9, 1978,Landsat scenes are listed in Table V. 
The FRAME program was used to isolate the basin subscenes instead of 
the DELIN-subscene program because FRAME produces a histogram which is 
not provided by DELIN-subscene. 
DELIN-merge (Subscene Recombination) 
The DELIN-subscene program was used to recombine the four partial 
subscenes of the basin into one complete subscene. The four partial 
subscenes were first reduced to two by merging subscenes FRAMEl and 
FRAME2 into a new subscene labeled "FRAME12" and merging subscenes 
FRAME3 and FRAME4 into the subscene labeled "FRAME34". The two sub-
scenes FRAME12 and FRAME34 were then combined into the final complete 
basin subscene and stored in a single dataset labeled 11 MERGE14 11 • 
GREYSCALE (Alphanumberic Line Print) 
The GREYSCALE program was used to produce an alphanumeric print 
representation of Landsat digital data by a computer line printer. 
The scale of contrast assigned to the print was determined from an 
eva 1 ua t ion of the his tog rams produced by the FRAME program. 
SMOOTH (Correction of Radiometric Distortion) 
The horizontal banding in Landsat imagery which results from radio-
metric distortion during the scanning of a scene by the Landsat satel-
FRAMEl 
FRAME2 
FRAME3 
FRAME4 
FRAMEl 
FRAME2 
FRAME3 
FRAME4 
TABLE V 
UPPER LEFT PIXEL COORDINATES AND LINE AND COLUMN 
WIDTHS FOR EACH PARTIAL SUBSCENE OF THE 
JUNE AND MARCH "BASIN SUBSCENES" 
June 29, 1974 
First Number of First Number of 
Line Lines Column Columns 
1 1100 1221 400 
1 1100 1621 810 
1 1100 2231 200 
1 1100 2431 400 
March 9, 1978 
First Number of First Number of 
Line Lines Column Columns 
1 880 1209 400 
1 880 1621 600 
1 880 2219 200 
1 880 2431 600 
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lite sensors was removed from the June and March basin subscenes by 
the SMOOTH program. 
DELIN-subscene (Subscene Isolation Without 
Histogram) 
The study area subscene labeled "TONKAWA", was copied from the 
basin subscene by the DELIN-subscene program. DELIN-subscene was 
used to isolate the study area instead of the FRAME program because 
DELIN-subscene could copy the entire study area with one run of the 
program and it is not restricted to digital input data in the GODDARD 
format, as required in the FRAME program. 
The study area was located in the basin subscene by the coordin-
ates of the upper left pixel and the line and column widths of the 
study area. The coordinates were identified from a GREYSCALE print 
of the basin subscene. 
REGISTER (Geometric Correction, First Phase) 
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Geometric distortion results from the scanning nature of the satel-
lite sensors, movement of the satellite, rotation of the earth, and 
stretch of the scene caused by the line printer. The correction of 
geometric distortion of the GREYSCALE prints of Landsat imagery was 
accomplished in two phases. Each phase was performed by a separate 
computer program, of which REGISTER is the first and TRANSFORMATION, 
the second. 
The REGISTER program calculates a set of constants which are used 
by the TRANSFORMATION program to eliminate the geometric distortion 
from the Landsat scenes. In order to calculate the constants, the 
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REGISTER program requires the coordinates (line and column number) of 
at least nine points from the uncorrected GREYSCALE print of the sub-
scene and the corresponding coordinates from the 7 1/2 minute (1 :24,000) 
topographic maps of the subscene area. Transformation constants are 
calculated for each set of four consecutive points~ and the resulting 
constants are averaged. To check accuracy, the coordinates for each 
point are calculated based on the average constants and compared to 
the original coordinates. Differences less than one (1.0) pixel are 
considered acceptable. 
The intersections of section lines were used as reference points. 
Section lines on the GREYSCALE prints were distinguished as linears 
formed by the subtle contrast of grey tones caused by differing agri-
cultural practices throughout the study area. The June training set 
grid was used to establish the coordinates of the reference points on 
the topographic map. Sixteen points were selected, well spaced around 
outer margin of the subscene. The points were organized into groups 
of four points with one point from each corner. A seventeenth point 
required by the program was selected near the center of the subscene. 
The same seventeen points were used for both the June and March study 
area subscenes. 
The intersection of section lines provided excellent reference 
points for the source of coordinates used to calculate the geometric 
correction constants. Very good accuracy resulted with the first choice 
of coordinates used by the REGISTER program from both the June and March 
data. The largest difference between any calculated and original 
coordinates of either subscene was .6815 pixel. The average difference 
for all coordinates of the June and March study area subscenes was .1592 
and .1807 pixels, respectively. 
TRANSFORMATION (Geometric Co~rection, Second 
Phase) 
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The TRANSFORMATION program was used to apply geometric correction 
to digital data of the study area subscenes using the constants provided 
by the REGISTER program. The resulting subscene was labeled 11 TONKAWA. 
GEOREF 11 • The accuracy of the geometric correction was checked by over-
laying and comparing a 7 1/2 minute (1:24,000) topographic map of the 
study area with a GREYSCALE print of the geometrically corrected study 
area subscene. Both the June and March study area subscenes were geo-
graphically referenced to the topographic maps' with a displacement 
error of less than one pixel. The GREYSCALE prints of the June and 
March geometrically corrected study area subscenes are illustrated in 
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. An overlay (Plate VII} can be placed 
directly on to Figures 5 and 6 to show the boundaries of the study 
area within the GREYSCALED subscene. 
DELIN-classification-first phase (Training 
Set Statisticsl 
The first phase of the DELIN-classification program creates a file 
which includes an identifier (fifth band) for each pixel that denotes 
the pixel as belonging to a training set for one of the ground cover 
classes. Pixels which are not located in any of the training set 
areas are identified by zeros. The study area is outlined by identify-
ing all pixels outside the area as negative one. A map of the identi-
fiers can be printed to check the location of the training set areas. 
Figure 5. Greyscale Print of the June 29, 1974 
Geometrically Corrected Study Area 
Subscene . Band 5, LANDSAT I Scene 
E-1706-16332. Use overlay (Plate 
VII) to define boundary used for 
supervi sed classification of study 
area. 
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Figure 6. Greyscale Print of the ~1arch 9, 1978 
Geometrically Corrected Study Area 
Subscene. Band 5, LANDSAT III Scene 
E-30004-16290. Use overlay (Plate 
VII) to define boundary used for 
supervi sed classification of study 
area. 
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The mean and cross-band covariance matrix are calculated for each train-
ing set. These statistics are used by the second phase of classifica-
tion program. The output file produced by the first phase was labeled 
11 TONKAWA.TRAIW' with additional notations to identify which subscenes 
(June or March) and training set groups (Soil or IR) were used. 
OELIN-classification-second phase {Classi-
fication) 
The second phase of the DELIN-classification program uses the 
classical maximum likelihood discrimination technique to classify 
each pixel. The training set statistics from the first phase govern 
the assignment of a ground cover class to eacH pixel. The output file 
from the first phase is used as input to allow a comparison of the 
training set class with the class assigned by the maximum likelihood 
method. A table is printed listing the distribution of the computer 
assigned classes for the pixels of each training set as well as the 
distribution of the classification for the entire study area. A 
file is created which includes an identifier for each pixel that de-
notes the computer assigned ground cover class. A map of the identi-
fiers can be printed which displays the classification of the entire 
study area. The output file produced by the second phase was labeled 
"TONKAWA.CLASS" with additional notations to identify the subscene and 
training set group. 
Classification Procedure 
Both phases of the DELIN-classification program wer.e applied to 
the June and March study area subscenes. The classification procedure 
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used for the subscenes consisted of performing repetitive classifica-
tions of the study area using different combinations of bands of digi-
tal data with each of the Soil and IR training set groups. These re-
petitive classifications will subsequently be referred to as 11 Classi-
fication treatments 11 • A total of 14 classification treatments were 
made of the study area. Tables XIII THROUGH XXVI (Appendix C) list the 
results for the 14 computer classification treatments. The results 
are presented as the number of pixels assigned to each of the ground 
cover classes within the entire study area and within each of the 
training sets. 
The different band combinations were used to evaluate the dis-
crimination capability of various individual bands as well as combina-
tions of bands. The four training set groups (Soil and IR for March 9, 
I 1978,and June 29, 1974) were used to evaluate: (1) the two ground 
truth sources for the vegetated gypsum class and (2) the effect of 
soil moisture conditions and seasonal vegetation changes upon the classi-
fications of gypsiferous soils. 
The method used to apply the first phase of the classification 
program to the March study area subscene differed slightly from that 
used for the June subscene. The method used for the March subscene 
was different because the March training set data consisted only of the 
changes in training set data from the June to March period. Only the 
data of the June Soil and IR training set groups was complete for the 
entire subscene. The method used to obtain a complete March Soil and IR 
training set group involved substituting March agricultural training 
sets into the corresponding June training sets. This was accomplished 
by applying the first phase of the classification program twice to the 
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March subscene. The first execution of the first phase used the 
March subscene and the appropriate June training set group (Soil or IR) 
as the two required input files for the program. The second execution 
completed the March training set data for the appropriate group by 
updating the previously processed complete June training set data with 
the training set changes for the March period. The second execution 
used the output file (labeled 11 TONKAWA.TRAIN.JUNE 11 ) of the first 
execution of the program and the corresponding March training group 
as the two required input files. The output file of the second exe-
cution was labeled "TONKAWA.TRAIN 11 with additional notations to iden-
tify the subscene (June or March) and training set group (Soil or IR). 
Computer Cost and Execution Time 
A 11 the computer processing. was executed on the IBM 370/158. 
The total cost for processing one Landsat scene was approximately 850 
dollars. The total CPU time required to collectively process the data 
was approximately 100 minutes. Performing the automatic data process-
ing on disk instead of tape was found to reduce the real time of pro-
gram execution by two-thirds. 
Unsupervised Classification 
An unsupervised classification was produced for the study area 
using the digital data of the Landsat II scene E2900-16073 of July 10, 
1977. The unsupervised classification was produced as part of a seminar 
held in Slidell, Louisiana at the Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) 
facilities of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
SEARCH and MAXL31 programs, developed by ERL, were executed on the 
Comtal/Varian Image Processing System. A similar system is being es-
tablished at the Remote Sensing Center, Oklahoma State University. 
The SEARCH program chooses ground cover classes by searching for 
homogeneousblocks of three by three or six by six pixels and grouping 
the similar blocks. The MAXL31 program uses the maximum likelihood 
technique to classify each pixel into one of a maximum of 31 classes 
defined by the SEARCH program. A total of 31 classes were defined 
for the study area. 
In order tb print a meaningful graphical production of a map of 
the study area as classified by the unsupervised classification, the 
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31 classes were reduced to 10 by grouping those together which appeared 
to represent the same ground cover. The determination of similarity 
among the 31 classes was made from an evaluation of a two dimensional 
plot of the percentage of reflectance exhibited by each class in 
bands five versus seven. 
Graphical displays (electrostatic plots) of the study area were 
prepared at a scale of 1:57,000 and 1:115,000 by assigning different 
geometric patterns (bit patterns) to each class. Each pixel was 
then printed on the electrostatic plot as the bit pattern of the class 
it represented. Electrostatic plots were not geometrically corrected 
due to the lack of time. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Assessment of Digital Landsat Imagery and 
Near-Infrared Aerial Photography 
Investigations 
Digital Landsat Imagery 
Unsupervised Classification. An examination of the unsupervised 
classification as represented on the electrostatic plots was made to 
determine if any bit pattern or combination of patterns approximated 
the distribution of gypsum outcrops and soils. The bit pattern repre-
senting the five pasture classes (five of the original 31 classes) 
encompassed most of the gypsum areas. New bit patterns were assigned 
to each of the five classes of the pasture group and another electro-
static plot was prepared for evaluation. Examination of the new plot 
did not reveal any one or unique combination of these classes which 
consistently represented the true distribution of gypsum outcrops 
and soil. 
The results of the unsupervised classification of the study 
area using the July 10, 1977, Landsat scene are not meant to represent 
a complete evaluation of the capabilities of the unsupervised technique 
because it was applied to data from only one period of the year. A 
thorough evaluation would include the investigation of unsupervised 
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classifications of digital data representing a variety of seasonal 
changes and soil moisture conditions. The success of the unsupervised 
classification is also limited by the small sizes of most gypsum out-
crop and soil sites which are below the 1.1 acre resolution limit of 
the Landsat satellite sensors. The contrast between the signatures 
of the vegetated gypsum sites and that of the surrounding surface 
cover such as pasture apparently are not sufficient for the gypsum 
signatures to dominate the average reflectance of any 1.1 acre area 
represented by a pixel. 
Supervised Classification. Two statistics were used to evaluate 
the results of the 14 supervised classification treatments. These 
statistics were the following: 
(1) the percentage of pixels in each training set which 
were correctly classified and 
(2) the percentage of pixels in the total study area 
which the computer classification program correctly 
assigned to a particular ground cover class. 
Both statistics are needed because the first statistic alone may not 
accurately reflect the results of the classification. This observa-
tion is illustrated in Figure 7. The number of pixels which represent 
the entire study area are shown by the entire rectangular area (A) in 
the diagram. The. upper circle (B) represents the relative number of 
pixels in a training set for a specific ground cover class. The lower 
circle (C) represents the relative number of pixels classified as a 
particular ground cover class occurring in the total study area. The 
overlap area (D) common to the two circles represents the correctly 
classified pixels. 
A 
(D/C)X100=F% 
Figure 7. Statistics Used in Final Analysis. A-All Pixels in Total 
Study Area; S-Training Set Pixels; C-All Pixels Assigned 
to a Ground Cover Class by the Computer; 0-Correctly 
Classified Pixels; E-Percentage of Training Set Pixels 
Correctly Classified; F-Percentage of Pixels in C Cor-
rectly Classified. 
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The first statistic, the percentage of pixels in each training 
set which were correctly classified by the computer, is expressed as 
the number of pixels in (D) divided by the number of pixels in (B). 
The second statistic, the percentage of all pixels within the study 
area correctly assigned to a ground cover class by the computer, is 
expressed as the number of pixels in (D) divided by the number of 
pixels in (C). Although the first statistic may be represented by a 
relatively high percentage, the second statistic might be small due 
to overclassification by the computer. For example, using Figure 7, 
the first statistic (D divided by B, multiplied by 100) is large, but 
the second statistic, the percentage of all pixels correctly assigned 
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to the class by the computer (D divided by C, multiplied by 100) is 
small. This results in a larger percentage of the study area being 
incorrectly classified when the difference between (C) and (D) is com-
puted and compared with the total number of pixels in the study area (A). 
For most classes, the second statistic (2) cannot be calculated 
as the percentage of all pixels correctly assigned to a class because 
the identification of all ground cover throughout the study area was 
not feasible. For these classes the training set pixels are the only 
pixels in the study area for which the computer classification can be 
verified. As a consequence, the second statistic was used for only 
those classes which are entirely accounted for as training sets in the 
study area (i.e., gypsum and oil field classes). 
The results of the classification treatments for the two vegetated 
gypsum outcrop and soil classes are listed in Table VI. The results 
for the exposed gypsiferous soil class are listed in Table VII. The 
results of the combined vegetated and non-vegetated gypsum classes are 
Bands 
4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7 
4,5,6,7 
4,5 
4,5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
7 
7 
7 
7 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS FOR VEGETATED GYPSUM OUTCROPS AND SOIL 
Area Classified As 
Entire Training Set Area Gyps!Ml by the Percentage of 
Gypsum Stud.z: Area C~uter Number of Percenta9e Study Area 
Training Training NUillber As Percent of Number ~ Percent of Pixels of Training Assigned to Gypsum 
Set Set Number of of Study Area of Study Area Correctly Set Correctly Class Correctly 
Scene Group Synilol Pixels Pixels (B/A) X 100 Pixels (C/A) X 100 Classified Classified Classified 
B c 0 E F 
June Soil 1 69,698 2,309 3.3 4,023 5.8 438 19.0 10.9 
June IR 2 69,708 448 0.6 7,582 10.9 184 41.1 2.4 
March Soil 1 69,702 2,292 3.3 1,062 1.5 93 4.1 8.8 
March IR 2 69,702 442 0.6 966 1.4 15 3.4 1.6 
June IR 2 68,262 449 0.7 3,386 5.0 52 11.6 1.5 
March IR 2 69,702 442 0.6 1,225 1.8 23 5.2 1.9 
June Soil 1 68,263 2,328 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 
March Soil 1 69,702 2,292 3.3 212 0.3 22 1.0 10.4 
June IR 2 68,262 449 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 
March IR 2 69,702 442 0.6 11,212 16.1 123 27.8 1.1 
June Soil 1 68,263 2,328 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 
June IR 2 69,698 448 0.6 23,659 33.9 216 48.2 0.9 
March Soil 1 69,702 2,292 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 
March IR 2 69,702 442 0.6 14,009 20.1 132 29.9 0.9 
0"1 
.p. 
TABLE VI I 
RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS FOR EXPOSED (NON-VEGETATED) 
Area Classified As 
Entire Training Set Area GypsUIII by the 
Gypsum Stud! Area Computer NUII!ber of 
Training Training Nunt>er As Percent of Number As Percent of Pixels 
Set Set Number of of Study Area of Study Area Correctly 
Bands Scene Group Symbol Pixels Pixels (8/A) X 100 Pixels (C/A} X 100 Classified 
A 8 c 
4,5,6,7 June Soil 3 69,698 98 0.1 4,050 5.8 54 
4,5,6,7 June IR 3 69,708 98 0.1 4,108 5.9 54 
4,5,6,7 March Soil 3 69,702 95 0.1 3,950 5.7 32 
4,5,6,7 March IR 3 69,702 95 0.1 547 0.8 5 
4,5 June IR 3 68,262 98 0.1 4,358 6.4 53 
4,5 March IR 3 69,702 95 0.1 396 0.6 2 
4 June Soil 3 68,263 98 0.1 0 0 0 
4 March Soil 3 69,702 95 0.1 0 0 0 
5 June IR 3 68,262 98 0.1 9,261 13.6 47 
5 March IR 3 69,702 95 0.1 0 0 0 
7 June Soil 3 68,263 98 0.1 6,891 10.1 36 
7 June IR 3 69,698 98 0.1 6,919 9.9 36 
7 March Soil 3 69,702 95 0.1 0 0 0 
7 March IR 3 69,702 95 0.1 0 0 0 
GYPSIFEROUS SOIL 
Percentage of 
Percentage Study Area 
of Training Assigned to Gypsum 
Set Correctly Class Correctly 
Classified Classified 
55.1 1.3 
55.1 1.3 
33.7 0.8 
5.3 0.9 
54. l 1.2 
2.1 0.5 
0 0 
0 0 
48.0 0.5 
0 0 
36.7 0.5 
36.7 0.5 
0 0 
0 0 
CT> 
(J"1 
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listed in Table VIII. 
The two statistics used to evaluate the classification treatments 
for the gypsum classes were the following: 
(1) the percentage of gypsum training set pixels cor-
rectly classified (column E, Tables VI-VIII) and 
(2) the percentage of all pixels assigned to the gyp-
sum class(es) by the computer which were correct-
ly classified (column F, Tables VI-VIII). 
The calculation of the statistics is illustrated by reference to Figure 
8. The figures from the first classification treatment listed in Table 
VI are used as an example. The letters representing the various parts 
of the diagram correspond to the letters heading columns which contain 
the equivalent statistics in Tables VI-VIII. 
The training set for the vegetated gypsum class of the June Soil 
training set group consisted of 2309 pixels (B). The computer assigned 
4023 pixels (C) of the study area to the gypsum class of which 438 (D) 
were correctly classified. The first statistic (E) was calculated as 
the number of pixels in D divided by the number of pixels in (B). The 
second statistic (F) was calculated as the number of pixels in (D) di-
vided by the number of pixels in (C). 
The June-Soil training set data map is illustrated in Figure 9. 
The aerial distribution of pixels assigned to the gypsum classes using 
the June-Soil training sets is shown on the computer classification maps 
in Figures 10 through 12. The June-IR training set data map is illus-
trated in Figure 13. The aerial distribution of pixels assigned to the 
gypsum classes using the June-IR training sets is shown on the classifi-
cation maps in Figures 14 through 16. When the computer classification 
Bands Scene 
4,5,6,7 June 
4,5,6,7 June 
4,5,6,7 March 
4,5,6,7 March 
4,5 June 
4,5 March 
4 June 
4 March 
5 June 
5 March 
June 
7 June 
March 
7 March 
TABLE VI II 
RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS FOR COMBINED VEGETATED AND 
NON-VEGETATED GYPSUM CLASSES 
Entire Training Set Area Area Classified as 
Studt Area G~um bl the C~uter NIJillber of Percentage 
Training Training N~r As Percent of N er AS Percent of Pixels of Training 
Set Set Number of of Stud) Area of Stud~ Area Correctly Set Correctly 
Group Svmbols Pixels Pixels . {B/A X 100 fixel ~ {C/A X 100 Classified Classified 
8 
Soil 1 + 3 69,698 2,407 3.5 8,073 11.6 546 22.7 
IR 2 + 3 69,708 546 0.8 11,690 16.8 249 45.6 
Soil 1 + 3 69,702 2,387 3.4 5,012 7.2 160 6.7 
IR 2 + 3 69,702 537 0.8 1,513 2.2 21 3.9 
IR 2 + 3 68,262 547 0.8 7,744 11.3 111 20.3 
IR 2 + 3 69,702 537 0.8 1,621 2.3 33 6.1 
Soil 1 + 3 68,263 2,426 3.6 0 0 0 0 
Soil 1 + 3 69,702 2,387 3.4 212 0.3 22 0.9 
IR 2 + 3 69,262 547 0.8 9,261 13.4 129 23.6 
IR 2 + 3 69,702 537 0.8 11,212 16.1 135 25.1 
Soil l + 3 68,263 2,426 3.6 6,891 10.1 154 6.3 
IR 2 + 3 69,698 546 0.8 30,578 43.9 301 55.1 
Soil 1 + 3 69,702 2,387 3.4 0 0 0 0 
IR 2 + 3 69,702 537 0.8 14,009 20.1 154 28.7 
Percentage of 
Study Area 
Assigned to Gypsum 
Class Correctly 
Classified 
6.8 
2.1 
3.2 
1.4 
1.4 
2.0 
0 
10.4 
1.4 
1.2 
2.2 
1.0 
0 
1.1 
0'1 
"' 
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A:69698 
0:438 
( 0/C)x 100: F: 10.9% 
Figure 8. An Example of the Results for the June-Soil Vegetated Gyp-
sum Class. A-All Pixels in Total Study Area; B-Vegetated 
Gypsum Training Set Pixels; C-All Pixels Assigned to the 
Vegetated Gypsum Class by the Computer; D-Correctly Clas-
sified Pixels; E-Percentage of Gypsum Training Set Pixels 
Correctly Classified; F-Percentage of Pixels in C Cor-
rectly Classified. 
• •l!' 
. ·•' .,1 
~ .,. . ' , I 
.'j\1. u: II'• ~ ·, •' ,,.1111'~1 
Figure 9. June-Soil Training Set Map. Gypsum training 
sets are in lower portion of figure (sym-
bols 1 and 3) . Oil Well and Storage Tank 
Site training set is in central portion of 
figure (symbol F). 
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Figure 10. Classification of Vegetated Gypsum Outcrops 
and Soil (class l) Using June-Soil Train-
ing Sets 
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Figure 11. Classification of Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 
(class 3) Using the June-Soil Training 
Sets 
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Figure 12. Combined Classifications of Vegetated 
Gypsum Outcrops and Soil and Exposed 
Gypsiferous Soil (classes 1 and 3) 
Using the June-Soil Training Sets 
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Figure 13. June-IR Training Set Map. Gypsum training 
sets are in lower portion of figure 
(symbols 2 and 3) . 
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Figure 14. Classification of Vegetated Gypsum Outcrops 
and Soil (class 2) Using the June-IR 
Training Sets 
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Figure 15. Classification of Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 
(class 3) Using the June-IR Training Sets 
75 
Figure 16 . Combined Classification of Vegetated Gyp-
sum Outcrops and Soil and Exposed Gypsi-
ferous Soil (classes 2 and 3) Using the 
June-IR Training Sets 
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maps (Figures 10 through 12 and 14 through 16) are compared to the 
training set data maps (Figures 9 and 13), it becomes evident that the 
computer classification overestimates the occurrence of the gypsum 
classes within the total study area (C compared to 8 in Figures 7 and 8). 
The results of the classification treatments for the Oil Well and 
Storage Tank Site Class are listed in Table IX. The two statistics 
used to evaluate the classification treatments were the following: 
(1) the percentage of Oil Well and Storage Tank Site 
training set pixels correctly classified (column E, 
Table IX) and 
(2) the percentage of all pixels assigned to the Oil Well 
and Storage Tank Site class by the computer which were 
correctly classified (column F, Table IX). 
The calculation of the statistics is illustrated by reference to 
Figure 17. The figures from the first classification treatment of 
Table IX are used as an example. The letters representing the var-
ious parts of the diagram correspond to the letters heading columns 
which contain the equivalent statistics in Table IX. 
There are 173 pixels (B) in the training set for the Oil Well and 
Storage Tank Site class. The computer assigned 11,546 pixels (C) of 
the study area to the Oil Well and Storage Tank Site class of which 
only 49 (D) were correctly classified. The first statistic (E) was 
calculated as the number of pixels in (D) divided by the number of 
pixels in (B). The second statistic (F) was calculated as the number 
of pixels in (D) divided by the number of pixels in (C). 
Examination of the tables indicated that the vegetated gypsum out-
crops and soil, exposed gypsiferous soil, and oil field well and storage 
Training 
Set 
Bands Scene Group 
4,5,6,7 June Soil 
4,5,6,7 March Soil 
4 June Soil 
4 March Soil 
7 June Soil 
7 March Soil 
TABLE IX 
RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS FOR THE OIL WELL AND 
STORAGE TANK SITE CLASS 
Area Classified As Oil Percentage of 
Entire Training Set Area Well and Storage Tank Study Area 
Stud,t Area Sites b~ the Computer Number of Percentage Assigned to Oil Well 
Training Number As Percent of Nliilber As Percent of Pixels of Training and Storage Tank Site 
Set Number of of Stud) Area of Study Area Correctly Set Correctly Class Correctly 
Syd>ol _ Pixels Pixels (B/A X 100 Pixels (C/A) X 100 Classified Classified Classified 
A B c D E F 
F 69,698 173 0.2 ll ,546 16.6 49 28.3 0.4 
F 69,702 172 0.2 11 ,236 16. l 49 28.5 0.4 
F 68,263 173 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 
F 69,702 172 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 
F 68,263 173 0.3 31 ,397 46.0 127 73.4 0.4 
F 69,702 172 0.2 16,852 24.2 66 38.4 0.4 
....... 
00 
79 
A=69698 
0=49 
Figure 17. An Example of the Results for the Oil Well and Storage Tank 
Site Class. A-All Pixels in Total Study Area; B-Oil Well 
and Storage Tank Site Training Set Pixels; C-All Pixels 
Assigned to Oil Well and Storage Tank Site Class; 0-Cor-
rectly Classified Pixels; E-Training Set Pixels Correctly 
Classified; F-Percentage of Pixels in C Correctly Classi-
fied. 
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tank sites were not classified with a high degree of accuracy using the 
automatic data processing techniques described in this report (see E 
and F in Tables VI through IX). In all cases, the computer assigned 
classes (C on Tables VI through IX) were considerably larger than 
the training sets (B). 
Examination of Tables VI through IX also showed that the degree 
of accuracy which was achieved with the classification treatments was 
directly proportional to the number of bands of digital data used for 
discrimination. The highest accuracy resulted from using all four bands 
of digital data and the lowest accuracy resulted from using only one 
band. Therefore, Table X summarizes the results of only those classi-
fication treatments (listed in Tables VI through IX) which used all 
four bands for the discrimination of the gypsum and oil field classes. 
An evaluation of Table X revealed that although there are rela-
tively low accuracies with all classification treatments, some trends of 
consistency in the identification of gypsum are evident. All three gyp-
sum classes were classified with higher accuracies with the June train-
ing set groups than with those of March. The higher accuracies probably 
result from an increase in spectral contrast for the June vegetation 
due to the seasonal change from dormancy in March to full growth in June. 
The accuracy of the June and March classification treatments for the 
Oil Well and Storage Tank class were similar although seasonal varia-
tions in vegetation occurred (columns E and F in Table IX). · 
The percentages of each gypsum training set misclassified as the 
other ground cover classes are 1 is ted in Table XI. The percentages are 
an expression of the following: [(B-D)/8] x 100 as shown in Figures 7 
and 8. 
TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE FOUR CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS 
WHICH USED FOUR BANDS FOR DISCRIMINATION OF 
GYPSUM AND OIL FIELD OPERATION SITES 
Scene June 
Training Set Group Soil IR Soi 1 
Gypsum Training Sets: 
Vegetated (1) 19.0/10.9* NA 4. 1/8. 8* 
Vegetated (2) · NA 41.1/2.4* NA 
Exposed (non-vegetated) 
Gypsiferous Soil (3) 55. 1 I 1. 3 55.1/1.3 33.7/0.8 
Combined Vegetated and 
Non-vegetated (1 + 3) 22.7/6.8 ·-· NA 6.7/3.2 
Combined Vegetated and 
Non-vegetated (2 + 3) NA 45.6/2.1 NA 
Oil Well and Storage Tank 28.3/4.8 NA 28.5/4.0 Site Training Set F 
March 
IR 
NA 
3.4/1.6* 
5.3/0.9 
NA 
3.9/1.4 
NA 
*Percentage (D/B) of Training Set Correctly Classified/Percentage (D/C) of All Pixels 
Assigned to the Class by the Computer which were Correctly Classified. 
OJ 
_... 
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TABLE XI 
PERCENTAGES OF EACH GYPSUM TRAINING SET MISCLASSIFIED 
AS OTHER GROUND COVER CLASSES 
Landsat Scene June 29, 1974 t~arch 9, 1978 
Training Set Soi 1 IR Soil IR Grou~ 
Training Sets j 2 3 1 3 2 3 
Ground Cover Classes 
l*Vegetated Gypsum.· Out-
crops and Soil as De-
lineated from Soils 
maps 19 2 NA** NA 4 0 NA NA 
2 Vegetated Gypsum 
Outcrops and Soil 
as Delineated from 
High Altitude IR Map NA NA 41 0 NA NA 3 0 
3 Exposed Gypsiferous Soil 2 55 2 55 2 34 .2 5 
4 Town 14 2 12 12 6 0 6.5 0 
5 Water . 7 0 .6 'o .3 0 .7 0 
6 Dense Woodland 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 
7 Moderately Dense Woodland 4 1 4 1 2 11 . 7 8 
8 Sudan . 1 1 0 1 3 0 7 6 
9 Alfalfa 6 6 7 7 1 8 2 20 
A Peanuts and Cotton 2 4 1 4 4 9 7 14 
B May Maize/Maize*** 2 6 .6 6 6 2 11 2 
C Bare Ground and June 
Maize/Wheat 4 11 3 13 . 1 2 . 2 13 
D Improved Pasture 5 1 5 2 21 1 29 2 
E Unimproved Pasture 23 5 21 7 8. 1 12 1 
F Oil Field Operation 
Sites 17 4 NA NA 23 8 NA NA 
G Barley NA NA NA NA 4 6 4 6 
H Oats NA NA NA NA 14 13 15 15 
*The number or letter of each ground cover class is the same as that 
used in the classification computer program and computer printout maps. 
**Denotes Training Set not included as part of the Training Set Group. 
***Class preceding a slash (/) applies only to the June classifications. 
Class following a slash applies only to the March classifications. 
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An examination of the table indicates that the vegetated gypsum out-
crops and soil were most often misclassified as pasture, oil field opera-
tion sites, town, and the agricultural classes, oats and maize. The 
misclassification results from the spectral similarity of these classes 
to the gypsum indicator plants. It was observed in this study that the 
pasture class most closely resembles and almost always encompasses the 
gypsum plant communities; furthermore, the oil field operation sites are 
similar to the vegetated gypsum class because they are small in size, 
surrounded by pasture, and are partially composed of bare rock and soil. 
The town class resembles the vegetated gypsum class because it partially 
consists of a mixture of bare rock surfaces {gravel, concrete, and as-
phalt), grasses, and weeds. These three general ground cover types are 
also found in the vegetated gypsum class since it is composed of a mix-
ture of vegetation and weathered gypsiferous soils. Vegetated gypsum 
may be misclassified as the agricultural classes oats and maize because 
of the similarity of these crops to the gypsum indicator plants and/or 
the possible lack of homogeneity in the agricultural training sets. The 
agricultural training sets were based on reported data. 
The exposed gypsiferous soil class (3) was misclassified most often 
as bare ground using the June training set groups and as alfalfa, oats, 
cotton, and bare ground using the March training set groups. Cotton and 
oat fields would be predominantly bare ground in March. The misclassi-
fication of exposed gypsiferous soil as alfalfa probably results from 
the lack of homogeneous agricultural training sets. A field of alfalfa 
in March would not resemble bare soil. 
Oil field well and storage tank sites were most often misclassi-
fied as pasture or woodland. The misclassification probably results 
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from the small size of the oil field operation sites. The small size 
and lack of brightness contrast would allow the surrounding pasture or 
woodland to dominate the average spectral signature of any pixel which 
might include a well or storage tank site. 
The percentages of each of the other training sets which were mis-
classified as gypsum is listed in Table XII. The classes which had 
the highest percentage of misclassification as gypsum were town, pas-
ture, alfalfa, and bare ground. The misclassification of these classes 
as gypsum supports the earlier conclusion that there is an apparent 
similarity of their spectral signatures to those of gypsum indicator 
plants and exposed gypsiferous soils. 
Thus, the most probable reasons for the failure of the vegetated 
gypsum outcrops and soil, exposed gypsiferous soil, and oil field well 
and storage tank sites to be accurately classified by the automatic 
data processing techniques used in this investigation are: 
(1) Subtle spectral contrast exist between the areas of 
gypsum surface cover or oil field operation sites and 
the surrounding vegetation. 
(2) The size of most gypsum outcrops and soil sites and 
oil field operation sites is below the resolution 
limits of the Landsat imagery (less than 1.1 acres). 
Near-Infrared Aerial Photography 
Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil and non-vegetated gypsiferous 
soil were easily distinguished on the high and low altitude color near-
infrared and low altitude black and white near-infrared photography. 
The vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil were easily discriminated and 
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TABLE XII 
PERCENTAGE OF EACH TRAINING SET MISCLASSIFIED 
AS GYPSUM 
Landsat Scene June 29, 1974 March 9, 1978 
Training Set Soil IR Soil IR Grou 
G~gsum Class 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 
Training Sets 
l*Vegetated Gypsum 
Outcrops and Soil 
as Delineated From 
SCS Soil Maps 2 NA** NA 2 NA NA 
2 Vegetated Gypsum 
Outcrops and Soil 
as Delineated from 
High Altitude IR Map NA NA 2 NA NA .2 
3 Bare Gypsum Soil 2 NA 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA 
4 Town 14 0 25 0 1 0 1 1 
5 Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 Dense Woodland 1 0 1.5 0 . 5 .25 .2 0 
7 Moderately Dense Woodland . 5 1 2 1 .2 3 0 . 1 
8 Sudan 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 0 
9 Alfalfa 5 18 15 16 0 13 .4 2 
A Peanuts and Cotton 2 5 2 5 .3 2 .6 0 
B May Maize/Maize*** 5 l 10 5 l 2 l 0 
C Bare Ground and June 
Maize/Wheat 5 16 7 16 l 19 2 .4 
D Improved Pasture 6 3 14 3 1 l . 7 0 
E Unimproved Pasture 7 3 18 2 1 .5 .8 . 1 
F Oil Field Well and 
Storage Tank Sites 5 2 NA NA .6 2 0 0 
G Barley NA NA NA NA 0 1 0 0 
H Oats NA NA NA NA 0 0 0 0 
*The number or letter of each ground surface cover class is the 
same as that used in the classification computer program and computer 
printout maps. 
**Denotes Training Set not included as part of the Training Set 
Group. 
***Class preceding a slash (/) applies only to the June classifica-
tions. Class fo 11 owing a slash applies only to the March c1assifica-
tions. 
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accurately delineated from all other types of ground cover on the 
high and low altitude color near-infrared photography by the unique 
spectral signatures yielded by the gypsum indicator plants. The vege-
tated gypsum outcrops and soil could not be consistently discriminated 
and delineated on the low altitude black and white near-infrared photo-
graphs because unique spectral signatures were not registered on the 
black and white film for the gypsum indicator plants using the methods 
of photography described in this report. Exposed gypsiferous soils 
could not be discriminated from other bare soils on the high and low 
altitude color and low altitude black and white near-infrared photo-
graphy. 
The quality of the small scale (1 :120,000) NASA high altitude color 
near-infrared transparencies was better than that of the large scale 
(1:24,000) low altitude hand-held camera color near-infrared photo-
mosaic. In spite of its lower quality, the low altitude photography 
was superior to the high altitude photography for discriminating and 
mapping vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil because of its higher reso-
lution. Smaller areas of gypsum indicator plants were resolved, dis-
tinguished, and delineated on the low altitude color near-infrared 
photomosaic than on the high altitude color near-infrared transparen-
cies. Nine hundred and ten acres of vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil 
were mapped from the low altitude color near-infrared photography as 
compared to 500 acres from the high altitude color near-infrared photo-
graphy. The 910 acres approximates the actual acreage of vegetated 
gypsum outcrops and soils mapped within the study area. 
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Summary of Significant Results 
The most significant results of this investigation of the potential 
of Near-Infrared Aerial Photography and Landsat Digital Imagery as data 
bases for point and non-point pollution source maps are the following. 
Landsat Digital Imagery-Supervised 
1. Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil, exposed gypsiferous soil 
and oil field well and storage tank sites were not accurately 
classified using automatic data processing techniques applied 
to Landsat digital data as described in this report. 
2. The vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil were more successfully 
classified with imagery from the growing season (June) of 
the year than with imagery from the dormant season (March). 
Landsat Digital Imagery-Unsupervised 
1. Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil and exposed gypsiferous 
soil were not successfully classified using the unsupervised 
technique in this study. 
Near-Infrared Aerial Photography 
1. Vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil can be easily distinguished 
consistently discriminated, and accurately mapped using high 
and low altitude color near-infrared photography. 
2. Exposed gypsiferous soil can occasionally be easily distin-
guished but not consistently discriminated nor mapped from 
high and low altitude color near-infrared and low altitude 
black and white near-infrared photography. 
3. Color near-infrared aerial photography is superior to black 
and white near-infrared photography for discriminating vege-
tated gypsum outcrops and soil. 
4. Low altitude color near-infrared photography is more appli-
cable than high altitude color near-infrared photography for 
mapping vegetated gypsum outcrops and soil because of its 
higher resolution. 
Recommendations for Future Studies 
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Investigations by Rowan (1974 and 1977), Raines (1978}, and Dono-
van (1979} have shown that ratio techniques applied to Landsat digital 
data have been successful in enhancing subtle differences in reflectance 
between similar types of vegetation and rocks. Since one of the rea-
sons for the inability of the automatic data processing techniques used 
in this study to successfully discriminate the gypsum outcrops and soil 
was the possibility of insufficient contrast between the spectral signa-
tures of the gypsum indicator plants and surrounding pasture, it is 
recommended that appropriate ratio techniques be developed and applied 
to the digital data of the June 29, 1974,and March 9, 1978,Tonkawa study 
area subscenes. It is suspected that the June scene will provide 
more success because of its superiority over the March scene as used in 
this study. 
Donovan (1979} reported that the ratio of bands 6/5 was best for 
separation of general types of ground surface cover such as water, ve-
getation, rock, and soil. He also reported that the 5/4 ratio was the 
most useful for discrimination among soil and rock while the 6/7 ratio 
was best suited for discriminating among vegetation types. Raines 
(1978) noted that the 5/6 ratio was also useful for discriminating 
subtle vegetation changes that were associated with variations in 
bedrock lithology. Ratio techniques were not used in this investiga-
tion because the necessary computer software was not available. 
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In addition to the ratio of bands from the same scene, the ratio 
of bands or combinations of bands from the June and March subscenes is 
also suggested. The ratio of subscenes representative of different 
periods of the year could take advantage of seasonal vegetation changes 
in order to enhance the contrast between similar types of vegetation 
and soils. 
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1 C GRID 
2 c 
GRID 
J GRIOI PROCEDURE OPTIONSCMAINJI 
4 DECLARE COL FIXED DECIMALC15t011 
5 DECLARE TOP FIXED DECIMAL ClOoOII 
6 DECLARE A CHARACTERC1201 I 
7 DECLARE B CHARACTERCJ201 1 
8 DECLARE LINE FIXED DECIMALC9t011. 
9 DECLARE REP FIXED DECIMALC4t0JI 
10 DECLARE LINEStPAGES FIXED DECIMAL C5tOJI 
ll OPEN FILEC~YSPRINTt LINESIZEC132J PAGESIZECSOOII 
12 GET SKIP EDITfLINEStPAGESJCC2tFC5tOIII 
U COL • 0 I 
14 A•C12t•----a----l• I 
15 BaCl2J 1 1234567A90' I 
16 REP~LtNES/51 
17 00 !21 TO PAGESI 
18 LINE•O I 
19 PUT PAGEl 
20 DO J•10 TO 120 BY 101 
21 TOP • J t Cfl • 1201- 12011 
22 PUT SKIPfOI EDIT CT0PtCCOLUMNfJ+1JoFCl0oOtll 
23 ENOl 
24 DO Kat TO REP I 
25 DO L•l TO 41 
26 LINE•LINE +1 I 
27 PUT SKIP EDITILINEoAICFC9o0JtXClloACl20JJ I 
28 END I 
29 LINE•LINE +1 I 1 
30 PUT SKIP EDIT CLlNEoBI ffC9o0JtXC11oAC1201JI 
31 END J 
32 END J 
33 END GRID I 
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1 C GODDARD 
2 c 
GODDARD 
3 GOOOROI PROCEDURE OPTIONSCHAINIJ 
4 DCL lAPEl FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVIUC3296JIJ 
5 OCL TAPE2 FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCUC32SEIII 
6 DCL TAPE3 FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCUC3296JIJ 
7 DCL TAPE4 FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCUC3296JIJ 
8 OCL ESTAPE FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCOI3296111 
9 OCL X BINARY FIXEDC15o01 I 
10 OCL LINE CHARC32q61 VARt REC CHARI40it LABEL CHARC6241 I 
11 OCL SWITCH LABEL J 
12 ON ERROR SNAP BEGIN I 
13 PUT SKIP liSTCONCODEtkOUNTI 
14 LINE•C32961"0" I 
15 GO TO SWITCH I 
16 ENOl 
17 OPEN FILECESTAPEI OUTPUll 
18 OPEN FILE CTAPE11 INPUTI 
19 ON ENDFILE CTAPF.ll GO TO EN21 
20 KDUNT~OJ 
21 READ FILE CTAPEll INTO CRECII 
22 PUf LIST IRECII 
23 WRITE FILE CESTAPEJ FROM CRECII 
24 READ FILE CTAPE11 INTO CLA8ELIJ 
25 PUT SKIPC41 LISTCSU8STRCLA8Elo1o144111 
26 DO 11•145 TO 624 BY 10 I 
27 Xa UNSPECCSUBSTRCLABELollo211 I 
28 XX•X I 
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29 PUT SkiPC2J EOITCXXoSUBSTRCLABELoll+2t8JJ IFC10o21oXI51oAI I 
30 END t PUT PAGE t 
31 WRITE FILE IESTAPE FRO~ ILABELJI 
32 SWITCH•Ll I . 
33 oo1• oo I=t ro 3oooa 
34 READ FILE CTAPE1J INTO CLINEII 
35 IF LENGTH CLINEI<IOOO THEN GO TO ENll 
36 L11 kOUNT•KOVNI + l I 
37 WRITE FILE IESTAPEI FROM CLINEII 
38 ENll END 0011 
39 EN21 PUT SklPC51 LIST C"KOUNT~"oKOUNTJI 
40 CLOSE FJLECTAPE11 J 
41 OPEN FILE CfAPE21 tNPUTI 
42 ON ENOFILE CTAPE2t GO TO EN41 
43 SWITCH=L2 J 
44 0031 DU 1•1 TO 30001 
45 READ FILE CTAPE2t INTO CLINEII 
46 IF LENGTH CLINEI<1000 THEN GO TO EN31 
47 WRITE FILE CESTAPEI FROM CLINEII 
48 L21 KOVNT=KOUNT+ll 
49 EN31 END 0031 
50 EN41 PUT SKIPC5t LISTC•kOUNT NOW• 0 oKOUNTII 
51 CLOSE FlLECTAPE21 I 
52 NXTI OPEN FILECTAPE31 INPUT I 
53 ON ENOFILE CTAPE31 GU TO EN61 
54 SWITCH•Ll J 
55 0051 DO 1•1 TO 30001 
56 READ FILE fTAPE31 INTO CLINEII 
57 IF LENGTHCLINEI<lOOO THEN GO TO ENSI 
58 l31 KOUNT=KOUNT+l J 
59 HRITE FILE CESTAPEI FROM CLINEII 
60 EN51 END 0051 
61 EN51 PUT SklPI51 LISTt•kOUNT=•o KOUNTII 
62 CLOSE FtLECTAPE3t J 
63 OPEN FILE CTAPE41 INPUTI 
64 ON ENOFILEClAP£41 GO TO ENRJ 
65 SW1TCH=L4 I 
66 D071 DO tsl TO 30001 
67 READ FILECTAPE41 lNTOCLlNEJI 
68 IF LENGTHCLlNEI<lOOO THEN GO TO EN71 
69 L41 KOUNJ=kOUNT+l I 
10 WRITF. FtLECESTAP£1 FRO~CliNEII 
71 EN71 END 0071 
72 ENBI PUT SkiPC5t LISlC 0 TOTAL= 0 tkOUNTII 
73 CLOSE FllEITAP£41 I 
74 CLOSE FlLECESTAPF.I I 
75 END GODOROI 
1 c 
2 c 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
l7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
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31 
32 
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34 
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37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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40 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
10 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAMEI PROCEDURE OPTIONSC~AINI I 
DCL SYSPRINT FILE PRINTJ 
OPEN FILEISYSPRJNTJ LINESIZEI1321 PAGESIZEl25001 I 
OCL ERTSX FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAl ENVlU13296111 
SCPAT FilE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCUI32401Jo 
FRA~EX FilE RECORD SEQUENTIAl ENVlUJ3240JJ I 
OCl COISTRIBl4o.OtJ271t~EANl41tSOC41tS1ARTC4IeSTOPI4Jo 
FLINEtlASTloFPTtlPToXOATC411 FlOAT OECI61 I 
OCl DATRX FILE STREAM INPUTI 
OCl fSUMf41eSUM21411 FLOAT OECl121 I 
DCl LINE CHAR ll296J VARo DATAC8001 FlOAT DECC61 I 
GET FILEIDATIUI EDITCLINEJIAC70U I 
GET SkiP FILElOATRXI EDITIFIRST_liNEoNO_liNESoFIRST_PTo 
NO PJSJCC4JFf5oOJJI 
FliNE•FlRST LINEJ LASTL•FIRST LINEtNO LINES-II 
FPTcFIRST Pl I lPT•FIRST Pftijo PTS-1-1 
XX•O.OI Oft 1•1 TO 4 I - -
STARTlii•FPT-XXI STOPlll•lPT-XK J 
IF STARTlt1>810 THEN STARTCII•O.OI 
IF STARTCIJ•O&STOPCTJ>810 THEN STOPCII=O·O I 
IF SJOPCII>810 THEN STOPCII•810 I 
IF STOPCII>O&STARTCII<1 THEN STARTlii=l•O I 
IF STARTCII<O THEN STARTCII•O I 
IF STCPl21<0 THEN STOPCII•O I 
XK•XX+810 I 
END 
PUT PAGE J PUT SKIP LISTlSTARTII 
PUT SKIP LISTCSTOPI I PUT PAGE 
OPEN FILECERTSXJ INPUT I <K=O I 
OPEN FllEISCRATJ OUTPUll READ FilElERTSXJ IGNOREI21 I 
00 l•l TO 4 I 
SUMliJ•OeO I SUM2CIJ•O.O I DO J=O TO 127 I 
DJSTRIBCio.J J•O I 
ENOl ENOl 
NSKIP•2340-INO LINESI I COUNT=OoO I CK=O.O I 
DOll DO 1•1 TO 4-1 
IF STARTCIJ20 & CK•O THEN DO I 
READ FllEIERfSXI IGNOREC23401 I 
GO TO ENll END I 
IF STARTIII•O & Ck•l T~EN GO TO EN11 
JF CK•O ATHEN READ FILEIERTSXJ IGNOREIFLINE-11 I 
ELSE READ FTLEIF.RTSXJ IGNORECNSKIPJ I 
CK•l I 
D02t DO .J•l TO NO LINES I READ FllElERTSXt INTOCLINEI 
KNT•Fl00RilSTARTIIJI2J-e3t•8+1 I 
D031 DO K•STARTltJ TO STOPflt BY 2 I 
0041 DO l•Ool I KK~•l I 
0051 DO MaOt2t4o6 J 
IXX•UNSPECCSUBSTRCLINEtkNltl+Mtlft I 
XX=IXX t SUMlKK5J•SUMlKKSI+XX I 
SUM2lKK~t•SUM2CKK51+XX•XX J 
OISTRIBlKK5otXXJ•OISTRTBCKK5olXXI+1 I 
KK,.KK+l I 
KK5=KK5tl I 
OATAC55t=IXU 
ENSI END 005 I 
IF KK>=800 THEN DOl 
KK~O I WRITE FllECSCRATt FROMIOATAJ I END I 
COUNT,.COUNT+J I 
EN41 END 004 I 
KN T"'KNT+ 8 I 
ENll END OOJ I 
I• WRITE FILES HERE •I 
IF KK"O THEN GO TO EN21 
00 Ll•KK TO 800 I OATAILLJzO I END I 
WRITE FllElSCRATt FROMCDATAI I 
1(1( =0 • 
EN21 END 002 I 
ENtt END 001 I 
ClOSE FllElERTSXJ I CLOSE FllEISCRATJI 
ON ENOFilEISCRATt GU TO DUTX I 
OPEN FILEISCRATt INPUTI OPEN FILECFRAMEXJ OUTPUT I 
XOATili•FlTNE I XDATC21=FPT I XOAl(JJ3NO_liNESI XDATC4J=NO_PTS I 
97 
98 
76 WRITE FILECFRAMEXJ FROMlXDATI I 
77 DO I= 1 TO 4 I 
78 SOllt~SUN2lti-SUMliJ •SUMCII,COUNT I 
79 IF SOllt<OeO THEN SDllJ=OeO I 
80 SOCIJ~SQRT<&SDCII,COUNT-11) I 
81 MEAN(JJ•SUMlii,COUNT I ~NO I 
82 WRITE FILEIFRAMEXI FROMIMEANI 
83 WRITE FILECFRAMEXI FRO~CSOI I 
84 WRITE FILECFRAMEXI FROMCDISIRIBI 
85 00 I2l TO 10000 I 
86 READ FILECSCRATJ INTOIOAJAJ I 
87 "RITE Fllf.CF~AMEXJ FRDMlDATAt I 
88 END I 
89 DUTXI DO 1•1 TO 41 
90 PUT SKIPC4J EDITI"GROUP 1 tlo" MEAN =•oMEANIIIo• S.D. =•oSDCIJJ 
91 CAoFC4eOJf8o41oAoFC8o5JI I 
92 END I 
93 PUT PAGE I 
94 DO 1•0 TO 127 I PUT SKIP EDITC 1 NUMBER•oieiDISTRIBCJoll 
95 DO J•l TO 4 II CAoFC4oOiol4JFC14oOII I 
96 ENOl 
97 END FRAME I 
1 c 
2 c 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2J 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
•5 
46 
'' •e 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
GREYSCALE 
GRF.YSCALE 
F.PLOTKI PROCEDURE OPTIONSIMAINJ I 
OCL SYSPRINT FILE PRINT I 
OPEN fiLECSYSPRINTt LINESIZEC132t PAGESIZEC2500J I 
OCL ERTSK FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVCUI3240tt I 
DCL CARD CHARI80JJ 
OCL"(INE18J CHARC100JoBLINE CHARI100J INIIIALIClOOt' •to 
TOPI4t CHARI100JoSTRI10J CHARill INITIALI'0 1 t 1 l"t 
0 2°o 1 3 1 t 0 4°t 1 5 1 •"6 1 t 1 7 1 f 1 0°o 1 9°J I 
OCL COATAI800toGETC4Jt FLOAT DEC16J J 
DCL MARK1t21t CHARilJ INITIALI 1 0 1 t 1 0°~ 1 0't 1 0 1 o 1 0°o 0 0 1 o 1 0"o 
•o•.•o•o•o•.•o•o•M•o•A•o•x•o•z•o•t•o•t•.•••·•=•••-•,• ••1 
DCL MARK2111t CHARtlJ JNITIALI"X'o 1 K1 t 1 X1 t 1 K1 o1 X1 o 1 + 1 t 1 +0 o 
·········2···-· •• OCL MARK3161 CHARI11 INITIALI'H"o"H"o'H"o"H"o"="•"-"JI 
DCL MARK414t CHARI11 INITIALI"B•o•a•o•e•o•c•t I 
OCl IMEANoSOJI4J FLOAT OF.CI41J 
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NNX•4J. READ FILEIERTSXJ INTOIGETJJ READ FILECERTSXI INTOIMEANtl 
READ FILEIERTSXI INTDISDI J READ FJLEIERISXJ IGNCRECll J 
LINE1•GETI1J I IPTl•GEll211 NOLINES•GET13JI NOPTS•GETC4J I 
DCL 80TC0131oiFACoPUTTOPICOI31oXINCI4Jo INXK FILE STREAM INPUTI 
GET SKIPI21 FILEIINKXI EDITIBOTJCI41FC5o01tl 
GET SKIPClt FILECINXKI EDITIFACJif4tff5oOJJI 
PUTTOPt•t•F~CI•tl 
00 1•0 TO 31 FACIII•2lo0/CFACIIJ-BOTCIJJI ENOl 
GET SKIP(lJ FILEClNXXJ EOITCKINCICC4JFC5oOJJ1 
GET SKIPitl FILECINKKI EDITCCARDJIAI801JI 
CLOSE FILECINXXII 
00 177•1 TO 41 
tNC•XINCCI77J-loOI IF INC>-l&INC<4 THEN DOl 
AGN1 
ITI~E=l J NNX=lOOO I 
STARI NUMl•IPTl+IITIME-11•100 I 
TOPilt•• 0 1 TOPI21•' 1 1 TOPIJI:' 1 1 TOP14t=• 0 1 
KNT•l I 
DO I=NUMl TO NUM1+99 I 
IF 1<1000 THEN GO TO Nkl I 
SUBSTRITOPfllokNToli•STRCFlOORII/lOOOI+lJ 
Nkll IF 1<100 THEN GO TO NX2 I 
IX•FLOOR(I/1001-lO•FLOORCI/10001+1 
SUBSTRCTOPI21okhlolJaSTRCIXJ I 
NK21 IK•FLOORll/101-lO•FLOORII/lOOJ+1 I 
SUBSTRCTOPIJJokN~tlJ=STRCIKJ I 
lkmJ-FLOORII/101•10+1 I 
SUBSTRITOPI41oKNTotlcSTRCIKI I 
KNT•KNT+l I END I 
ON ENOFILEIERTSXI GO TO EARl 
PUT PAGE I 
PUT SKIP EDITCCARDJCAJI 
PUT SKIP EOilC 1 8ANDS TO BE PRINTE0 1 oKINCJC~ti41FC5oOIII 
PUT SKIPCOJ EOITI'BANO BEING PRJNTE01°oXJNCCJ77tl 
PUT SKIPC111 
ICOLI701tAoFC5o0Jtl 
DO Imt TO 4 1 
PUT SKIP EDilCTOPCtJJIKC20JoAJ I 
ENOl PUT SKIPI 
PUT SKIPI1J EDITC 0 SCF.NF VALUFS TOP'tPUTTOPCINCto 
• BOTTOM"oBOTIINCio 0 SC.LE'oFACCINCJI 
CC3JCAoFI10o2JJII PUT SkiPI 
IGNl•FLOORif ITI~E/2J-Oo2l J IGN2•CEJLCNOPTS/200J-1-IGN1 I 
NNK•NNK+400 I IF NNX>401 THEN NNK•l ~ 
DO I•LINE1 TO llNEl • NOLJNES I 
READ FILECERTSXI IGNOREIIGNIJ I 
READ FILEIERTSXI INTOIDATAJ I 
READ FILECERTSKI JGNOREIIGN2J 
DO KO•l TO 81 LINF.IKOtcBLINE ENO 1 
KNT•NNK+INC I 
DC J•l TO 10~ I 
JFAC•COATAfKNTt-BOTCINCtt•F•ct INCJ 1 
IF JFAC>20 THEN GO TO ENNl I 
IF 1FAC<2 THEN DO I IFAC•2 I 
SUBSTRfltNEC81oJoti••A• J END I 
100 
76 SURSTRCLINECltoJolJ~MARKlCIFACt I 
77 If lfAC<l2 THEN SUBSTRILINEC2toJo11=MARK211FACI 
78 IF lFAC<9 THEN SUBSTRCLINEI3JoJolt•••••t 
79 If IFAC<B THEN SUBSTRCliNEI~I•JolJ="•"I 
80 IF IFAC<7 THEN SUBSTRILINEC5toJoli•MARK311FACI 
81 IF lfAC<S THEN SUBSTRtliNEt61tJoli•NARK-IIFACJ 
82 IF IFAC<J THEN SUBSTRCLINEC7toJoli='V" I 
83 
8~ ENNll KNT~KNT+4 I END I 
85 PUT SKIP EOITC 0 LINE 1 oio"l"oltNECllo 1 1°JIAoFC6oOioXI9JoAoAoAtJ 
86 00 KOa2 TO 8 I 
87 If LlNECKQJ,EBLlNE THEN 
88 PUT SKIPIOJ EDlllliNEIKOIJ CCOLUMNC21JoAJ 
89 END I 
90 END I 
91 ERRTI CLOSE FILECERTSXJ J 
92 ITIME•ITINE+l I READ FILECERTSXI IGNOREI41 
93 IF NOPTS+99>1TIME•IOO THEN GO TO STAR I 
94 ENOl I• END THEN-DO •1 ENOl I• END DC 177 •1 
95 END EPLOTX I 
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ABCI PROCEDURE OPTIONSI~AINIJ 
DCl CXINtXOUTI FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL• 
IDAJAC200o41tGE114JI FLOAT DECI6JJ 
DCL ISXXC6o4JtSDI6e4JoCOUNTI6•411 FlOAT DECCJ6Jo 
ITABLESC6t4t01127JI FLOAT DECC6JtOISC01127o4JJ 
ON ENDFilECXINI GO TO OUTJ 
READ FILECXINI INTOCGETJI READ FIL~tXINJ IGNOREI311 
ISKIP•CEILIGEJI4J,200eOI-1e01 
SXXtSDtCOUNT•OeOI KNT•lJ 
STARI READ FILECXINJ INTOCDATAJJ 
READ FllECXINJ IGNORF.CISKIPII 
00 .1•1 TO 4 I 
SXXCKNftJJaSXXIKNTo.II+SU~CDATAC•tJJJI 
SOIKNToJJ•SDIKNfoJJtSUMCOATAC•oJJ•DATAC•oJJJI 
C0UNTCkNToJI•COUNTCKNToJt+200.0J 
FNOJ 
KNT•KNT+11 IF KNT•T THEN KNT=lJ 
GO TO STAAl 
OUTI CLOSE FILECXINJI 
soc•••l~soc••••-csxxc•••••sxxc•••t'couNTc•••••• 
SDC•••t•SQRTISDC•••I,ICOUNTI•••t-l.OIJJ 
sxx•••••=sxxc••••'couNTt••••• 
DO 1:1 TO 61 
PUT SKIPC21 EDITIISXXCioJJoSDCloJJtCOUNTIIoJJ DO .1=1 TO 411 
C I 4 J C F I 8 t 2 I • FC 8 • 2 I • F C 8 t 0 I • XC 5 I I I I 
ENOl 
PUT SKIPC511 
DO l•O TO 1271 XI•IJ DO J•l TO 41 DO K•1 TQ El 
TABLESIKtJtii=ISDCltJJ•CXI-SXXCKt.III+SOCktJt•SXXIloJJI,SOCKtJJI 
ENOl ENOl ENOl 
DO 1=0 TO 1271 
PUT SKIPClJ EDJTICCTABLESCKoJoiJ DO J=l TO 41 DO K=l TO 6tt 
CC241FC5olltl FNDI 
WRITE FILECKOUTI FROMCGETJI 
GETC•J•SXXIlo•lt WRITE FILECXOUTJ FROMCGETII 
GETC•t•SDilo•ll WRITE FilEIXOUTt FROMIGETJI 
WRITE FILECXOUTJ FROMCGETJI 
ON EWOFILECXINI GO TO OONFI JSKIP•ISKIP+ll 
READ FllEIXINt IGNOREC4tl KNT•II 
STAR21 
DO IT•l TO tSkiPI READ FILEIXINI INTOIDATAII 
IF KNT•1 THEN GO TO NXJ21 
DO Izt TO 2001 DO J•l TO 41 
IF DATAIItJI<l.O I OATAIItJJ>256oO THEN GO TO NXT31 
OATAIIoJI•TARLESCKNTo.loOATAIIoJIJI 
NKTJI ENOl END.I 
NXT21 WRITE FllECXOUTt FROMCOATAJJ 
kNT•KNTtll IF kNf•T THEN kNT~tt GO TO STAR21 
DONEI PUT PAGEl 
CLOSE FILECXINitFILEIXOUTJI 
END ABC J 
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C REGISTER 
c 
REGISTER 
REGSTRI rROCEDURE OPTIONSIMAINII 
DEFAUlT RANGEIAIHoOIZI FlOAT BIN VALUE IFLOAT BINI53JJo 
RANGEIIINJ FIXED BIN VALUE IFIXED BIN115JII 
DECLARE VEC FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAll 
DECLARE VECTOR FILE RECORD SEQUENTilll 
OECL AREC 
TERMS 
.couNT 
tSEQI31 
DECLARE NUMI41 FLOAT BINI5JII 
I FIXED DIN11511 
PUT PAGE EOITC'PROGRAM REGSTR 0 t°FEW VOMO 790511'J 
ICOLI301t A• COLC1001o All 
g~E~N~~t~,~~~1~~~t~3Tl0 THATS_ALll 
FIRST I 
PUT SKIPC411 
PUT LIST c•oo YOU WANT TO LOAD THE F1LES7'JI 
PUT SKIPI 
DECLARE ANS CHARIJII 
NU M• Oo 0 I 
GET EDITIANSJ CACJIII 
PUT liSTC ANSJI 
PUT SKIP1211 
IF ANS,•'YES' THEN GO TO NXTI 
PUT liST1°HOW MANY PAIRS OF POINTS DO YOU WA~T TO LOAD7°11 
PUT SKIPI 
GET Ll S TC N I I 
NU I'll 1 J "' N I 
WRITE FILEIVECTORJ FROMCNUMJI 
PUT liSH NH 
PUT SKIPI2JI 
00 1•1 TO Nl 
GET SKIP liSTINUMJI 
WRITE FILEIVECTORJ FROMCNUMJI 
PUT SKIP EOITC'NUMI'•I•'••J = 1 oNUMIIAtfl2oOitAti41FI7ollll 
ENOl 
ClOSE FilEIVECTORIJ 
DECLARE SXI2211 
DECLARE N21411 
READ filEIVECTORI INTOCNUMI I 
PUT SKIPC4 II 
N2zQ I 
00 1""1 TO Nl 
READ FilEIVECTORI INTOCNUMJI 
PUT EOIJCNUMoNUM-N2tNUMili-NUMI31oNUMC21-NUM141111101 FllOollll 
PUT SKIPI 
N2•NUMI 
ENOl 
PUT SKIP I 2 J I 
ClOSE FILFC VECTOR I I 
SX•O I 
GET SK lP I 
NXTI PUT liSTI'NOW GIVE THE COLUMNS OF XtXN•YN'II 
PUT liSTC'ON TRNSF~o X=OLD COORDNTSt XNoYN ARE NEW COORDNTS•tt 
... o. 
8& 01 
GET llSTCSEQU 
PUT SKIP EOITI'COLUMN SEQUENCE'oSEQtCAoC3tFI3o0111 
SX•O I 
DEClARE Al5o5to81511 
PUT SkIP I 4 I I 
REAOI 
READ fllEIVECTORI IN101NUMt I 
NUI'IlC • NUMClll 
PUT liSTI'HOW MANY TERMS7'11 
PUT SKIPI 
GET LIST( TERMS I I 
PUT LISTCTERMSII 
PUT SkIP I 4 t I 
N=TERMSI 
COUNT=OI 
00 JJ""l TO NU~X-TERMS BY TERMSI 
102 
103 
76 LPll 00 Jst TO TERMSI 
11 READ FILECYECTORI INTOCNUMI I 
78 lC•NUMCSEQC2UI 
79 YaNUMCSEOC31JI 
80 OCIIsNUMCSEOillll 
lit AI It 1 t•ll 
82 ACit2tzXI 
83 AI It 3J,. 'tl 
8o\ KNT=ll 
85 00 Jso\ TO TERI'ISI 
86 ACioJI=X••KNT•Y••KNTI 
87 KNTsKNT+11 
88 END LPll 
89 PUT SKIPI2JI 
90 TOLs:OI 
91 LP21 00 Jst TO Nl 
92 BIG•OI 
9J LP31 00 J•J TO Nl 
9o\ If AOSIBIGt>•ABSIACJoJII THEN GO TO EN031 
95 BIG• AlltJ II 
96 IMAX•II 
97 END31 E NO LPJI 
98 IF ABSIBIGJ)TOL THEN GO TO SWI 
99 PUT LISTI 0 SINGULAR MATRIX"tl 
100 GO TO LPOJ 
101 SWI DO K•J TO Nl 
102 T•AIJoktl 
103 AIJ•Kt•AIIMAXoKII 
lOo\ ACJMAlCoKI•TI 
105 AIJ•KtsACJoKI/BlGI 
106 END SWI 
107 T•BC IMAX t I 
108 BCIMAXJ•BCJJI 
1 09 B I J t:oT /8 I G I 
110 (f JsN THEN GO TO LP61 
111 J1•J+11 
112 LPo\1 00 IX•J1 TO Nl 
Ill LP51 00 JX•J1 TO Nl 
Ito\ AIIXoJXJ•AitXoJXI-AClXoJt•ACJoJXJI 
115 ENO LP51 
116 OIIXJ•BCIXI-BCJt•AIIXoJII 
117 END LP21 
116 LP61 DO JsN-1 TO 1 BY -11 
119 00 KsN TO J+l BY -11 
120 BfJJ•BCJI-AIJoKl•BIKII 
121 END LP61 
122 PUT EOITIB111o8121oBIJtoBC•IICI41 FC10o3111 
123 PUT SKIPJ 
12o\ DO 1•1 TO TERMSI 
125 SXCII•SICIII+Bitll 
126 ENOl 
127 COUNTsCOUNT+11 
128 LPOI ENOl 
129 DO 1•1 TO TERMSJ 
130 SX II I• SX CliiC DUN Tl 
131 ENOl 
1l2 CLOSE FILEIVECTORI I 
133 READ FILECVECTORI tNTOINUMt I 
1H NN•NUMI1tl 
135 DO K•1 10 NNI 
136 READ FILEIVECTORI INTOINUMJ I 
1:,7 X•NUI'ISEQC2HI 
130 Y• NU MC SEQ I 3 t tl 
139 SU M• SXI 1 J1 
1o\O SUM•SUM+SlCC2t•Xt 
141 SUM•SUM+SXIJI•Yt 
lo\2 KNT•U 
1o\3 00 I•o\ TO TERI'SI 
144 SUM•SUM+SXCII•X••KNT•Y••KNTI 
lo\5 KNTaKNT+ll 
1•6 ENOl 
147 PUT SKIPC2tl 
lo\8 PUT SKIP EOtTtSUMoNUMCSEQtltloNUMISEOflii-SUMtXtYICI5t FflOo•tt I 
lo\9 ENDJ 
150 CLOSE FILECVF.CTORI I 
104 
151 SXC22tzTERMSI 
152 PUT SKIPI4tl 
15l PUT llSTI"POINT ICOLUMNt THEN LINE CRONJ COEFFICIENTS"JI 
154 PUT SKIPI 
155 PUT LISTISXtl 
156 WRITE fllECVECJ FROMISXJI 
157 PUT PAGEl 
158 GO TO FIRSTJ 
159 THATS Alll CLOSE FILEIVECJI 
160 END ~EGSTRI 
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TRANSFORMATION 
TRANSfORMITlON 
TRANSFMI PROCEDURE OPTIONSIMAINII 
DCL EATS FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL• 
HOLD FILE ENVCREGIONALCll FC640011t 
COEF FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL• 
DATX FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL ENVfFIBOIIo 
ERTS2 FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL• 
fTLINEtBLINEoFST PToLST PTI FLOAT DECI61t 
CPCOFoLCOFII22J fLOAT DECI1filoCARD CHARIBOJe 
IDATAI800JoEDATI2e40001tGET141tSUMI411 FLOAT DEC161t 
SDATC32001 FIXED BINARYC15o0JI 
READ FILEIDATXI INTDCCARDII READ FILECDA~XI JNTOICARDII 
TLINE•SU8STRfCARDtlt51t BLINE=SUBSTRfCARDoEo511 
FST PT=SU8STRCCARDtllo5JI LST PTzSUBSTRCCAROtl6t511 
IF [ST_PT-FST_PT>799 THEN LST:Pl•FSJ_PT+7991 
NOLINES•BLINE-TLINE+lt NOPDINTS•LSJ PT-FSI PT+11 
NTOP•JLINEI OPEN FlLEIHOLDI DIRECT ~UIPUTJ-
CLOSE FILECHOLDJI OPEN FILEIHOLDI DIRECT UPDATEI 
SDAl•lOOOoOI EDAT•1000.0I 
DO I•O JO NOLINESt 
REWRITE FILEIHOLOI FROMCSOATI KEYIIJI ENOl 
OPEN fll'EIERISI INPUTI READ FILEIERTSI INTOIGETIJ 
READ FILEIERTSJ INTOISUMII 
LINE NOl•GElllll POINT NOl•GET1211 
ON E~OFILECERTSI GO JO-OUTt READ FILEIERTSI IGNOREI2JI 
OPEN FlLECCOEfl INPUTI 
READ FILEICOEFJ INTOIPCOFII READ flLEICOEf I INTOILCOFII 
CLOSE FILEICOEFII 
NPTERMS•PCOFI22JI NLTERMSmLCOFI22Jt 
XXsLCOFI11+LCOFI2J•TLINE+LCOFIJJ•LST_PTI 
DO K•4 TO NLJERMSI 
~X2X~+LCOFCKJ•Tli~E••IK-JJ•LST PT••CK-311 ENOl 
LINEl•FLOORIXXt-1.01 -
XX*LCOFllt+LCOFI2J•TLINE+LCOFI3J•FST_PTI 
00 K•4 TO NLTERMSI 
XX&XX+LCOFIK1•TLINE••IK-3J•FST_PT••CK-311 ENOl 
IF FLOORIXXJCLINE1 THEN INROLL•11 ELSE INROLL=-11 
PUT SKIPilt EDITC 1 GET 1 oGETIIAoi4JFI10t2JII 
PUT SKIPI~J EDITI"POINT COEFFICIENTS••PCOFJlAoSKIPo 
I 2 II I 11 IF I 10 1 4 ItS ICI P I J1 
PUT SKJP14J EDIJC 1 LINE COEFFICIENTS 0 oLCOFJCAoSKIPo 
12 11111 JFC 10o4 I•SKtP J II 
PUT SKIPI41 EOITI"TOP LlNE"•TLINEo'BOTTOM liNE 1 oBLINEo 
~~:~:A~Pl:!~i~~:.~J::RIGHT POINT'oLST_PTt 
PUT PAGEl 
NH•CEILIGETI41/200o011 
IF NH>!I THEN OOJ 
PUT llSTC"TOO "ANY EATS POINTS 1 11 GO TO OUTI ENOl 
IF LINE1-l<LINE_N01 THEN DOl 
LINEl•LINE_NOl-11 GO TO XOTI ENOl 
DO I•LINE NOt TO LINE1-11 
READ FILFTFRTSI IGNOREINHJI 
END I 
XOTI LINElsLINEl-11 
KNT•OI DO J0=1 TO NHI 
READ FILEIERTSJ INIOIDATAIJ 
DO lat JO 8001 EOATf2oi+KNTJzOATAIIII 
KNT,.kNT+800J 
fNOI 
END I 
105 
106 
76 
77 NXTOI LINE1•LINE1+11 
78 00 XktstLINE TO BLINEJ 
79 XXl•LCOFI11+LCOFC21•XKl+lCOFCli•FSt PTI 
80 00 l•~ TO NLTERMSI -
81 XXt•XXl+LCOFCLJ•Xkl••CL-li•FSt_PT••IL-311 ENOl 
82 IF XX1)LINE1 THEN GO TO NXTOOI 
83 ENOl 
8~ NXTOOI 
85 DO XK2•TLINE TO BLINEI 
66 XX2sLCOFI1t+LCOFI21•XK2+lCOF13J•LST_PTI 
87 DO L•• TO NLTER~SI 
88 XX2=XX2+LCOFCLUXK2••CL-3ULST Pt• .. L-Jtl ENOl 
89 IF XX2>llNE1 THEN GO TO NXTI -
90 ENOl 
91 NXTI 
92 NLEFT•LST PTI NRIGHTzFSJ PTJ INC.,-11 
93 TOPLINE•Xitl 80TLINE•XK2i 
9~ IF XK2<XK1 THEN DOl 
95 NLEFJ•FST PTI NAIGHT=LST PTI INC•11 
96 TOPLINE•Xi21 BOTLINE•XKli 
97 END I 
98 
99 IF INROLL,atNC THEN 001 
100 LINEl•LINEI-11 INROLL•INCI 
101 GO TO STAAl ENOl 
102 
103 ICNT•OI 
10~ 00 JO•l TO NHI READ FILECERTSI INTOCDAlAtl 
105 DO I"l JO 8001 
106 EOATiloi+ICNTI•EDATI2oi+ICNTJI EDATI2ot+KNTI•DATAIIII 
1 07 END I 
108 ICNT•KNTt8001 
109 ENOl 
110 
111 STAAl 
112 PUT SKIPI21 EDITC"READ ERTS 0 oLINElo 0 80TTOM LI~E•tBOTLINEo 
113 'TOP liNE•tTOPLINEo'START 0 oNLEFTtCC~JIAoFC6oOitXI2ttJJ 
lH NXOOO•NLEFTI 
115 
116 Xll•LINE11 Xl2•liNE1+11 
117 
118 0011 DO LINXX•BOTLINE TO TOPLINE BY -11 
119 IF LINXX>8LINE THEN GO TO ENll 
120 READ FILFCHOLOI INTOISOATI KEYCltNXX-NTOP+lll 
121 
122 0021 DO PTSXXENXOOO TO NRIGHT BY INCI 
123 MMMMaiiPTSXX-FST PT+1eOJ•~.0-3e011 12~ If MMMM<l I MMMM~NOPOINTS•~ THEN GO TO EN21 
125 IF SOATIMMMMI,slOOO.O THEN GO TO EN21 
126 
127 xXzlCOF(1J+LCOFC21•liNXX+LCOFili•PTSXXI 
128 00 L•~ TO NLTER~SI 
129 XX•XX+lCOFILI•LI~xx••rL-li•PTSXx••IL-311 E~DI 
130 IF XX<XLI THEN GO TO EN21 
Ill IF XX)Xl2 THEN GO TO NXTll 
132 XXLINEaXXI 
lJJ XXePCOFili+PCOFI21•PTSXX+PCOFI3t•LINXXI 
13~ 00 l•4 TO NPTERMSI 
135 XXcXX+PCOFCLJ•LINXX••Il-lJ•PTSXX••IL-311 ENOl 
136 XXPOINT•XXI 
137 
138 XPlcFLOORIXXPOINTJI XP2~XP1+le01 
139 PLFAC•XP2-XXPOINTI PRFACzt.O-PlFACI 
140 lTfAC•Xl2-XXLINEJ lBFAC=!eO-lTFACI 
1~1 NNNN•IFLOORIXXPOINTI-POINT NOl+l.01•4·0-3eOI 
1~2 JF NNNN<l I NNNN>~OOO THEN-GO TO NXTll 
1~3 DO JJJaO TO 31 
14~ SDATIMMMM+JJJJclEDAflloNNNN+JJJI•PLFAC•LTFAC+ 
1~5 EDATI2.NNNNtJJJI•PLFAC•LBFAC+ 
1•6 EDATI1oNNNN+JJJ+41•PRFAC•LTFAC+ 
147 EDATC2oNNNN+~~J+41•PRFAC•LBFACI•100.0 I 
148 ENOl 
149 IF AASCPTSXX-NRIGHTJ<2 & liNXXsBLINE THEN 001 
150 REHRlTE FILEIHULDI FROMCSOATI KEYCLINXX-NTOP+lJI 
107 
151 GO TO OUTI ENDI 
152 EN21 END 0021 
153 NKTll REWRITE FllECHOlOI FROMISDATI KEYILINXX-NTOP+111 
154 NXOOO•PTSXX-15•INCJI 
1~5 EN11 END 0011 
156 GO TO NXTOI 
157 DUll CLOSE FILEIERTSII 
158 
159 GET111•TLINEI GETC2t•FST PTJ 
160 GETC31•NOLINESJ GET141aNnPOINTSI 
161 OPEN FILEIERTS2J OUTPUll 
1152 
163 WRITE FILEIERTS21 FROMIGETIJ 
164 DO 1•1 TO 31 NRITE FJLEIERTS21 FROMISUMII ENDJ 
165 
166 DO 1•1 TO NOLINESI READ FILEIHOLDt INTOCSDATJ KEYIIII 
167 DO J•1 TO 8001 
168 DATAIJt•SDATCJt/1001 
169 ENDJ 
170 WRITE FILEIERT52J FROMCDATAtl 
111 
172 IF NOPOINT5<201 THEN GO TO NXT21 
1 73 
174 ICNT•BOOI 
175 DO K•2 TO CEILCNOPOINTS/20011 
176 DO J•1 TO 8001 
177 OATACJJ•SDATIJ+KNTI/1001 
178 ENOl 
179 ICNT•KNT+8001 
180 WRITE FILECERT521 FROMCDATAJI 
181 ENOl 
182 
183 NXT21 ENDJ 
184 CLOSE FILEIHOLDiofllEIERTS2JI 
185 END TRANSFMI 
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DELIN 
I• PROGRAM DELIN VJMl 791015 *' 
1• DELINEATION PROGRAM *' ,. 
PROGRAM TO SELECT A SCENE FROM LANDSAT tATAo 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INSTITUTE, 
tKLAHOMA SlATE UNIVERSITY• 
BY FRED IHTZ• 
THIS PROGRAM COPIES A RECTkNGULAR SUBSCF.NE 
FROM LANDSAT DATA AND DELINEATES AN AREA BY MARKING 
EXCLUDED PIXELS WITH A SPECIAL CODEo OPTIONS ARE 
PROVIDED TO MERGE T~O INPUT FILES CONTAINING ADJACENT 
INFORMATION AND TO OUTPUT ONLY SELECTED PIXELS. INPUTo 
OUTPUT AND INTERMEDIATE INFORMATION CAN BE PRINTED. 
FILES USEDI 
INPUT 
INPUll 
INPUT2 
OUTPUT 
STANDARD LNDSAT DATA FOR SI~GLE INPUT 
IN IBM FOUR BYTE FLOATING POINT FORMATo 
STANDARD LANDSAT DATA FOR MERGE (LEFT SIDEJ 
STANDARD LANDSAT DATA FOR MERGE (RIGHT SIDEio 
SELECTED AREA ~ITH SCENE DELINEATED 
IN SAME FORMAT AS INPUT. 
CONTROL INPUT SUMMARYI 
CFOR DETAILS SEE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION) 
PARAMETER CAROS IANY ORDERI 
OPI VALUES& 
FORMAT AC101 Fl5o 01 EXCEPT CODEI EllOo OJ 
108 
STAT 
INPUT 
MERGE 
ADO 
NBANDSTATo BANDSTAT ••• IMUST PRECEDE DtSCRIMJ 
lRECLINlt NCOLRO~tNlo NBANOIN IREOUIREOJ 
LRECLIN2o NCOLRO~IN2o ROWOfF2o COLOFF2 
DtSCRIM NCLASS 
tOATA STARTING 
CLASS• WEIGHTo 
MEAN • • o 
COVARIANCE ••• 
IN COLUMN It FORMAT FIIOJ 
N IN NOT USEDI 
MAP BANOMAPt NCOLMAPt NOVPt NSYM 
IDATA STARTING IN COLUMN eo FORMAl JA1t CCOLI11te 50A1J 
SYMBOLIIOVPo JJ FOR J • -2 lO NSYMt IOVP 2 1 TO NOVP 
SINGLE NBANOCOPYo BANDCOPY ••• 
COPY LRECLOUlt NAANDCOPYo BANDCOPY 
STATOUT 
WINDOW ROWAo ROWB• COLAo COLB 
OFFSET ROWOffo COLOFF 
MOVE 
OR PATTERN CHECK IMUST BE LASTI 
IOATA STARliNG IN COLUMN 11 (fORMAT Fl51 FOLLO~ED BY FREE FORM) 
ROWDBo CLASSOI1Jo COLOBClJo CLASSDl21t COLDBI2Jo 
... 
lEND OF FILEI 
HEADIN lRECllNlH 
HEADIN1 LRECLINIH 
HEAOIN2 LRECLIN2H 
HEADOUT LRECLOUTH 
liST 
ISAME AS HEAOIN1) 
NOLIST ITURN OFF LISTI 
PRINTINV CMUST PRECEDE DISCRIM 
PRINTS TAT 
PRINliN IPRINo NBANOPRINio BANOPRINl 
PRlNfiNl IPRlNo NB.NOPRIN1o 8ANOPRIN1 
PRINliN2 lPRINo N8ANOPRIN2o 8ANDPRIN2 
PRINT lPRINt NBANOPR t BANOPR ••• 
PRINTCODE lPRINoNBANDPRCOOEoBANDPRCODEooo 
PRINTOUT IPRINo NBANDPROUTo BANOPROUT 
F'RINTHEIID 
TFST to HERROo HERRo MWARN 
ISAME AS PRINTINll 
75 
76 
n 
76 
79 
60 
61 
62 
63 
84 
65 
86 
87 
68 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
91 
96 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
J 07 
106 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
lH 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
lH 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
1H 
1 "" 45 
146 
lH 
148 
149 
109 
Clat NO OUTPUTo I22 NO INPUTI 
CTEST MUST FOLLOW COPYo SINGlEt OR STATOUT TO SUPPRESS OUTJ 
., 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
DF.LINI PROC OPTIONSIMAINJI 
DEFAULT RANGECAIZI 
STATIC 
I 
OCL VERSION CHARC20J INITI"V31'11 791015° II 
DCl C 
ABSo 
CEllo MAX• MINt ~ODt lOGo 
ONCHARo ONSOURCEo STRING• SUBSTR 
I BUILTINI 
I• FILES •1 
DCl C 
INPUT! INPUJt I• SINGLE Ok LEFT INPUT •I 
1NPUT2 lNPUTt I• MERG~ DATA IRIGHT SIDEI •I 
OUTPUT OUTPUT I• OUTPUT SCENE •I 
I FILE SEQUENTIALI 
DCL PUNCH FILE STREAM OUTPUT ENVIRECSIZECBOI tl 
DCL SYSIN FILE STREAM INPUTI 
DCL STATJN FILE STREAM INPUTI 
DCL C 
SYSPRINTt PRINT1t PRINT2o PRINT3t PRINT4o PRINT5 
I FILE STREAM PRINTI 
OCL C 
MAPOUT1o MAPOUT2o MAPDUT3o HAPOUT4o MAPOUT5 
I fiLE OUTPUf SEQUENTIAl 
ENVCF CTLASA RECSIZEC132J BLKSIZEC1321 II 
I• CONTROLLED •1 
DCL C 
RECINlCLENINltt I• SINGLE OR lEFJ INPUT •I 
RECIN2CLENIN2Jo I• RIGHT INPUT FOR MERGE •I 
RECCNCOLROWt NBANDJo I• WORKING RECORD CROWl •I 
RECDUTClENOUTJt I• OUTPUf RECORD •I 
I• HEADER RECORDS •I 
RECIN1ACLENIN1Aio RECIN1BfLENINIBJt 
RECIN1CCLENIN1Cit RECIN1DILENIN1Dit 
RECIN2AILENTN2AJo RECIN2BCLENIN201t 
RECIN2CCLENIN2CJo RECIN20CLENIN2Dit 
RECOUTAILENOUTAto RECOUTBILENOUTBJt 
RECOUTCilENOUTCJt RECOUTDCLENOUTDI 
FLOAT BJNC211 CONTROLlEDI 
I• STATIC •I 
I• FILE VARIABlES •I 
DCL PPRINTI51 FILE VARIABLE 
JNITCPRINT1t PRINT2t PRINT3t PRINT4t PRINT5JI 
I• SET TO SYPRINTo FRINTlt PRINT2 •I 
DCL C 
PRINTINlo PRINTJN2t PRINTt PRINTCODEo PRINTOUT 
J FILE VARIABlE INilCSYSPRINJtJ 
DCL MNAPOUTClOI FILE VARIABlE INITC 
MAPOUTlt MAPOUT2o MAPOUT3o MAPOUT'It MAPOUT5 
, ' I• STRUCTURES •I 
OCL 1 MAPLINE SJATICt 
2 CC CHARClt INITC• •to 
2 ROWMAP PIC•zzzzg•, 
2 FILL CHARCll INITC• •to 
2 MAPROWI125t CHARCll INITl C1251 CO •t II 
I• CHARACTER •I 
OCL 
SYMOOlt10t -211501 CHARClto 
DIGITC019t CHARCllo 
CHAR CHARCtlo 
DP2 CHARClOio 
OP CHAIHIOI INITC•• t1 I• OP COVEt TYPE OF CARD •I 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
17<1 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
te6 
187 
tee 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
2 04 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
I• FLOAT •I 
DCL C 
CCCC20o 201o TTC201t 
TTTIOZJOo 201 INITI 16201 Oelo 
TTTTC0130o 20o 201 INITC C12400J Oolt 
Ctl• CJio OfMo DFVt OfCo T 
I flOAT 81Nf5311 
DCL C 
AAIJOto BBBC30o 201• CCCCC30o 20t 201o 
II XC 20 It YYl20 Jt 
CCLASSCOI301 INITf-21o 
CLASSt WEIGHTo 
ICo Zo ZMIN 
I FLOAT BINC21JJ 
I• INTEGER •I 
DCL C 
BANDSTATo BANDCOPY, 
BANOPRINJt BANOPRIN2o BANOPR• BANOPRCODE, BANDPROUT 
I C 20 I FIXED BINC Jll I NIT( 
l• 2t Jt 4t 5o 6t 7o Bo 9t tOo 
11o 12o 13t 14• 15o 16• 17o 18t 19o 2011 
OCt. C 
110 
Cl.ASSOClOOio COLOBCIOOit I• PATTERN Cl.ASSo LAST PIXEL •t 
I• COUNTERS •I 
NNTC-11301 INITI 1321 Olt 
NNNCLASSC-IIJOo -11301 INITI 110241 Olt 
t• LIMITS COIMENSIONSI •I 
~COLO INITI1001o 
MBANO INITC201• 
MCLASS lNITIJOio 
MPRINT lNIT151o 
I'NMAP INITI51o 
MCOLMAP INITI1251• 
MSYM INITC1501o 
MOVP INITCtOit 
MWARN INITI1000it 
I'ERR INITC1000Jt I• NUMBER OF ERRORS BEFORE ABORT •I 
MERRO INITf101 I• NUMRER OF 0-TA ERRORS 
SUPPRESSING PROCESSING •I 
FIXED BINC31 II 
OCL I 
COL It 
COLAt COLRt 
COLOFFo 
I• INPUT PARA~ETERS WITH ZERO DEFAULT •I 
I• FIRSTo LAST COLUPN OF WINDOW •I 
I• COLUMN OFFSET FOR DATA •I 
1• PHYSICAL RECORD lENGTH IN BYTES •I 
I• DOES NOT INCLUDE 4 BYTES FOR PECFM=V •I 
LRF.CliNlo LRECLIN2t LRECLOUTt 
1• HEADER RECORD LE~GTH IN BYTES •I 
I• >O s FIXED LENGTH• 20 I STANDARD •1 
I• lENGTHSt <0 I USE LRECL •I 
lRECLINIHo LRECLIN2Ho LRECLOUTHt 
I• NUMBER OF BANOS •I 
NBANDSTATt NBANOCCPYo NBANDINt NBANDOUTt 
NRANDPRINlo NRANDPRIN2t NBANDPRo NBANDFRCOOEt NBANDPROUTt 
I• NUMBER ~F COLUMNS IN ROW •I 
NCOLROWINlt NCOLROWIN2• 
I• COUNTERS •I 
NRECIN1o NRECIN2o NRECOUTo NROWo NROiiiNo NROWDUTo 
ROHlt 
ROIIAt ROIIBo 
ROiiOFFo 
NERRt NHARN 
I• FIRSTt LAST ROW OF IIINDOM •I 
I• ROW OFFSET FOR DATA •I 
I FIXED BINC31t INITCOJI 
DCL I 
COLOFF2t 
NCLASSt 
IJANOHAPo 
NCOLMAPt NSYI'Io 
ROHOAt RDWilAo 
ROWOFF2 
1• INPUT PARAMETERS WHICH ARE ALWAYS SET •I 
I• COLUMN OFFSET FOR MERGE •I 
I• <0 I REDUCTION IN NCOlRO!iiNl •I 
I• BAND USED FOR MAF *' 
NOVPt I• SIZES FOR MAP •I 
I• FIRST LAST ROW OF TEMPLATE DATA •I 
I• ROM OFFSET FOR ~ERGE •I 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
2H 
2 45 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
256 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
2 72 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
270 
279 
280 
2 81 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
298 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
OCL 
OCL 
OCL 
DCL 
DCL 
c 
/• >0 t MORE RECORDS IGNORED *' 
I• <0 t FEMER RECORDS IGNORED *' 
FIXED BlNCHIJ 
'* CALCULATED PARAMETERS •I 
LASTLOCINlt LASTLOCIN2t lASTLOCOUTo 
lENINlo lENINlAt LENIN18t LENINlCt lENINlOt 
LENIN2t LENIN2At LENIN29• LENIN2Ct LENJN2D• 
LENOUTt LENOUTAt LENOUTBt LENOUTCo LENOUTDt 
LOCAt LOCBt tOCB2o LOCUOUTt 
NBANDt NCOLDt 
111 
NCOLINlo NCOLIN2o NCOLOUTo NCOLROWt NC~LROWINo NCOLROWOUTt 
NMAPt 
NRECINlA. NRECIN2A 
t FIXED BINCJlJI 
/• TEMPORARY VARIABLES •I 
c 
BANDt COlo COLOAo It ICOLt Jt JBANOo 
IC~ASSo IMAPt JCLASSo Ko KCLASSo Nlo 
LOCt LOCINo LOCOUTo 
ROW 
J FIXED BINCHJI 
BPPRINTC5J 
c 
BINPUJo 
BMERGF.t 
BADOt 
BPATTo I• 
9CHECKo 
OOISCPIMo 
BSTATo 
OM APt 
BCOPYo 
BOUlt 
BSINGLEt 
BSTATOUTo 
BPUNOh 
1• BIT CLOGICALt •1 
BITClt INIH CSJ c•o•ot .. 
/* INPUT FILE TO BE PROCESSED •/ 
I• MERGE OPTION •I 
I• ADO ONE BAND TO INPUT •I 
READ BOUNDARY AND TRAINING SET PATTERN *' 
/• CHECK TRAINING SET FOR OVERLAP *' 
~· PERFORM DISCRIMINATICN •I 
'* COLLECT STATISTICS •/ 
I• PRINT MAP OF AREA AND TRAINING SF.TS *' 
'* PRODUCE OUTPUT OF SELECTED BANOS *' 
~· OUTPUT FILE WILL DE USFD •I 
/• FORMAT SELECTED BANDS• PIXELS SEPARATE ., 
/• PUNCH STATISTICS ., 
'* PUNCH Will BF USED •/ 
BHEADINlt 
IHIEAOIN2t 
DHEAOOUTo 
llPRINTINVo /• 
BCHECKINIIt 
BPRINTHEADt 
BPRINTINlt 
llPRINTI N2 t 
BPRINTt 
BPRINTCOOEt 
OPRINTOUlt 
BPRINTSTATt /• 
OANYt fiOONEt 
/• INPUT! CONTAINS HEADS •I 
I• INPUT2 CONTAINS HEADS *' 
/• OUTPUT FILE IS TO CONTAIN HEADERS •I 
PRINT DETERMINANT AND INVERSE COVARIANCE •/ 
/• PRINT PRODUCT OF CDVAR AND INVERSE •1 
/• OPTION TO PRINT HEADERS FOR All FILES •/ 
'* PRINT INPUT! CLEFT HALFt •/ 
/• PRINT INPUT2 CRIGHT HALFJ *' 
/• PRINT DATA BEFORE SELECTION •I 
/• PRINT ROM AFTER COOING •/ 
/• PRINT OUTPUT *' 
PRINT STATISTICS •/ 
/• TEMP •I 
FALSE 
J 
I 
BINt 
BLISTo 
TRUE 
t 
BITC1J INITI'O'BJI 
'* ALLOM INPUT - SET OFF BY lEST *' 
'* PRINT DATA CARDS CSCENE SELECTIONJ •/ 
8ITC1J INITI'l'Btl 
FII'IJ _HEAOI '* FORMATS *' FORMATlCOlltJo A• COlllto Fl5o0Jo 
999CCOLI11Jo 12 F11Do2J J tl 
FORMATCCOLClJo Ao COLCltt Fl5e0Jo 
99qCCDlll1Jo 30 FC4J t tl 
FMT_REC I 
I• INTERRUPT EXITS ., 
ON F.NDFILECSYSINI BEGINI 
CAll NOTEIOt 'END OF CONIROt INPUT"tl 
GO TO 8MOVEI 
ENOl 
ON ENOFILECINPUTlJ BEGINI 
CALL NOTEI3t "END OF INPUT FILE BEFORE END OF .INDOM"JI 
GO TD iCLOSEI 
ENDJ 
ON ENOFILF.CINPUT21 AEGINI 
112 
300 CALL NUTfC3t 'END OF INPUT2 FILE BEFORE END OF MIND0~ 0 1J 
301 GO TO lilClOSF.I 
302 ENOl 
303 ON CONVERSION OEGINI 
304 IF ONSOURCE,.• • TtlEN UNSOURCE=•o• I 
305 ELSE 001 
306 CALL NOTEClo "INVALID CHARACTER ••• 
307 II ONCHAR II 0 • • IN FIELD • • • II ON SOURCE I I 
308 ••• OF FOLlOWING DATA' II 
309 ONCHAR • 0 0°1 
310 ENOl 
311 ENOl 
312 OPEN FllEISYSPRINTt LINESIZEI1321 PAGESIZEI6011 
313 PUT EDITI 0 PROGRAM DELIN'o VERSION• ••t 
314 CCOLI301• Ao COlClOOio At SKIPC21o Ill 315 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
316 I• PARAMETER INPUT lOOP •I 
317 lillOOP PAR~I 
318 - GET EOITCUPI CCOLClto AllOt II 
319 PUT EDITC°CARD 0 o OPJ ISKIPC21o Al41o COLI11 o AllOt II 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
3:52 
3JJ 
3.H 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
H4 
345 
H6 
3U 
H8 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
3 61 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
361 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
liliNPUTI 
lilMERGEI 
If OP = 'INPUT • THEN GO TO 
IF OP "MERGE THEil GO TO 
IF OP • • AOO THEN GO TO 
IF OP • "MOVE • THEN GO TO 
IF OP 
"' 
"PATTERN • THEN GO TO 
IF OP '" 'PAll . THEN GO TO 
IF OP .. "DISCRIM • THEN GO TO 
IF OP • • STAT • THEN GO TO 
If OP • • MAP • HIEN GO TO 
IF OP • "COPY • THEN GO TO 
IF OP • "SINGLE • THEN GO TO 
If OP • "SIAIOUT THEN GO TO 
IF OP • • IIINOOIIU THEN GO TO 
If OP .. "WINDOW • THEN GO TO 
IF OP • • OFFSET • TliEN GO TO 
If OP • 0 HEIOIIII • THEN GO TO 
If OP • "HEAOII'H • Til EN GO TO 
If OP ., •ne AD 11112 • THEN GO TO 
If OP ,. "HEIIOOUT THEN GO TO 
If OP ,. 'liST THEN GO TO 
IF OP • "NOLIST • THEN GO TO 
IF OP • 0 PRINTINV • THEN GO TO 
IF OP . "PRINTHEAD • TliEN GO TO 
IF OP • 0 PRIIHIN • THEN GO TO 
IF OP '"' "PRINTINl THEN GO TO 
If OP ., "PRINT1N2 THEN GO TO 
IF OP • 'PRINT THEN GO TO 
IF OP :o 0 PRINTCODE THEN GO TO 
IF OP = 0 PRIIITCUT • THEN GO TO 
IF OP ,. 0 PR1NTSTAT • TliEN GO TO 
IF OP •rest • THEN GO TO 
00 J = 2 TO e 1 
GET EOITIOP2J I AltO J II 
PUT EO Ill OP2 I 1111101 .. 
ENOl 
PUT EDITI" DElETED CARD" I Ill H 
IF SURSTR(OPt •• 11 ,,. • • HIEN CAll lliOJEI 3t 0 lNVAliO 
GO TO atOOP _PARMI 
,. U.PUT ., 
GEJ EDITC lRECLINlo NCOLROHINlt 
PUT EDITClRF.CliNlo NCOlROIIIINlo 
BINPUT .. TRUE I 
GO TO lllOOP_PAAMI 
,. MERGE ., 
GET EOITilRECliN2o NCOLROIIIN2• 
PUT EDIT ClRECliN2o NCOLROWIN2o 
B~ERGE ,. TRUE I 
GO TO IILOOP_PAAMI 
aiNPUT 
Iii MERGE 
Iii ADO 
lilMOVE 
»PAH 
aPATT 
lilOIS'CRI" 
aSUT 
lil~AP 
lilCOPY 
filS INGlE 
aSTATOUT 
&IIJNOOIII 
lllfiNOOII 
lilOfFSE 1 
liiHEADIIIIl 
IHEADIN1 
IHEIIDIN2 
IHEIIOOUT 
lilliST 
IINOLIST 
IIPRINTINV 
IIPRINTHEAD 
IIPRINTliU 
8PRINTIU 
lilPRINTU2 
SPRINT 
&PRINT CODE 
&PRINTOUT 
ltPRINTSTAT 
aT EST 
PARAMETER CODE • II 
NBANDINI IFI5o01 II 
NRANDINt IFlSoOI It 
R01110Ff2o COLOFf2 I lfCStOI 
ROWDFF 2o CDLOFF21 IFC5o01 
II 
I I 
113 
375 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
376 
377 IUODI 
378 OaDD 2 TRUEI 
379 GO TO ULOOP_PaRMI 
380 8PATTI 
381 GET EOITIIJ IFC5J II 
382 PUT EDITIU CFI5J II 
383 BPATT a TRUEI 
38• BCHECK s I>aOI 
3e5 GO TO 8MOVEI 
386 8DISCRII'II 
387 GET EOITCNCLASSJ CFC51 II 
388 PUT EOITINCLASSI lfl!lt 11 
389 BDISCRIM a TRUEI 
390 IF NCLASSzO THEN CALL NOTE13t 'NUMBER OF CLASSES REQUIRED'JI 
391 IF ,BSTAT THEN CALL NOTE13o'STAf ~UST PRECEDE DISCRI~'II 
392 ELSE DO ICLASS • 1 TO NCLASSJ 
393 GET FILEISTATINI EOITICCLASSIICLASSJt -EIGHTt II 
39. ICOLClh 3 FllOJ IJ 
395 IF BLIST TtiEN PUT EDITI'CARO'o CCLASSC ICLASSit WEIGHTo IJ 
396 CSKIPI3Jo At COLI11Jo FllOJo Fl10o.Jo FIIOI II 
397 GET FILECSTATINJ 
398 EDITI COBBIICLASSo JJ DO J a 1 TO NOANOSTATJ 
399 ICOLI1Jo 10 ~1101 Jl 
•oo IF BLIST THEN PUT EDITI'CARD'o 
•ot CBB8CICLA5So JJ DO J a 1 10 NBANOSTATJ J 
•02 ISKJPI2Jt At 91COLI11Jo 10 Fl10~ 51 I II 
•03 IF BLIST THEN PUT SKIP1211 
•o• 00 J a 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
•os GET FtlEISTATINJ 
•06 EDITI ICCCCJo Kl DO K E 1 TO NBANDSTATJ 
•01 ICOLCllt 10 fltO I II 
•oe IF BLIST THEN PUT EOITI'CARD'o 
•09 CCCCCJt KJ DO K • .1 TO NBANDSTJTJ I 
•10 ICDLC1Jo At 9 ICDLI1lto 10 FllOo 51 t Jl 
•11 ENOl I• J •1 
• 12 T • 1. I 
•tl IF BCHECKINV THEN DO J a 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
•14 DO K = 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
415 CCCCIIClASSo Jt KJ a CCCCJo Ktl 
416 ENOl I• K •I 
417 ENDJ I• J •1 
418 DO I z 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
419 CII = CCCIIt ltJ 
420 CCCCit II • lol 
•21 T • T•Ctll 
•22 00 K s 1 TO NRANDSTATI 
•23 CCCCio KJ z CCCII• KI/CIII 
424 ENOl I• K •I · 
425 DO J • l TO I-1• 1•1 TO NBANDST-TI 
426 CJI • CCCfJt JJI 
427 CCCCJt II • Ool 
428 DO K • 1 TO NRANOSIATI 
429 CCCIJo Kl • CCCCJt Kl - CJI•CCCCio Kll 
.30 ENOl I•K •I 
431 ENOl 1• J •I 
432 ENOl I• I •1 
.33 IF WEIGHT • O. THEN ~EIGHT = 1•1 
.34 AACICLASSI s lOGIABSITI/I"EIGHT•WEIGHTI II 
4J5 IF RPRINTINV THEN DOl 
'36 PUT EDITI'CLASS"t CCLASSCICLASSit 'WEIGHT 0 t WEIGHT• 
•37 ' DETER~INANT 0 o Tt 0 PENALlY'• AAIICLASSto 
438 'BAND't IRANOSTATCJI 00 J = 1 TO ~BANOSTATI J 
.,9 CSKIPIJJo COLt181o At ftJio SKJPI2Jt At FC!Ot 5to 
4•0 2 IAt El15t 71 lo SKIPI2Jt At ~ ICDLC61o 10 fllOJ t IJ 
4.1 PUT EDlli 0 MEAN'o C88BIICLA5St JJDO J ~ 1 TO NRANDSlATII 
442 ISKIPI2Jo h 9 CCOLI11Jt 10fi10t 51 I II 
.4J PUT EOITC•tNVERSE COVARIANCE'I CSKIP12Jo All 
4.4 DO J • 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
4.5 PUI EOlTCBANDSTATCJJt 
•• 6 ICCCIJ• Kl DO K • 1 TO NBANDSTATI I 
.47 ICOLI41t FI.Ut 9 ICOLillto 10 FCIOt JJ I Jl 
.46 ENOl I• J *' 449 ENOl I• BPRINTINV •1 
450 
•51 
452 
•s3 
454 
455 
456 
•s1 
4 58 
• 59 
•6o 
.61 
•62 
463 
.6. 
.65 
.66 
"67 
•6a 
469 
470 
411 
472 
47J 
474 
415 
416 
477 
4 78 
479 
• 80 
'1!1 
•82 
4 83 
48. 
485 
486 
487 
4 88 
489 
• 90 
4 91 
ol92 
49J 
494 
•95 
.96 
•97 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
5 09 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
52J 
52" 
8ST AT I 
8MAPI 
ltCOPY t 
IllS INGLE I 
IF RCHECKINV THEN DO I = 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
00 K z I TO NBANOSTATI 
c 11 = o. ' 
00 J a I TO NRANOSTATI 
Cll = Cll + CCCII• JI•CCCCCICLASSo J• kll 
ENOl /• J ., 
XXIKI "' Cltl 
ENOl I• K •' PUT EDITI 1 CHECK 1 o IXXIkt 00 K = 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
ISKIPC21t At 91COLC111o 10 FC10o 61 I II 
ENOl I• 1 •I 
00 J s 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
DO K • 1 TO NBANDSTATJ 
CCCCIICLASSt Jo Kl = CCCIJ• KJJ 
ENDJ /• K •1 
ENOl /• J •I 
ENOl /• lCLASS ., 
GO TO 8l00P_PARMI 
GET EDI Tl NBANDSTAT J CFC 51 II 
PUT EDlTCNBANOSTATJ IFC5J Jl 
GET EOITC CBANOSTATCJI DO J ~ 1 TO NBANOSTATI J CFI5J II 
PUT EDITC CBANOSTATIJJ DO J • 1 TO NUANOSTATI J CFC51 Jl 
IF NBANOSTAT • 0 THEN CAll NOTEC3t 1 NBANDSTAT REQUJRED 1 11 
ELSE BSTAT • TRUEI 
GO TO alOOP_PARMI 
GET EDITCUANDMAP• NCOlMAPt NOVPt NSYMJ CFC51 II 
PUT EOITCBANDMAPt NCOLMAPt NOVPo NSYMJ CFI5J Jl 
If NCOLMAP <z 0 THEN NCOLMAP m 1001 
IF NCOLMAP ) MCOlMAP THEN 001 
CALl NOTEC2t 'NCOLMAP REDUCED TO MAXIMUM"JJ 
NCOLMAP : MCOLMAPI 
ENOl 
IF NSYM ) 0 THEN 001 
If NSYM > MSYM THEN NSYM • MSYMI 
IF NOVP <= 0 THEN NOVP z 11 
IF NOVP ) MOVP THEN NOVP = MOVPI 
DO IOVP • 1 TO NOVPJ 
GET SKIP EDITC CSYMBOLCIOVPt II 00 I z -2 TO NSYMJ 
ICOLCelo 3 Alllt 9CC0lll11o 50 ACIJ II 
PUT SKIP EDITC CSYMBOLIJOVPt II 00 I= -2 TO NSYMI 
ICOLI81t 3 ACltt 9CCOLtlllt 50 AC!J II 
ENOl I• IOVP •I 
END I /• NSYM ., 
ELSE 001 
NSYM = 301 
NOVP • 11 
114 
STRINGCSYMOOLJ • '•I 123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVNXYZ"I 
F. NO I 
UMAP "' TRUEI 
GO TO MLOOP_PARMI 
GET EOITtLRECLOUTo NBANDCOPYJ CfC5tOJ 11 
PUT EDITilRECLCUTo NBANDCOPYJ IF15o01 Jl 
GET EDITI CBANDCOPYIJJ 00 J = 1 TO NBANDCOFYI J CfC5t Jt 
PUT EOITC CBANDCOPYIJJ DO J = 1 TO NBANDCOPYI I IFC5J Jl 
If BSINGLE THEN CALL NOTEC3t •CONFLICTING OUTPUT ACTJON'If 
ELSE RCOPYt BOUT=TRUEI 
GO TO QLOOP_PARMI 
GET EDITCNBANOCOPYI (f(5J Jl 
PUT EDITCNBANOCOPYJ CFC5J II 
GEl EOIJC CBANOCOPYCJJ DO J = 1 TO NBANOCOPTI I IFI!5J tl 
PUT EOITC IBANOCOPYIJJ DO J = 1 TO NUANDCOPYJ t CFC51 II 
IF BCOPY THEN CALL NOTEC3t "CONFLICTING OUTPUT ACTION°JI 
FLSE 8SINGLEt BPUNCH = TRUFI 
GO TO llllOOP PARMI 
lliSTATOUTI -
BSTATOUTo BPUNCH • TRUEI 
GO TO aLOOP_PARMI 
I• NJNOOIII ., 
liiNINDOW II 
GET EOITCROWlt COlli Cfi!5J II 
PUT EDITIROWl• COlli CFC51 II 
525 
526 
527 
520 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
SoU 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
5!50 
!5!51 
!5!52 
!553 
5!54 
555 
!556 
!551 
558 
5!59 
5fi0 
561 
562 
56l 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
!5 75 
576 
!5 77 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
!589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
5'J9 
lilflNUOW I 
80FFSETI 
GO TO &LOOP_PARMI 
GET EOITIROIIIAo ROIIIB• COlAo CDLBI IFI5o01 II 
PUT EDITIROIIIAt RUIIIOt COLAt COLBI IFI5t01 II 
IF ROWA ,. 0 THEN ROWA a ROIIIA + ROWOFFI 
IF ROWS ,. 0 THEN ROWS = ROWB + ROWOFFI 
IF COLA ,. 0 THEN CCLA • COLA + COLOFFI 
IF COLB ,. 0 THEN COLA • COLO + COLOFFI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PAAMI 
I• OFFSET *' 
GET EOITIROIIIOFFt COLOFF I CFI!51 II 
PUT EOHIROWUFFt COLOFFJ CFI51 )I 
aHEAOINt~O TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
GET EDITCLRECLINIHI CF15o01 II 
PUT EOITILAECLINIHI IFI5t01 II 
8HEAOIN1 • TRUEI 
GO TO &LOOP_PAAMI 
8HEADIN21 
GET EDUILRECLIN2HI CFI!SoOI II 
PUT EOITILRECLIN2HI CFI5t0J II 
8tiEAOIN2 • TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP PARMI 
8HEAOOUTI -
8LI ST I 
GET EDITILRECLOUTHI CFI!SoOJ II 
PUT EOITCLRECLOUTHJ CFI5t01 II 
BHEADOUT = TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
I• LIST *' 
BLIST ,. TAUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PAAMI 
Iii NOLI SJI 
BLISJ • FALSEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
8PRINTINVI 
GF.J EDITIII CFCSJ II 
PUT EOUCII IFISJ II 
BPRI~TINV • IRUEI 
IF I > 0 THEN BCHECKINV "' TRUEI 
aPRINTHE~g 1 TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
BPRJNTHEAD z TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PAAMI 
I* PRINTINl •I 
IIPAINTINll 
CALL GETPRIPRINTIN1o NBANOPRINlo SANOPRINIII 
BPAINTINI • IRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PAAMI 
I• PRINTIN2 *' 8PRINTI N21 
IPRINTI 
CALL GETPRCPRINTIN2o NBANDPRIN2o BANDPRIN2JI 
BPRINTIN2 • TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
I• PRINT *' 
CALL GETPRIPRINTo NBANDPRo BANDPRII 
BPRINT a TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
I• PRINlCODE •I 
8PR tNTC ODE I 
CALL GETPRCPRINTCODEo NBANDPACODEo BANDPRCODEII 
BPRl~TCODE 2 TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
8PRINTOUTI 
CALL GETPRIPRlNTOUTo 
BPAt~TOUT • IRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP PARMI 
8PRINTSTATI -
arEsrr 
BPRINTSTAT = TRUEI 
GO TO 8LOOP_PARMI 
I• PRINTOUT •/-
NDANDPROUTo BANDPROUTII 
I• TE.ST •I 
115 
116 
600 GET EDITIIJ CFC51 Jl 
601 PUT EOITCII CFC5J tJ 
602 IF 1>•1 JHEN BDUTo BPUNCH s FALSEI 
603 IF I>e2 JHEN BIN • FALSEI 
604 GET EOITIIt IFC5t II 
605 PUJ EOlTilJ IFI51 tt 
606 IF 1,•0 THEN MERRD • II 
607 GET EDITIIJ IFI5J II 
608 PUT EDITilt IFI5J II 
609 IF 1,=0 THEN MERR ~ II 
610 GET EDIT II t IFI5 J II 
611 PUT EDITIIJ IFI5J JJ 
612 IF 1,•0 THEN M~ARN = II 
613 GO TO 8LOOP_PARMt 
614 615 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
616 
617 GETPRI PROCCPRINI1 NBANOPR1 BANDPRJJ 
618 DEFAULI RANGEIAIZI 
619 FIXED BIN 
620 STATIC 
621 I 
622 DCL 
623 PRINJ FILE VARIAOLE• 
624 I 
625 NBANDPRo 
626 BANDPRC20Jo 
627 IPRIN 
628 t FIXED BINI3ltl 
629 GET EDITIIPRINo NOANDPRJ IFI5oOt tl 
630 PUT EDITIIPRIN• NBANDPRI IFI5•01 Jl 
631 GET EOITIIBANOPRIJJ 00 J = 1 TO NBA~DPRt J IFI5t0J JJ 
632 PUI EDITIIBANOPRIJI DO J • 1 TO NBA~OPRI J IF15t01 II 
633 IF IPRIN > 0 JHEN 
634 IF IPRIN <• MPRINT THEN 001 
635 PRINT • PPRINJCIPRINII 
636 SPPRINTCIPRINJ • TRUEI 
637 ENDI 
638 ELSE CALL NOJEI2o "INVALID PRINTER 0 JI 
639 ENOl I• GETPR •I 
640 641 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
642 
643 I• MOVE •1 
644 &MOVE I 
645 I• PARAMETER DEFAULIS AND CHECKING •I 
646 
647 I• INPUT •I 
640 IF ,BINPUT THEN IF BMERGEISOISCRIMIBSINGLE 
649 THEN 001 
650 CALL NCTEIJt 
651 "INPUT ASSUMED FOR MERGEo OISCRIM• OR SINGLE"IJ 
652 OINPUT • TRUEI 
653 ENOl 
654 ELSE DOt 1• ,oiNPUJ •I 
655 IF ,BPATI lHEN 001 
656 CALL NCTEilo "NO INPUTo NO PATTERNo NO WCRK 1 11 
657 GO TO 8STOPI 
658 ENOl I• ,BPATT •I 
659 IF RCWB(•ROWA I CCLB<•COLA fHEN CALL NCTE13o 
660 1 MISSING OR INVALID ~INDOW lOR MISSING INPUT"II 
661 COlOFF • CDLOFF - ICDLA - 111 
662 NCOLROW • CDLB - COLA + 11 
66J DADO s TRUEI 
664 NAAND • 11 
665 GO TO 8NOINPUTI 
666 ENOl 
667 IF NBANOIN • 0 THEN DOt 
668 CAll NOTEilo 0 4 BANOS ASSUMED•II 
669 NDANDJN a 41 
670 ENDJ 
671 IF LRECLIN1 a 0 THEN DOl 
672 CALL NOJE( lo 1 INPUJ LRECl ASSUMED TO BE 3200" II 
673 LRECLIN1 • 32001 
61" ENOl 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
661 
682 
683 
68. 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
69. 
695 
696 
697 
698 
699 
7 00 
701 
702 
703 
70. 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
71" 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
72. 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 
7.U 
734 
7 35 
7 36 
737 
7 38 
739 
740 
741 
742 
HJ 
744 
745 
7.6 
747 
7 48 
749 
,. MERGE ., 
IF AMERGE THEN 001 
IF lRECliN2 = 0 THEN lRECLIN2 = LRECLINll 
LENIN2 • lRECLIN2/"I 
lASTLOCIN2 = LF.NIN2 - NBANDINI 
ENOl 
. I• ADD *' IF BADD THEN NBAND = NBANDIN + 11 
ELSE NBAND • NBANDINI 
I• HEADIN2 •' 
IF BHEADIN2&~8MERGE THEN 001 
CAll NOTEC2t •NO MERGE- HEADIN2 IG~OREO•tJ 
BHEAOIN2 • FALSEI 
ENOl 
I• PRINTINlt 2 •I 
IF NBANDPRINl • 0 THEN NBANOPRINl = NBA~OINI 
IF BMERGE THEN DOl 
IF NBANDPRIN2 = 0 THEN NBANOPRIN2 • NBANOINI 
ENOl 
ElSE 001 
IF BPRINTI~2 THEN CAll NOTE12t 
•NO MERGE OPERATION- PAINTIN2 IGNORED•tt 
ENOl . 
,. PRINT •I 
IF NBANDPR • 0 THEN NAANOPR a NAANDINI 
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,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
IF NERR>O THEN IF BINIBOUTIBPUNCH THEN OOJ 
CALL NOTEilt •FILE PROCESSING SUPPRESSED DUE TO ERRORS•ta 
BINt BOUlt BPUNCH • FALSEI 
ENOl 
I• OPEN FILESo ALLOCATE, READ HEADERS •1 
DO 1 • 1 TO MPRINTI 
Jf BPPRINTCIJ THEN OPEN FILEIPPRINTIIJ 
ENOl 
I• OPEN INPUT •I 
IF BIN THEN DOl 
LINESIZEI132 I I 
IF BMERGE THEN OPEN FllECINPUTIJt FILEIINPUT211 
ELSE OPEN FILEIINPUTll TITLEC•INPUT 1 JI 
IF BHEAOINl THEN 001 
IF LRECLINlH • 0 THEN DOl 
LENIN lA ,. 41 
LENIN1Bo LENINlC = NBANOINJ 
LENIN1D = 128•NBANOINI 
END I 
ELSE DOl 
IF LRECLINlH < 0 THEN LRECLIN1H = LRECLINtJ 
LENINlAo LENINlB• LENINlC• LENIN10 a LRECLINlH/41 
ENOl 
ALLOCATE RECIN1At RECINlB; RECINICt RECINlOI 
REAO FILEIINPUTll INTOCRECIN1AJI 
READ FILEIINPUTll INTOlRECINlBJI 
READ FILECINPUTIJ lNTOIRECINlCIJ 
READ FILECINPUTlJ lNlOIRECINlDII 
NRECIN1 • 41 
IF RPRINTHEAD THEN DOl 
PUt FILEIPRINTINll EDITI•INPUTI HEADER'• 
lt RECINlAJ IRIFMT HEADJ )I 
PUT FILECPRINTINlt !DITI'INPUTl HEADER"• 
2t RECINlBJ IRIFMT HEADJ IJ 
PUf FILEIPRINTINlt lDiti•INPUTl HEADER•o 
3t RECINlCJ IRIFMT HEAOJ II 
PUT FILECPRINTINlt [OITC 1 1NFUT1 HEAOER•o 
4o RECTNlO I IRIFMT HEAD I J I 
ENOl -
IF ROW! • 0 THEN ROWl • RECINlftlliJ 
IF ROW8 • 0 THEN 001 
CALL NOTEClo "LAST ROW SET FROM HEAOER"II 
ROWR • ROWl - 1 + RECINIACJII 
fNO I 
ELSE IF ROWB > ROWl - 1 + RECI~lAill THEN 001 
CALL N01EC2o 'LAST ROW PAST END OF FILE•Ia 
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750 ROWB s RONI- I+ RECINIAI3JI 
751 END I 
752 IF COLI • 0 THEN COLI s RECIN1AC211 
753 IF NCOlROWINl s 0 THEN 001 
754 CAll NOTEilt 
755 'INPUTS RON lENGTH JAKEN FROM HEAOER 0 11 
756 NCOlROWINl : RECIN1AI411 
757 ENOl 
758 ENOl I• 8HEAOIN1 •I 
759 IF 8HEADIN2 THEN DOl 
760 IF lRECllN2H • 0 THEN 001 
761 lENIN2A • 41 
762 lENIN28o lENIN2C • NBANOINI 
763 LENIN20 • 128•NBANOINI 
764 ENOl 
765 ELSE DOl 
766 IF LRECLIN2H < 0 THEN LRECLJN2H • LRECLIN21 
767 lENlN2Ao lENIN2Bo LENIN2Ct LENIN2D s LRFCLIN2H/41 
7 68 END I 
769 ALLOCATE RECIN2At RECIN2Bt RECIN2Co RfCIN201 
770 READ fllEIINPUl21 INTOCRECIN2AIJ 
771 READ fllEIINPUT21 INT~lRECIN2811 
772 RFAD fllEIINPUT21 INTOIRECIN2CJI 
77J READ fllEIINPUT21 INTOIRECIN2DJI 
774 NRECIN2 s 41 
775 IF RPRINTHEAD THEN DOl 
776 PUT FILEIPRINTIN21 EDITI'INPUT2 HEADER'• 
71'7 1J RECIN2AJ IRifMT HEAO.J II 
778 PUJ FllEIPRINJJN21 lDltl•tNPUl2 HEADER'• 
779 2• RECU28J CRCFJIIT HEADJ II 
780 PUT FILECPRJNTIN21 ~DITC'INPUT2 HEADER"• 
781 3o RECJN2CJ CRCFMT HEADJ II 
782 PUT FILEIPRINTIN21 lDITI'INPUT2 HEADER"• 
783 4o RF.CIN2DJ IRIFMT HEADJ II 
784 END I -
785 IF BHEADIN1 THEN IF ROWOFF2 ~ 0 THEN DOl 
786 CAll NOTEilt 
787 'MERGE ROW OFFSET CALCULATED FROJII HEADERS'II 
7e8 ROWOFF2 • RECIN2AI1J - RECI~lAitll 
789 ENOl 
790 ElSE IF RECINlAill + ROWOFF2 ,* RECIN2AI11 THEN 
791 CALL NOTEI2o 
792 'MERGE ROW OFFSET INCONSISTANT WITH HEADERS•tJ 
79J If NCOLROWIN2 • 0 THEN 001 
79. CAll NOTE I 1• 
795 •tNPUT2 ROM LENGTH TAKEN FROM HEADER"II 
7~6 NCOLROWIN2 • RECIN2AI411 
797 ENOl 
798 ENOl I* BHEAOIN2 *' 
799 ENOl I* BIN *' 
800 801 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
802 
80J I• MORE INPUT CALCULATIONS •1 
80• LENIN! = lRECllN1/41 
805 NCOliNl ~ lENINl/NBANOINI 
806 lASTLOCIN1 a lENJN1 - NB-NDINI 
807 IF NCOLROWIN1 • 0 THEN 001 
808 CALl NOTE12o 'INPUT1- RECORD lENGTH USED FOR RON LENGTH'II 
809 NCOLROWINl • NCOLIN11 
810 ENOl . 
811 IF DMERGE THEN DOl 
812 lENJN2 2 LRECLIN2/4J 
813 NCOLIN2 • LENIN2/NBANOINI 
814 lASTLOCIN2 • lENIN2 - NBANOINI 
815 If NCOLROWIN2 • 0 THEN DOl 
816 CALl NOTEf2t 
611 °lNPUI2- RECORD lENGTH USED FOR ROW LENGTH'II 
818 NCOLROMIN2 = NCOLIN21 
819 ENOl 
820 IF COLOFF2 <2 0 THEN COLOFF2 2 NCOLROWINl + COLOFF21 
821 IF COLOFF2 > NCOLROMIN1 THEN CALl NCTEI3o 
822 °INPUT2- COLUMN OFFSET BEYOND INPUT1°JI 
823 NCOLROWIN z COLOFF2 + NCOLROMIN21 
62• ENOl 
825 
826 
827 
028 
829 
830 
8 31 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
84'11 
845 
8•6 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
653 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
811 
872 
873 
874 
875 
876 
871 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
890 
8 91 
892 
893 
894 
895 
896 
897 
898 
899 
ELSF. DOl I• hOT OMEPGE •t 
hCUlROWih • NCOLROWINll 
ENOl 
I• lfiNDOHl •t 
IF ROWJ • 0 THEN ROifl = 11 
IF COlt • 0 THEN COL1 = 11 
l•·ltlNDOif *I 
IF ROWA = 0 THEN RONA • ROWll 
IF ROWB • 0 THEN 001 
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CAll NOTEClo •LAST ROlf NOT GIVEN - ENTIRE INPUT ALLOiiEO• II 
ROiiB '" 320001 
ENOl 
IF COLA • 0 THEN COLA = COLli 
lF COLO <= 0 THEN 001 
CALL NOTEilt"LAST COLU~N NOT GIVEN- ENTIRE INPUT COPIEO"IJ 
NCOLROH z NCOLROWINI 
COLB = COLA + NCOLROW - 11 
END I 
ELSE 001 
NCOLROW a COLO - COLA + 11 
IF NCULROW > NCDLROWIN THEN CALL NOTEC3o 
"WINDOW EXCEF.DS INPUT LENGTH"II 
ENO I 
I• OFFSET *' COLOFF z CULOFF - ICOLA-111 
I• ~ORE INPUT CALCULATIONS •I 
I = INCOLROWINI + NCOLINl- 11/NCOLINll 
NRECINlA z CROHA- ROWtJ•It 
LOCA z CCOLA- COLli*NRANDINI 
IF BMERGE THEN DOl 
IF ROWOFF2 > RONA - ROWl THEN CALL NOTEC3• 
"ROW OFFSET FOR JNPUT2 IS PASt WINtOW 0 11 
I • CNCOLROiflN2 + NCOLIN2 - 1J/NCOLIN21 
NRECIN2A • tRONA - ROWl - ROWOFF21*11 
LOCA • lCOlOFF2 - li*NAANDINI 
lOC02 z ICOLB - COLI - COLOFF21•NBANDINI 
ENOl 
ELSE DOl 
8NO INPU lJ 
LUCB = lCOLB- COLlJ•NBANDINI 
ENOl 
I• COPY OR SINGLE *' 
IF NBANDCOPY u 0 THEN NAANDCOPY a NBANDI 
NAANOOUT • NDANOCOPYI 
t• PRINTOUT •t 
IF BPRJNTOUT THEN IF NOANDPROUl • 0 THEN NBANDPROUT 
I• COPY •t 
IF BCOPY THEN 001 
NCULROWOUT • NCOLROWI 
IF LRECLOUT s 0 THEN 001 
CALL NOTEflt "NINDOW USED FOR OUTPUT LRECL"JI 
LRECLOUT ~ NCOLRONOUT•NBANDOUT•41 
END I 
NBANilOUTI 
ELSE If LRECLOUT < NCOLROWOUT•NBANOOUT•4 THEN CALL NOTEClo 
"OUTPUT RON NILl SPAN RECORDS• II 
LENOUT ~ l.RECLOUT/41 
NCOLOUT K LENOUTINBANDOUTI 
LASTLOCOUl m LENOUT - NBANOOUTI 
LOCOOUl = CNCOLROWOUT - li*NOANOOUTI 
ENOl I• BCOPY *' 
ELSE IF BHEADOUT THEN DOl 
CALL NOTEC2o "NO COPYo HEADOUT JGNO~ED"JI 
BHEAOOUT • FALSEI 
ENOl t• 8HEAOOUT •t 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
IF NERR>O THEN IF BINIBOUTIBPUNCH THEN DOl 
CALL NOTEClo °FILF. PROCESSING SUPPRESSED DUE TO ERRORS 0 11 
OINt ROUTe OPUNCH • FALSEI 
ENOl 
IF BOUT THEN OPEN FllEfOUTPUTJI 
IF AHEADOUT THEN 001 
IF l.RECLOU1H • 0 THEN 001 
LFNOUTA "' 41 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
907 
908 
909 
910 
911 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 
935 
936 
937 
938 
939 
940 
941 
942 
943 
944 
945 
946 
947 
948 
949 
950 
951 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 
973 
qf4 
lENOUTBo lENOUTC • NBANDOUTI 
lENOUTD • 128•NBANDOUTI 
END I 
ElSf DO I 
IF lREClOUTH < 0 THEN lREClOUTH • lREClOUTI 
LENOUTAo lENOUT8o lENOUTCo LENCUTO a LRECLOUTH/41 
END I 
ALLOCATE RECOUTAt RECOUTBo RECOUTCo RECOUTOI 
RECOUTA • Ool 
RECOUTB • 0.1 
RECOUTC • Ool 
RECOUTO a Ool 
RECOUTAClJ • RONAl 
RECOUTAC21 • COlli 
RECOUTAI3t • ROMS- ROWA + 11 
RECOUTAC4J ,. NCOLRONOUTI 
IF BHEADINl THEN 001 
lOCOUT • OJ 
IF NBANOOUT ) lENOUTB THEN CAll NOTEI2o 
•HEADERS EXCEED OUTPUT LRECl- ZEROS USEO"tl 
ELSE 00 JBANO • 1 TO NBANDCOPYI 
BAND • BANDCOPYIJBANOtJ 
IF RAND <• NBANDIN THEN 001 
RECOUJBIJBANOt a RECIN1BCBANDJJ 
RECCUTCIJBANDJ • RECINICIBANDII 
LOCIN = IBANO - 11•1281 
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IF N8ANOOUT•128 <• lENOUTD THEN DO tz 1 TO 1281 
LOCOUT • LOCOUT + 11 
LOCIN • LOCIN + 11 
RECOUTDILOCOUTI • RECINlDilOCINII 
F.NOI I• I •I 
ENOl I• BAND •1 
ENOJ I• JBAND •1 
IF NBANDOUT•t28 > LENOUTD THEN CALL NOTEC2o 
"HEADER 4 EXCEEDS OUTPUT LRECL- ZEROS USED 1 11 
ENOl I• 8HEADIN1 •I 
ELSE CAll NOTEilt 
•NO INPUT HEADERS- ZEROS USED FOR HEADER 2-4"11 
IF RPRINTHEAO THEN 001 
PUT FILEIPRINTOUTJ EDITC 0 0UTPUT HEADER"• 
lt RECOUTA I IRCFI'IT HEAI)I 1J 
PUT FILEIPRINTOUTJ lDITI"OUTPUT HEADER•• 
2• RECOUTBJ IRCFMT HEADJ Jl 
PUT FILEIPRINTOUTJ roiTI 0 0UTPUT HEADER"• 
lt RECOUTC t CRIFIH HEAD I It 
PUT fiLEIPRINTOUTJ roiTI 0 0UTPUT HEADER•o 
e:o 1 RE~~U~~~I~~~::~-~~AOt Jl 
IF ROUT THEN DOl 
WRITE fiLECOUTPUTt FROMCRECOUTAJI 
WRITE FllECOUTPUit FROMIRECOUT811 
WRITE FILEIOUTPUTJ FROMIRECOUTCII 
WRITE FILECOUTPUTJ FROMIRECOUTDJI 
NRECOUT • 41 
END I I• BOUT •I 
ENOl I• 8HEAOOUT •I 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
I• PRINT FILE SUMMARY •I 
PUT FILEISYSPRINTJ EOITC I40J •-•• "AECCRD"o "RON"• 
"BYTES MOROS COLUMNS CDLU~NS•o 1401 •-•J 
IPAGEo At COLI17tt At COlll•l• A• COLCIOI• At COllllt All 
IF 81NPUT THEN IF BMERGE THEN PUT FJlEISYSPRINTt EDITI 
"INPUTl"o lRECliN1o lENINlo NCOLINto NCOLROMINlt 
0 JNPUf2"• LRECLIN2o LENIN2o NCOliN2o NCOLRONIN2o 
•TOTAL•o NCOlRONINJ 
12 RCFMT SUMMit COLillo At COLI32Jo Fl5o01 II 
ElSE PUT rtLEISYSPAINTJ EOITI 
0 1NPUT 0 t LRECLIN1t lENINlo NCOliNlo NCOLRONIN11 
IRCFMT SUMl'IJ II • 
IF ACOP1 THEN PUT FilEISYSPRINTI EDITI 
"OUTPUT"• lRECLOUTo lENOUTo NCOLOUlo NCDLRONOUTo «•ot•-•t 
IRIFMT SUMMJ II 
ElSE PUl FllEISYSPRINfl EDITI 0 RON°t NCOLRONo 1•01•-• t 
975 
976 
977 
978 
979 
980 
981 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 
991 
988 
989 
990 
991 
992 
993 
994 
995 
996 
997 
998 
999 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
I 006 
10 07 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1 Oll 
JO 32 
1033 
1034 
1035 
l 0 36 
10 37 
1038 
1039 
10"0 
lOU 
1042 
1043 
1044 
1045 
1046 
1047 
1048 
1049 
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ICOLC1Jo A• COLC321o FI5J II 
FMT_SUMMt FORMATICOLC11t Ao COLI101o 2 Fl5tOit FC7t01t 
COLC32Jo Fl5o01 II 
PUT SKIPOII 
/•111/lllll/llllllllll/1/ll/ll/llllllllll/llll/1111111/l/111111111111•1 
IF NERR>O THEN IF BINIBOUTIBPUNCH THEN DOl 
CAll NOTEClt •FILE PROCESSING SUPPRESSED DUE TO ERRORS 1 11 
BINt R~Ul• BPUNCH • FALSEt 
END I 
I• AlLOCATEt POSITI~N FILES •I 
IF BIN THEN DOl 
IF RINPUI THEN DOl 
IF &MERGE THEN ALLOCATE RECINlt RECIN2• RECI 
ELSE ALLOCATE RECINlo RECI 
READ flLECINPUTlJ 1GNORECNRECIN1A11 
NRECIN1 • NRECIN1 + NRECINIAI 
ENOl I• BINPUT •1 
ELSE IILLCC RECI 
IF BMERGE THEN DOl 
READ FILEIINPUT2J IGNOnECNRECIN2AJI 
NRECIN2 = NRECIN2 + NRECIN2AI 
END I 
lF RCOPY THEN DOl 
ALLOCATE RECOUTI 
RECOUT'"' Ool 
ENDJ I• 8COPY •I 
ENDI I• BIN •I 
IF RPUNCH THEN OPEN FILEIPUNCHI LINESilEC8011 
l•llllllllllllllll/1111111111111111/lllllllllllllllllll/1111111111111•1 
I• FINAL SETUP •I 
I• MAP *I 
IF RMAP THEN DOl 
IF BANDMAP<=O I BANDMAP>NBAND THEN BANDMAP 2 NBANDI 
NMAP s INCOLROW + NCOLMAP- 11/NCOL,API 
STRINGCMAPLINEI = ttl 
SIRINGCDIGITI = 0 123456789°1 
IF NMAP > MNMAP THEN DOl 
CAll NOTE12t •MAP WIDTH REDUCED TO MAXIMUM"II 
NI'IAP • MNMAPI 
ENOl 
LOC "' COLA - 11 
DO IMAP • 1 TO NMAPt 
OPEN FllECM~APOUTCIMAPt II 
DO I • 1000t lOOt lOt 11 
DO J • 1 TO MINCNCOLI'IAPt COLO - LOCII 
MAP ROlli J I ,. DIGITI MOD( CLOC+J tilt 10 I I I 
END I I• J •I 
DO J • COLB - LOC + 1 TO NCOLMAPI 
MAPROIII Jl '"' • 0 I 
ENOl /• J •I 
WRITE FILECMMAPOUTCIMAPI I FROMIMAPLINEJI 
DIGITCOJ,. •o•t 
ENOl I• I •I 
DIGITI 0 I ,. • • 1 
MAPROW a 0 0 1 
WRITE FILEIMI'IAPOUTIIMAPJ J FROI'ICMAPLINEII 
LOC ,. LOC + NCOL~API 
ENOl I• IMAP •I 
ENOl I• BMAP •I 
I• PRINTCODE •I 
IF NBANDPRCODE • 0 THEN NBANDPRCODE • NBANDI 
RONDA "' ROWAI 
ROIIIDB • ROWBI 
ON ENDFILEISYSINJ BEGINI 
CALL NOTEIOt "END OF PATTERN DATA• II 
GO JO IICLDSEI 
ENOl 
IF NERR>O THEN IF BINIROUTIBPUNCH THEN DOl 
CALL NUTEClt •FILE PROCESSING SUPPR£SSEO DUE TO ERRORS 0 11 
RlNo ROUTt BPUNCH s FALSFI 
1050 
1 051 
1052 
1053 
10 54 
1055 
1056 
1057 
1 0!58 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 
1066 
1067 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1071 
1072 
1073 
1074 
10 75 
1076 
1077 
1078 
1079 
1080 
1 o e1 
1082 
1083 
1084 
l 085 
10 86 
1087 
1088 
1089 
10 90 
1091 
1092 
I 093 
1094 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
l I 03 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1107 
1108 
t1 09 
1110 
1111 
1112 
1113 
1114 
1115 
1116 
1111 
1118 
1119 
1120 
1121 
1122 
1123 
1124 
122 
ENOl 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
I• C'RO INPUT LOOP •t 
llOOP_CA~~ 1 APATT THEN DOl 
GET SkiP liSTIROMDBit 
NCOLO • 01 
COLOA • COLAI 
DO ICOl • 1 TO MCOLO WHILEICOLOA<=C~LBJI 
GET LISTCCLASSDCICOLJ• COlOBIICOLJ It 
IF COLOACICOLI•O THEN COLOA = COLB + II 
F.LSE COLOA • COLDBIICOLI + 11 
NCOLD • ICOLI 
ENOl I• ICOL •I 
If BLIST THEN PUT EOITC"CARO"t 
ROWOBt ICLASSOIIIo COLOBCII 00 I • I TO NCOLOJ I 
CCOlfllt At COLflllt fC!Sio 9991COLC161t 15 fC5t J It 
COLOA • COLAJ 
DO ICOL • 1 TO NCOLOI 
COL • COLOBCICOLII 
IF COL • 0 THEN COL • COLHI 
IF COL<COLOA THEN 001 
CAll NOTEClt 'COLUMN OVERLAF IN DATA •• ••• • 
II COlO II II CLASSDf ICOLI II COL 
II • • • • 0 0 • J I 
COL • COLOAI 
END I 
If CDL>COLB THEN DOl 
CALL NOTEClo 'COLUMN BEYOND MINOON'II 
COL • COLBI 
ENOl I• IF •I 
COLO A a COL + I I 
COLOBIICOLI • COL + COLOFFI 
ENOl I• ICOl •I 
If ROWOB • 0 THEN ROWOB • RONBI 
ELSE ROWOB • ROWDB + RONOFfl 
IF ROWDB<ROWDA THEN 001 
CALL NOTEilo •ROW OVERLAP OR SEQUENCE ERROR'II 
GO TO ILOOP_CAROI 
ENOl t• IF •/ 
IF ROWOB>ROWB THEN 001 
CALL NOTEClo 1 ROW BEYOND NINDOW•II 
ROWOB ,. ROMBI 
END I I• IF •I 
ENOl I• BPATT •I 
IF NERR>MERRO THEN IF DIN THEN DOt 
CALL NOTEilo "FILE PROCESSING SUPPRESSED DUE TO ERRORS 1 11 
BIN • FllSEJ 
ENDt I• IF •I 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
I•· FILE INPUT lOOP •I 
aPROCESSI 
IF BIN THEN DO ROW • RONDA TO ROWDBI 
IF DADO THEN RECI•• NHANDI • Oot 
COL • 01 
IF BINPUT THEN DO ICOL = 1 TO NCOLROWINl BY NCOLINll 
LOCIN • IICOL- lt•NBANOINI 
READ FILECINPUTll INTOIRECINlll 
NRECINl 2 NRECINl + 11 
IF BPRINTINl THEN PUT FILECPRINTIN11 EDITC 
"INPUT RECORO•t NRECINlo 
I IRECINlllOC + BANDPRINJCJI I DO J = 1 TO N9ANDPRIN11 
DO LOC z 0 TO LASTLOCINl BY NBANDINt J IRIFMT RECI II 
DO LOC • MAXCLOCA - LOCINo OJ -
TO MINCLOCB- LOCINt lASTLOC1N1t BY NBANDINI 
COL ., COL + 1t 
DO J = 1 TO NBANDINI 
RECCCOlt Jl = RECINlCLOC • Jll 
ENOl 1• J •I 
ENOl I• LOC •I 
ENOl I• ICOL• OJNPUT •I 
lf nMERGE IHEN 00 lCOL = l TO NCOLROMIN2 BY NCOLIN21 
1125 
1126 
1127 
1128 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1U2 
1133 
1134 
1135 
1136 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
1143 
1144 
1145 
1H6 
1141 
ll48 
11 49 
1150 
1151 
1152 
115.3 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
1161 
1162 
1163 
1164 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 
1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 
1174 
1175 
1176 
1177 
1178 
1179 
1180 
11 8.l 
1162 
lliJ] 
11 84 
1185 
111!6 
1187 
1188 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1192 
1193 
1194 
11'15 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
LOCIN 2 CICOl - li•NBANDlNI 
READ FILEIINPUT2J INTOIRECIN211 
NRECIN2 = NRECIN2 + 11 
IF 8PRJNTIN2 THEN PUT FILEIPRINTIN21 EDJTI 
•tNPUT2 RECORD•• NRECIN2o 
123 
I IRECIN21lOC + 8ANDPRIN2CJI I DO J • 1 TO N8ANDPRIN21 
DO LOC • 0 TO LASTLOCIN2 BY NBANDINI J CRCFMT RECJ Jl 
DO LOC • 0 TO MINCLOCR2-LOC1Nt LASTLOCIN21 ~y »flANDINJ 
COL • COL + 11 
DO J • 1 TO NBANOINI 
RECICOLo Jl • RECIN2CLOC + Jll 
ENOl I• J •I 
ENOl I• LOC •I 
ENOl I• ICOL •I 
NROW = NROW + 11 
IF SPRINT THEN PUT FILEIPRINTJ EDili"INPUT ROW•o ROWo 
C CRECIIt BANOPRIJI I DO J c 1 10 NBANOPRI 
00 I"' 1 TO NCOLROWJ J IRIFMT_RECI tl 
IF DPATT THEN DOl 
COLDA • 11 
DO ICOL • 1 TO NCOLOI 
ICLASS • CLASSDIICOLII 
IF !CLASS ) -2 THEN DO COL • COLDA TO COLOBIICOLII 
IF BCHECIC THEN 
IF RECCCOL• NDANOI,•O• & RECCCOLt NBANOI,•ICLASS 
THEN RECCCOLt NBANOI • -2.1 
ELSE RECC COL. NBANO J •' !CLASS I 
ELSE RECCCOL• NBANDI • ICLASSI 
END I I• COL •I 
COLOA • COLDBIICOLI + 11 
ENOl I• ICOL •1 
ENOl I• BPATT •I 
IF RDISCRIM THEN DO COL a 1 TO NCOLROWI 
JCLASS • RECICOlo NBANDII 
IF JCLASS ,. -1. THEN 001 
IF JCLASS < -1 THEN JCLASS • 01 
ZMIN • 1EJOI 
ICCLASS "' 01 
DO J • 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
XXIJt z RECCCOlo BANDSTATIJt II 
ENOl I• J •1 
DO ICLASS = 1 TO NCLASSI 
Z = AAC tCLASS J1 
DO J z 1 TO NBANOSlATJ 
YYIJt • XXCJI - BBBCtCLASSo Jtl 
ENOl I• J •1 
00 J z 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
l = Del 
DO IC • 1 TO NBANDSTill 
T s T + CCCCIICLASSt Jo ICt•YYIICII 
ENOl I• K •1 
Z • l + YYIJhTI 
ENOl I• J •I 
IF Z<ZMIN THEN DOl 
ZI'IIN a Zl 
KCLASS • lCLASSI 
ENOl I• Z<lMIN •I 
ENOl I• ICLASS •I 
NNNCLASStJClASSt ICCLASSI 
• NNNCLASSIJCLASSt KCLASSI + 11 
RECCCOlt NOANDI x CCLASSCKCLISSII 
ENOl I• JCLASS, .. -1 •I 
ENDJ 1• COLo ROISCRI~ •I 
IF RPRINTCODE THEN PUT FILEIPRINTCOOEI EDITI 
•coDED now~. ROMo 
I IRECilt BANOPRCOOEIJI I DO J = 1 TO NBANDPRCODEI 
DO I s 1 TO NCOLROMJ J CRCFMT ~ECt II 
IF nSTAT THEN 00 COL "' 1 TO NCOLROil 
ICLASS • RECCCOLo NBANDII 
IF ICLASS > MCLASS THEN ICLASS = -21 
IF ICLASS < -1 THEN NNTI-11 • NNTI-11 • 11 
IF ICLISS ,,. -1 THEN DOJ 
IF ICLASS <s -2 THEN ICLASS • 01 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
12H 
1215 
1216 
1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
122. 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
12.U 
12,. 
1235 
1236 
1237 
1238 
1239 
12.0 
12U 
12.2 
1243 
12•4 
12.5 
1H6 
12H 
12.8 
12.9 
1250 
12 51 
1 252 
1253 
125. 
1255 
1256 
1257 
12 58 
1259 
1260 
1261 
1262 
1263 
126. 
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 
1269 
12 70 
1271 
1272 
12 7.) 
12,.. 
NNTIICLASSI = NNTIICLASSI + 11 
DO ~ = 1 TO NBANDSTATJ 
Tt TTl~) R RECICOLt BANDSTATIJ) II 
TJTIJCLASSt Jl "' TTlC ICLASSt ~~ + Tl 
DO K "' 1 TO Jl 
TTTTIICLASSo Jo Kl = 
TTTTIICLASSt ~t Kl + T•TTIKII 
ENOl I• K *I 
ENOl t• J •t 
ENOl I• !CLASS ,: -t •I 
ENOl t• COLt BSTAT •I 
IF 8MAP THEN DO IOVP • 1 TO NOVP UNTILIBOONEII 
IF IOVP a 1 THEN DOl 
ROIIIMAP = ROlli 
MAPLINEoCC m • 1 1 
END I 
ELSE DOl 
STRJNGIROIIIMAPI = 01 1 
MAPLINEoCC • "+"I 
END I 
LOC • 01 
BOONE • TRUEI 
DO IMAP • 1 JO NMAPI 
BAN'r • FALSEI 
DO ~ • 1 TO ~ININCOLMAPt NCOLRCIII - LOCII 
I • RECILOC + Jt BANDMAPII 
If I<-2 I J)NS'rM THEN I • -21 
MAPROIIIIJio CHAR • SYMBOlllOVPt 111 
If CHAR ,. 1 • THEN BANY = 1RUEI 
ENOl I* J •I 
DO J • NCOLROIII - LOC + t TO NCOLMAPI 
MAP ROlli I J I "' 1 • I 
ENOl '* J •I IF IOVP•1 I BANT THEN 
WRITE FILEI~MAPDUTIIMAPI I FROMC,APLINEII 
IF BANY THEN BOONE a FALSEI 
LOC • LOC + NCOLMAPI 
ENOl I• IMAP •I 
ENOl t• IOVPo BMAP •I 
IF BCOPY THEN 001 
COL • 01 . 
DO ICOL • 1 TO NCOLROIIIOUT BY NCOLOUTI 
LOCOUT = IICOL - ti•NBANDOUTI 
DO LOC • 0 TO MINCLOCROUT - LOCOUTt LASTLOCOUTI 
RY NBANDOUTI 
COL R COL + 11 
DO J = 1 JO NBANDCOPYI 
124 
RECOUTILOC + Jl = RECICOLo BANDCOPYCJJ II 
ENOl I• J •t 
END I I• LOC •I 
NRECOUT • NRECOUT + 11 
IF nPRINTOUT THEN PUT EDITC•OUTPUT RECORO••NRECOUTo 
. I IRECOUTCLOC + BANOPROUTCJI I 
DO J • 1 TO NBANOPROUTJ 
DO LOC = 0 JO LASTLOCOUT BY NBANDOUTI J 
IRIFMT RECJ II 
IF AOUT-THEN WRITE FILEIOUlPUTJ FROMIRECOUlll 
ENOl I• ICOL •I 
ENOl I• BCOPY •t 
ELSE IF 8SINGLE THEN 001 
NROWOUJ • NROWOUT + 11 
IF BPRINTOUT THEN PUT fiLEIPRI~lUUJJ EDIT 
C"ROW 1 o NROWOUlt 0 PUNCH"• ° COL 1 1 (COLillo Ae FC5h At COLC1Jo AJI 
DO COL • 1 TO NCOLROWI c 
IF RECCCDLo NRANDI ,: -1. THEN 001 
NRECOUT a NRECOUT + 11 
IF BPRJNTOUT THEN PUT FILEIPRINTOUTI EOITI 
COLo IRECICOLo BANOPROUTtJI I 
DO J ~ 1 TO NBANDPROUTI I 
ICOLilJo FC5to 9 IC0Lfl11o 10 FC10o51 I Jl 
IF BPUNCH THEN PUT FILECPUNCHt EOITI 
I IRECICOLt BANOCOPYIJt t t 
DO J ~ 1 TO NSANDCOPYJ J 
ICOLI1h 10 FC10t51 II 
1275 
1216 
1271 
1218 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
12 83 
1284 
1285 
1286 
1287 
121!8 
1289 
1290 
1291 
1292 
1293 
1294 
1295 
12CJ6 
1297 
1298 
1299 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1303 
1304 
1305 
1306 
1307 
1308 
1309 
1310 
1311 
1312 
1313 
13H 
1315 
1316 
1317 
1318 
1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1 32" 
1325 
1326 
1321 
1328 
1329 
1.330 
1.3 31 
1.132 
1333 
1334 
1335 
1336 
1J31 
l 338 
1339 
tHO 
1341 
1342 
134J 
134" 
1H5 
1346 
1341 
l '"8 1349 
ENOl t• REC ~= lo •t 
ENOl I• COL •t 
ENOl t• BSINGlE •t 
ENOl t• ROlli •t 
ROWOA • ROWOB + 11 
IF ROIIID8<ROWB THEN GO TO aLOOP CAROl 
CALL NOTEIOo •PROCESSING COMPL~TED•ta 
GO TO 8CLOSEI 
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,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
NOTE I 
,. 
., 
FMT_ERRI 
PAOCILEVELo MSGtl 
THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS AN ERROR OR WARNING MESSAGE 
IT AlSO COUNIS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS AND IIIARNINGSo 
DCL MSG 
DCl LEVEL 
CHARI• II 
FIXED BINI 
FORMATISKIPI21o 3 Ao SKIPillo Atl 
lf LEVEl • 0 THFN PUT EDITCMSGo •••• ''• • •t IRCFMT ERRJJI 
ELSE IF LEVEL • 1 THEN PUT EOITC•• NOTE - '• MSGo •.- •• , 
• •t IRIFMT ERRJ Jl 
ElSE IF LEVE[ • 2 THEN 001 
PUT EOITI'•• WARNING- "• MSGo '• •••• • •t 
CRIFMJ_ERAJ II 
NIIIARN • NWAAN + 1J 
IF NIIIARN > MWARN THEN GO TO 8ABORTI 
END I 
ElSE IF LEVEL • 3 THEN 001 
PUr EOITC•••• ERROR- '• MSGo '• •••'• • •J 
IRIFMT ERRJ J1 
HERR • 'AERR + 11 
If NEAR > MERR THEN GO TO 8ABORTI 
END I 
ENDJ t• NOTE •t 
,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
8ABORTI 
IClOSEI 
CALL NOTEIOo •EXECUTION TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS'tl 
GO TO aSTOPI 
If BDISCRIM THlN DOt 
JCLASS • -11 
DO J • 0 TO MCLASSI 
DO K • 0 TO NCLASSI 
NNNCLAS51-l• KJ z NNNCLASSI-lo KJ + NNNCLASSIJo kll 
NNNClASSIJo -11 • NNNCLASSIJ• -11 + NNNClASSIJo Kll 
ENOl I• K •t 
NNNCLASSt-1• -11 • NNNCLASSt-1• -11 + NNNCLASSIJ• -ttl 
IF NNNCLASSCJo -lJ > 0 THEN JClASS ~ Jl 
ENOl t• J •t 
PUT EOITI 0 NUMBER Of PIXELS"• 'OLO'o •NEW ClASS'• 
• CLASS TOTAL ERROR'oiCCLASSikl DO K • 1 TO NCLASSit 
IPAGEo COLI161o Ao SK1Pl21o Ao COLIJ~Io Ao COlllJo At 
9 ICOLI25to 10 fl81 t It 
PUT EOITI" TOTAL'• fNNNCLASSC-lo Kt DO K = -1 TO NCLASSII 
ISKIPI2Jo Ao 2 FC8to 9 CCOL125)• 10 fl81 I II 
PUT EOITI' OTHER•o INNNCLASSCOo Kl 00 K • -1 TO NCLASSI 
CSKIPI21t Ao 2 fl81t 9 CCOLI25Jo 10 Fl8t J II 
DO J ~ 1 TO JCLASSI 
PUT EDJTCJo INNNClASSIJo KJ 00 K ~ -1 TO NClASSJ 
ISKIP121o 3 FI8Jo 9 ICOll25t• 10 FC81 J II 
ENOl I• J •t 
ENOl t• BDISCRJM •I 
If 8PRINTSTAT THEN PUT EOITI'STATISTICS'o NNTC-IJo • ERRORS'I 
CPAGEo COLI171o Ao SKIPI21o COLC12Jo FC81• Atl 
IF RSTAT THEN DO IClASS • 1 TO MCLASSI 
NT E NNTtlClASStJ 
If NT > 0 THEN DOt 
NNTCOI = NNTCOt + NTI 
1350 
1351 
13!12 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1 ]58 
1359 
1360 
1]61 
1362 
1363 
l.J64 
1365 
1366 
1367 
1 ]68 
1369 
1370 
1311 
1312 
1373 
13 74 
13 75 
1316 
1377 
l.S78 
1379 
13 eo 
13 81 
13 82 
1383 
1384 
1385 
1366 
1 3 87 
1388 
1H9 
1390 
13 91 
1392 
1393 
1394 
1395 
1396 
1397 
l 398 
1399 
1400 
HOI 
H02 
1403 
1404 
1405 
1406 
14 07 
1406 
1409 
1HO 
!Ul 
IH2 
1413 
14H 
1415 
1416 
1417 
1418 
1419 
1420 
1 421 
H22 
1423 
142. 
8STOPt 
00 J c 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
TTTCOt Jl = TTTCO, JJ + TTTIICLASSo Jll 
00 K s 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
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lTTTCOtJtKI s TTTlCOtJtKI + TTTTIICLASStJoKII 
ENOl t• K •t 
ENOl t• J •t 
ENOl t• NT •t 
ENOl t• lCLASSo BSTAT •t 
IF BSTAT THEN DO ICLASS • 0 TO MCLASSI 
NT= NNTCICLASSII 
IF-NT > 0 THEN IF NT < 5 
THEN 001 
CALL NOTEC2t •SMALL CLASS IGNORED'II 
PUT EOITI'N •'• NTIICOli.Oit At FIJI II 
ENOl I• NT ( 5 •I 
ELSE DOl It NT >• 5 •t 
DFM • NTI 
OFVt DFC • DFM - lol 
DO J a 1 TO NBANOSlATI 
Tt TTCJI • TTTIICLASSt Jll 
CCCIJt Jl • CTTTTIICLASSo Jo Jl- T•TIDFMI/DFVI 
DO K "' 1 TO J-11 
CCCIJtKit CCCCKoJI = 
ITTTTCICLASSo Jt Kl - T•TTIKIIDFMI/DFCI 
ENOl t• K •t 
E NO I I• J •t 
DO J • 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
TTIJI a TTIJJ/OFMI 
ENDI I• J •t 
IF BPRINTSTAT THEN DOl 
PUT EDITI'CLASS't ICLASSo • COUNT•t NTt 
'BAND't IBANDSTATIJJ DO J = 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
CSKIP141o C0LI111t Ao Fl31t At FC81t 
SKIPC21t At 9 CCOLC6Io 10 F110J I II 
PUT EDilf'MEANS'• ITTIJJ 0~ J : 1 TO NBANOSTATJ 
CCOLillt At 9 ICOLilllt 10 FllOo 51 J II 
PUT EDITI'COVARIANCE 1 1 ISKIPC2Jo All 
DO J s 1 TO NBANDSTATJ 
PUT EDITIBANDSTATIJJo 
ICCCIJtKJ DO K = 1 TO NBANDSTATJ J 
ICOLC41t FCJJ• 9 CCOLCltlo 10 Fl10o 51 I II 
ENOl 0 J •t 
ENOl t• BPRINTSTAT •t 
IF 85TATOUT & ICLASS>O THEN DOl 
IF BPRINJOUT THEN PUT FILECPRI~TOUTI EDIT 
C'PUNCH•t tClASSt NNTCJCLASSit 
CTTIJI DO J = 1 TO NBANDSTAJI I 
CCOLC1Jo At COLillo COlftllt FC10Jo XCtOit Ff10Jt 
9 CCOLC11It 8 Fl10o51 I II 
IF RPUNCH THEN PUT fllECPUNCHI EOITI 
IClASSo NNTIICLASStt 
CTTIJI DO J s 1 TO NBANDSTATI 
CCOLfllt FC!Oit XllOit FC101t 
9 CCOlfllt 8 F110t5J I Jl 
DO J a 1 TO NBANOSTATI 
IF BPRINTOUT THEN PUT FILECPRINJOUTt EOITI 
CCCCIJoKJ DO K • 1 TO NBANDSTATJ J 
CCOllt1t• 8 fft0•51 II 
IF BPUNCH THEN PUT FlLEIPUNCHI EOITI 
ICCCCJoKJ DO K a 1 TO NBANOSTATJ t 
I COLI 1 Jo 8 F 110o5 I tl 
END I '* J •I ENOl t• BSTAJOUT *I 
ENOl t• Nl>=5 •t 
ENOl '* ICLASSo BSTAT •t 
PUT FllECSYSPRIN.TI EOIH C151 •-•• "COUIH'o 1151 •-•t: 
IPAGEt Ao COLClOtt Ao COLCtJe Att 
IF BMF.RGE THEN PUT FILECSYSPRINTI EDlTC 
"INPUJ1 1 o NRECINlt "INPUT2"• NRECIN21 
ICOLC11o At CCLilOit FC5t01 Jt 
ELSE PUT FllECSYSPRINTI EDITC 0 JNPUT 0 o NRECINlt 
CCOllllt At COLCtOio FC5oOJ II 
PUT FilfCSYSPRINTJ FDITC 
1 "25 
1426 
1 "27 
1•28 
1"29 
1" 30 
Hll 
1 "32 
143J 
HH 
1 "35 
H3o 
14J7 
H38 
'R0~ 0 t NROWt •OUTPUT'• NRECOUTo C151 '-'1 
ICOLillo At COLClOto FC5o01 tl 
If 8IN THEN DOl 
If BMERGE THEN CLOSE FILECINPUTtJo FILECINPUT211 
ELSE CLOSE fllEClNPUTltl 
CALl NOTECOo 'FILES CLOSED'tl 
If BOUT THEN CLOSE FllECOUtPUTJI 
IF OPUNCH THEN ClOSE FILECPUNCHtl 
ENOl 
ElSE CAll NOTEClo •NO INPUT DUE TO OPTION OR ERROR'tl 
PUT SkiPI2t EOITI' STOP -•, HERRo • ERRORS•'• 
NIIIIARNt • WARNINGS.• t C Ao FC 5o0 t tl 
END I I• DEl IN •I 
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APPENDIX B 
JOB CONTROL CARD LISTINGS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
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GRID JCL 
1 !•MESSAGE FORM AOOl =FORM 9001 WITH 8 LINES/INCH CCT88t 
2 I•OUTPUl LIST D•lOCALoF~AOOl 
3 I•JOBPARM KaO 
• II EXEC PLIXCG 
5 IIPLiaS'f'SlN DO • 
6 " PLACE SOURCE DECK FOR GRID HERE " 
1 IIGO.SYSPRINf DO SYSOUf•fAooLISlt 
8 IIGOaSYSIN DO • 
9 !160 5 
10 II 
129 
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GRID JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Line 9 is a data card. The data on the card indicates the size of the 
grid to be printed. The total number of lines for the grid is punched 
in columns 1 through 5. The number of columns for the grid in units 
of 100 is punched in columns 6 through 10. 
GODDARD JCL 
l '*~ESSAGE • PLEASE MOUNT TAPE 1120 • NO RING • THANK YOU 
2 //GODORO EXEC PGM•GODDRDo 
3 '' REGION=200K 
4 II• TAPE! IS THE INPUT TAPE. TAPE2t 3t 4 MILL DE FIXED UP FROM lAPEl 
5 ''* ESTAPE IS THE OUTPUT TAPE 
6 1/STEPLIB 00 DISPaSHRoOSNa05UoACTll236oLIBl 
1 '' DO OISP•SHRoOSN•SYS3oLINKLI8 
8 I'SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT•A 
9 //lAPEl DO OJSP•COLOoPASSit . 
10 II UNIT•JAPEiVOL•SER•T120tLABEL•loOSN•JEFF.ARSoSl706.Fl6332 
11 //TAPE2 DO DISP•COLDoPASSio 
12 II UNil•AFF•lAPEloVOL•REF••·fAPEloOSN=••TAPEloliBEL=2 
lJ I/TAPE3 DO DISP•COLOoPASSio 
14 II UNifaAFF•TAPEloVOL•REF••·TAPEltDSN=••TAPEloLAeEL=3 
15 //TAPE4 OD DISP:COLOoPASSto 
16 II UNIT•AFF•TAPEloVOL=REF•••TAPE1oOSN=••TAPE1olABEL=4 
17 //ESTAPE DO OlSP=INEWoKEEPit 
18 '' DCB•IRECFM•UoBLKSIZE=32001o 
19 II SPACE•C3200ol1500o1500toRLSEto 
20 II UNIT•3330-loVOL~SER~PACK13oOSN=JEFoS1706.GODDARO 
21 , 
22 , 
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GODDARD JCL DOCUMENTATION 
The numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 9 and 10 describe the input tape (Tl20) and dataset (JEF.ARS. 
Sl706.fl6332) used for the program. The input tape and dataset is the 
original Landsat data on the CCT's as received from EROS at Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota. 
Lines 17 through 20 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.GODDARD) 
and identify the disk (PACK13) used to store the dataset. 
1 
2 
J 
~ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
l1 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3l 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
~2 
43 
44 
~5 
46 
47 
~8 
49 
50 
51 
52 
FRAME JCL 
//FRAME EXEC. PGM•FRAMEt 
II REG ION,. lOOk 
II• 
lit ,,. 
II• 
II• 
lit 
II• 
II• 
II• 
II• 
lit 
SCRAT IS A SCRATCH FILE lARGE ENOUGH TO HOLD THE OHOLO THE OUTPUT 
ERTSX IS THE INPUT FILE 
FRAMEX IS THE OUTPUt FILE 
OATRK IS tHE DAtA CARD FILE 
IN FOUR FIELDS OF 5t PLACE THE NUMBER OF THE FIRSt LINEt NU~BER 
OF LINES• FIRST COLUMN NOot NUMBER Of COLU~~St IN THAT ORDER. 
EACH SHOULD BE AN INTEGERo AND RIGHT JUSTIFIED IN ITS FIELD. 
I 
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II• NOTEI 
II• 
II• 
II• ,,. 
II• 
THIS FRA~E PROGRA~ Will NOt CORRECTLY PROCESS IN ONE COMFUTER 
RUN A SUBSCENE WHICH OVERLAPS ANY ONE OF THE COLUMNS 010• 
1620t OR 2430o THESE COLUMNS ARE THE lEFTMOST COLUMN FOR 
FILES 2•3• AND 4 RESPECTIVELY Of RAW DATA. TO CORRECTLY 
EXTRACT A SUBSCENE WHICH OVERLAPS COl'U~NS 810o 1620t AND 2430 
THE FRAME PROGRAM MUST BE RUN SEPARATELY FOR EACH FILE 
II• 
II• 
lit 
II• 
II• 
II• 
/It 
II• 
,,. 
II• 
II• ,,. 
II• 
I lt 2t 3t OR 41 WHJCH CONTAINS A PART OF THE SUBSCENE. 
COLUMNS FOR FILE 1 11-8101• FILE 2 1811-16201t FILE 3 11621-
24301• FILE 4 12431-J240Jo 
EXA~PlEI A SUBSCENE BOUNDARIES AREI START At LINE 200 FOR 400 LINES 
1200-6001• START AT COLUMN 500 FOR 1000 COLUMNS I 500-10001. 
THIS SURSCENE OVERLAPS COlUMN 810 CBOUNOARY BETWEEN FILES 1 
AND 21o THE FRAME PROGRAM WOUlD HAVE TO BE RUN FOR THAT 
PORTION OF THE SUBSCENE CONTAINED IN FILE 1 I COLUMNS 500-
8101 ONLY• AND THEN AGAIN FOR THAT PART CONTAINED IN FILE 2 
I COLUMNS 811-15001. A GREYSCALE WO~LD BE PRINTED FOR EACH 
FRAME PROGRAM RUN AND THE PRINtOUTS SPLICED TOGETHER FOR A 
COMPLETE GREYSCALE OF THE ENJIRE SUBSCENE. 
/ISJEPLIB DO DISP~SHRtOSN•OSUoACT11236oLIB1 
II DO DISP»SHRtDSN•SYS3oLINkLI8 
/ISYSPRINT DO SYSOUTsA 
/ISCRAT 00 DISP=INENtPASS)o 
II DCB•IRECFM•Ut8LkSlZE•32401t 
II UNIT•3330-ltVOL,.SER=PACK13o 
II SPACE•ITRktflOOolOOIIt 
1/ DSN=&&SCRAT 
IIERTSX OD DISP=IOLOtPASSit 
II UNIT•3330-1tVOLzSER•PACkl3tDSN»JEFoS1706oGODDARO 
IIFRAHEK DO DISP•INENoKEEPit 
II DCB•CRECFHKUo8LkSIZE•3200Jt 
II SPACE•Il200tl885o885JeRLSEI• 
II UNIT"'3330-ltVOL•SER•PACK13tDSN•JEF.Sl706oFRAME1 
IIOATRK DO • 
IN FRMT C4JFI5t0) ENTER 1ST LINE No., NO. OF LINESo 1ST COLUMN NO.tNO. 
1 10 ~0 2"31 300 
II 
II 
1~ 
FRAME JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 42 and 43 describe the input dataset (JEF.Sl706.GODDARD) and 
identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. The input 
dataset is the output dataset of the GODDARD program. 
Lines 44 through 47 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.FRAME1) and 
identify the disk (PACK13) used to store the dataset. 
Line 50 is a data card used to identify the coordinates of that 
portion of the original scene to be isolated by the FRAME program. 
The description of the data on the card is the following: 
Column 
1 to 5 
6 to 10 
11 to 15 
15 to 20 
Data Description 
Number of first line of subscene 
Total number of lines in subscene 
Number of first column of subscene 
Total number of columns in subscene 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
GREYSCALE JCL 
/•MESSAGE FORM AOOl s 9001 WITH 8 LINES/INCH fCT88J THANK YOU 
/•OUTPUT LIST D•LOCALtF•AOOl 
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II• 100A=f IJ, 
//GREY EXEC PGMaGREYtRFGIONc85K 
II• ERTSX IS THE INPUT FILE TO RE PRINTED 
II• INXX IS THE DATA CARD FILE 
II• ENTER BOTTOM CDARKEST•O J DARKEST VALUES FOR EACH BAND ON THE 
II• THIRD DATA CARD, 
11• THEN ENTER TOP fBRIGHTEST•127 FOR BANOS lo2t3 AND 6l FOR BAND 4 J 
II• VALUES ON FOURTH CARD. EXAMPLE. 
II• 12 14 08 05 THESE WOULD BE THE DARKEST VALUES 
II• 50 45 A6 5A THESE WOULD BE THE BRIGHTEST VALUES. 
II• BRIGHTNESS VALUES ARE OHTAINEO FROM HISTOGR-M COMPUTED BY THE 
II• FRAME PROGRAM. 
II• ON FIFTH DATA CARD ENTER THE BANOS DESIRED• IN THE ORDER THAT 
II• YOU MANT THEM PRINTED. EXAMPLESI 
II• 1 ·2 l 4 THIS PRINTS ALL FOUR BANOS IN THAT ORDER 
II• 0 2 0 4 THIS PRINTS THE 2ND AND 4TH BANOS. 
II• 1 0 0 0 THIS PRINTS THE FIRST BAND ONLYo 
II• ALL DATA IS ENTERED IN FIELDS OF 5 COLUMNS• WITH NO DECIMAL POINT 
II• AND IS RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 
11• THE FIRST TWO DATA CARDS ARE SkiPED BY THE PROGRAM AND CAN CONTAIN 
II• ANYTHING• INCLUDING ALL BLANkSo BUT THEY MUST BE THERE IN FRONT 
II• OF THE ACTUAL DATA CARDS I CARDS 3 THROUGH 5 to 
I•JOBPARM k•O NO PAGING 
//STEPLIB DO DISPaSHRtDSNsOSUoACT112l6oliB1 
II DO OISP•SHRtDSN•SYS]oLlNKLIB 
/ISYSPRINT DO SYSOOTmiA••LISTJ 
/IERTSX DO DISP•COLOoPASS)t 
II UNlT•3330-1oVOL•SER•PACK13tOSN•JEFoS1706oFRAME1 
/IINXX DO • 
CARD1-2 -- COMMENTS• CARD l --DARKEST CSMALLESTI VALUES• 
CARD 4 -- RRIGHTEST fLARGESTJ VALUES TO BE PRINTEDt CARD 5 SELECT 84NDSo 
1 26 . 1 1 
9 54 9 9 
0 2 0 0 
II 
GREYSCALE JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Number and datset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 29 and 30 describe the input dataset (JEF.Sl706.FRAMEl) and 
identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. 
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Lines 32 and 33 are the first and second of five data cards. No data 
is listed on these two cards. The cards may be left blank, but they 
must be included with the data cards. 
Lines 34 and 35 are data cards which indicate the brightness values 
used by the program. The data on each of the cards is described as 
the following: 
Card 
34 
35 
Column 
l to 5 
6 to 10 
11 to 15 
16 to 20 
l to 5 
6 to 10 
11 to 15 
16 to 20 
Data Description 
Smallest brightness value for band one 
Smallest brightness value for band two 
Smallest brightness value for band three 
Smallest brightness value for band four 
Largest brightness value for band one 
Largest brightness value for band two 
Largest brightness value for band three 
Largest brightness value for band four 
Line 36 is the fifth and last data card. It indicates the bands for 
which a greyscale is to be printed. The number of the band desired is 
punched in the appropriate column. The indicated column is left blank 
if the band is not needed. The data on the card is described as the 
following: 
Column Data Description 
5 The number 1 for a greyscale of band one 
10 The number 2 for a greyscale of band two 
15 The number 3 for a greyscale of band three 
20 The number 4 for a greyscale of band four 
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All other columns on card 36 are left blank. Greyscales for more than 
one band are printed individually in order from left to right as 
punched on the card. The dark and light brightness values are ob-
tained from an evaluation of the histogram produced by the FRAME pro-
gram. A greyscale may be printed for any dataset except the GODDARD 
dataset and original data as received from EROS. 
DELIN-merge JCL 
1 I•OUTPUT liST N~1 
2 /•OUTPUT HAP D•HOlD 
l //OEliNO EXEC PGH•lOADERo 
4 II REGION•400k 
5 //SYSLIB DO OISP•SHRtDSN=SYS1.PLIBASE 
6 //SYSLOUT OD SYSOUTsA 
7 //SYSLIN 00 DISP•SHRo 
8 II DSN=U11236A.AQUIFER1eOFlDeOBJECTCDELINJM1J 
9 //SYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT=AoOCB•IRECFM•V8AoLRECL=lJ7oBLKSIZE=629J 
10 //PRINTl 00 SYSOUT~CAttLISTJ 
ll //PRINT2 DO SYSOUT•IAtoLISTI 
12 //PRINT] DO SYSOUT=IAtoliSTI 
13 //MAPUUTl 00 SYSOUTcCAtt"API 
14 //MAPOUJ2 DO SVSOUT•CAtt"APJ 
IS //MAPOUT3 00 SYSOUT•CAooMAPI 
16 //PUNCH DO SYSOUT•8 
17 PRINTHEAO 
18 IIEADINl 
19 HEAD IN2 
20 HEAODUT 
21 INPUT 3200 4 
22 MERGE 3200 0 
23 COPY 3200 
24 //INPUT! 00 OISP•IOLOtPASSJt 
25 II UNIT•3330-toVOL•SER•PACK13oDSN•JEF.S1706.FRAME1 
26 //INPUT2 DO DISPD(OLOtPASSJ• 
27 // UNIT•3330-1oVOl~SER•PACK1JoOSN=JEFoS1706.FRA~E2 
28 //OUTPUT DO DJSPciNENoKEEPit 
29 // OC8aCRECFM•UoBLKSIZE•3200Jo 
30 II SPACE•C3200oC885t8851oRLSEit 
31 // UNIT•3330-1tVOL•SER•PACK13oDSN=JEF.Sl706oFRAME12 
32 II 
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DELIN-merge JCL DOCUMENTATION 
The numbers and .dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 24 through 27 describe the two input datasets (JEF.Sl706.FRAME1 
and JEF.Sl706.FRAME2) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which they are 
stored. The input datasets are the output datasets of separate runs 
of the FRAME program. 
Lines 28 through 31 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.FRAME12) and 
identify the disk (PACK13) used to store the dataset. 
SMOOTH JCL 
l //SMOOTH EXEC PGMsSMOOTHo REDUCE BANDING 
2 II REGIONx200K 
3 II• XIN IS THE INPUT FILE 
4 II• XOUT IS THE OUTPUT FILE 
5 II• NO SYSIN OR DATA CARDS ARE NEEOEO 
6 //STEPllB DO OISPaSHRoOSN•OSUoACT11236.liBl 
7 II 00 OlSP•SHRtDSN•SYSJoliNKllB 
8 //SYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT•A 
9 //XIN 00 OISP•IOlOtPASSit 
10 II UNIT•3330-ltVOL•SER•PACK13oDSN•JEF.S1706.MERGEl4.NOT.SMOOTH 
11 //XOUT 00 DISP•lNEWtKEEPio 
12 II OCB•IRECFM•UtBLKSIZE•32001o 
13 II SPACF.•I3200oC2000o2000toRLSEto 
14 II UNIT•ll30-1oVOL•SER•PACK1JoOSN•JEF.Sl706oMERGE14oSMOOTH 
15 '' 
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SMOOTH JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 9 and 10 describe the input dataset (JEF.S1706.MERGE14.NOT. 
SMOOTH) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which it is stored. The 
input dataset is the output dataset of the DELIN-merge program. 
The input dataset can be any dataset except the GODDARD dataset and 
original data as received from EROS. 
Lines 11 through 14 describe the output dataset (JEF.S1706.MERGE14. 
SMOOTH) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which it is stored. 
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1 I•OOTPUT MAP N•1 
2 I•OUTPUT LIST Nm1 
DELIN-subscene JCL 
l IIDELINO EXEC PGM=LOADERt 
4 II REGION~400K 
S I$J09PARM K=O 
6 IISYSLIB 00 DISP•SHReDSN=SYSt.PLIBASE 
7 1/SYSLOUT DO SYSOUT~A 
8 1/SYSLIN DO OlSP•SHRt 
9 II DSN2U11236A.AQUIFER1.0FLO.OBJECTCDELIN3Mll 
10 1/SYSPRINT DO SYSOUTsAoDC8•CRECFM•V8AoLRECL~137tBLKSIZE=629J 
11 //PRINT! DO SYSOUT•IAooLISTI 
12 //PRINT2 DO SYSOUT•IAooLISTI 
13 //PRINT] DO SYSOUT•CAooLISTJ 
14 //MAPOUTl DO SYSOUT•IAooMAPJ 
15 //MAPOUT2 DO SYSOUT•IAooMAPJ 
16 //MAPOUT3 DO SYSOUT•CAtoMAPJ 
17 //MAPOUT4 DO SYSOUT•IAttMAPI 
18 //INPUT DO OISP•IOLOtPASSJo . 
19 II ONIT•3330-loVOL•SER~PACK13tDSN•JEF.S1706e~ERGE14.S~OOTH 
20 //OUTPUT DO OISP•INENoKEEPto 
21 II DC8•CRECFM•Ut9LKSIZE•l200to 
22 II SPACE•Il200ol570e5701oRLSEit 
23 II UNIT•3330-1tVOL•SER•PACK13oDSN•JEF.S1706.TONKANA 
24 INPUT 3200 4 
25 PRINTHEAD 
26 HEADINl 
27 HEADOUT 
28 COPY 3200 
29 WINDOW 1 550 1600 500 30 ,, 
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DELIN-subscene JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 18 and 19 describe the input dataset (JEF.Sl706.MERGE14.SMOOTH) 
and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. The 
input dataset can be any dataset except the GODDARD dataset and ori-
ginal data as received from EROS. 
Lines 20 through 23 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.TONKAWA) 
and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. 
Line 29 defines the boundaries of the subscene to be copied from 
the input dataset. The data is described as follows: 
Column 
11 to 15 
16 to 20 
21 to 25 
26 to 30 
Data Description 
Number of first line to be copied from input 
Total number of lines to be copied 
Number of first column to be copied from input 
Total number of columns to be copied 
REGISTER JCL 
1 //REGSTR EKEC PGMatOADf.Ro 
2 II REGION•200K 
3 II• VECTOR IS A FILE TO STORE THE INPUT POINT OAlA CCAN DE TEMPI 
4 II• VEC IS lHE COEFFICIENT FlLE USED BY TRNSFM 
5 II• DATA CARDS ARE READ ON SYSIN CNO OD CARD NEEDEOI 
6 ,,. 
7 //SYSLIB DO DJSP•SHRtDSN•SYSloPLIBASE 
8 //SYSLOUT OD SYSOUT•A 
9 //SYSLIN 00 DISP•.SHRt 
10 II UNlT•3330-1tVOL•SER•PACK1JoOSNstANOSAToCAROCREGSTRJ 
11 //SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT•A 
12 //VECTOR 00 OlSP•CNEWtPASSit 
13 II OCBsCRECFM~F8oLRECL•32tBLKSIZE•3200to 
14 II SPACE•CTRKtC5t51oRLSEit 
15 II UNIT•SYSDAtOSNs&&VECtOR 
16 //VEC DO OISPaiNEWtKEEPit 
17 II OCB•IRECFMzfBoLRECL•176o9lKSIZE=4224Jo 
18 II SPACE•ITRKol5t5JoRLSEio 
19 II UNIT•33J0-1oVOl•SER•PACKl3oDSN=JEFeGEOREFoVEC.COEF 
20 YES 17 
21 366o9 1819o4 77o2 185 2o6 
22 344o6 1976o5 77o5 343 2t12 
23 605o5 2042o2 351o1 3l7o3 15o11 
24 6•1•5 1777o2 350o2 53o7 15tl 
25 386o7 1826o6 98o3 185 3t6 
26 36 •• 5 1983.6 98.5 343 Jol2 
27 625•• 2049ol 372o2 317o6 16t11 
28 639o6 l803o6 350.2 eo 15o2 
29 501o0 1755o6 203 79o9 8t2 
30 ]•8•2 1951o1 77o7 ll6ol 2o11 
]1 602o0 2068o2 ]51o2 343o6 15o12 
32 62 •• 5 1909.8 350.8 185.7 15t6 
33 504.6 1729·2 203 53.5 8t1 
1• 368o2 19~7.6 98o7 316o6 loll 
35 621•6 2075o4 372o2 343o8 16t12 
36 6•4•1 1916o6 371o9 185o7 l6o6 
37 1•• l832o2 55o5 20.o5 
38 2 • ] 4 
39 NO 1 3 • • 40 II 
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REGISTER JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 16 through 19 describe the output dataset (JEF.GEORF.VEC.COEF) 
and identify the disk on which the dataset is stored. The output 
dataset contains the geometric correction constants to be used by the 
TRANSFORMATION program. 
Line 20 is a data card. Punch 11 YES 11 in columns 1 through 3. Punch the 
number of points to processed by the program in columns 5 and 6. 
Lines 21 through 37 are data cards. On these cards are punched the old 
coordinates of the reference points as obtained from the greyscale 
print of ungeometrically corrected subscene and the corresponding 
coordinates of the same reference points on a topographic map. The 
data on the cards is described as the following: 
Column 
1 to 9 
10 to 19 
20 to 29 
30 to 39 
40 
Line 38 is a data card. 
and 8. 
Data Description 
Greyscale line number of reference point 
Greyscale column number of reference point 
Topographic map line number of corresponding 
reference point used for columns 1 to 19 
Topograhpic map column number of corresponding 
reference point used for columns 1 to 19 
Remaining columns on data card may be used 
for comments 
Punch the same numbers in columns 1, 3, 5, 
Line 39 is a data card. Punch 11 N0 11 in columns 1 and 2. Punch the 
same numbers in columns 4, 6, 8, and 11. 
TRANSFORMATION JCL 
1 1/TRANSFM EXEC PGM=TRANSFMt 
2 II REGJONc200K 
3 II• HOLD IS A TEMPORARY FILE TO HOLD THE INPUT CDIRECT ACCESSI 
4 II• COEF IS THE COEFFICIENT FILE FROM PROGRAM REGSTR 
5 II• ERTS IS THE INPUT SCENE FILE CUSUALLY OUTPUT FROM SMOOTHI 
6 II• ERTS2 IS THE OUtPUT SUBSCENE IGEOREFFEDJ 
1 II• OATX IS THE CONTROL CARD FILE 
8 1/STEPLIB DO DISP=SHRoDSN=OSUoACT11236oLI81 
9 II DO DISP=SHRoOSN=SYSloliNKLIB 
10 1/SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
11 //HOLD DO OISP=lNEWoPASSJt tEMPORARY FILE 
12 II OC8sCRECFM=FBtlRECLc6400o8LKSIZE=128001o 
13 II SPACE•CTRXoC530t530JoRLSEto 
14 II UNIT•SYSOAoOSN8&&HOLD 
15 1/COEF DO DISPsCOLDtPASSit 
16 II UNIT•3330-loVDLzSER=PACK13tOSN=JEfoGEOREF.VECeCOEf 
17 IIERTS DO OISP=IOLOoPASSII 
18 II UNITc3330-1tVOl~SER•PACK1JoDSN=JEfoS1706oTONKAMA 
19 IIER1S2 00 DISP•lNEWoKEEPio 
20 II OC8•CRECFM=UoBLKSIZE•3200io 
21 II SPACEsCTRKtl580t5801tRLSEto 
22 II UNIT•3330-1oY0l=SER•PACK13oOSNmJEF.S1706oTONKAWAoGEOREF 
23 1/0ATX DO • DATA CARDS CROW5o COLSI 
24 ENTER FIRST ROWe lAST ROWo FIRST COLo LAST COL 
25 l 5~0 l 500 
26 II 
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TRANSFORMATION JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names are variable. 
Lines 15 and 16 describe one of two input datasets (JEF.GEOREF.VEC. 
COEF) used for input and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the 
dataset is stored. This dataset is the output dataset of the REGISTER 
,program and contains the geometric correction constants which are 
used by the TRANSFORMATION program. 
Lines 17 and 18 describe the second input dataset (JEF.Sl706.TONKAWA) 
and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. This 
dataset is the output dataset of the DELIN-supscene program. However, 
any dataset created by FRAME or any subsequent program may be used 
except datasets in the original or GODDARD format. 
Lines 19 through 22 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.TONKAWA. 
GEOREF) and identify the disk on which the dataset is stored. 
Line 25 is a data card. The data on this card defines the size of the 
geometrically corrected subscene. The data is described as follows: 
Column Data Description 
1 to 5 
6 to 10 
11 to 15 
16 to 20 
First line number of corrected subscene 
Total number of lines for corrected subscene 
First column number of corrected subscene 
Total number of columns for corrected subscene 
Note: The corrected subscene does not retain the original line and 
column numbers of the ungeometrically corrected subscene used for in-
put. If the size defined in line 25 for the geometrically corrected 
subscene is larger than the size of the uncorrected subscene, the 
excess area of the corrected subscene will be filled with some re-
peated portion of the corrected subscene. The repeated portion can be 
easily detected on a greyscale print of the corrected subscene. 
DELIN-classification-first phase JCL 
1 !•OUTPUT MAP N~l 
2 /•OUTPUT LIST N•1 
J //DELINO EXEC PGM•lOAOERo 
4 // REGION=400K 
5 I•JOBPARflll K"O 
6 //SYSLIB 00 DlSPaSHRtDSN•SYSlePLIBASE 
7 //SYSLOUT DO SYSOUT~A 
8 //5YSLIN 00 OlSP=SHRt 
9 II DSN=U11236A.AOUIFER1e0FLO.OBJECTIOELINJM1J 
10 //SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=AoOCB=CRECFMzVBAtlRECL=ll7tBLKSIZE=629J 
11 //PRINT! 00 SYSOUT=IAotliSTJ . 
12 //PRINT2 00 SYSOUT•CAotLISTJ 
13 //PRINT3 OD SYSUUT=CAttliSTI 
14 //MAPOUTl OD SYSOUTz(AtoHAPJ 
15 //MAPOUT2 OD SYSOUT•IAooMAPJ 
16 //MAPOUTJ DO SYSOUT~CAotMAPJ 
17 //MAPOUT4 00 SYSOUT•CAotMAPt 
18 //INPUT OD DISP•COLOoPASStt 
19 // UNIT•JJJ0-1tVOL•SER»PACK13oDSN•JEF.Sl706.TONKAMAeGEOREF 
20 //OUTPUT DD DISP•INEWolc:EEPJo 
21 // OC8•CRECFM•UtBLKSIZE•32001o 
22 // SPACE•C3200tll,OOo1500ttRlSEJo 
2J II UNIT•3JlO-t~VOL•SER•PACK1JoDSN~JEF.S1706.TONKAWA.TRAIN.SOil 
24 //PUNCH DO DISP•CNEWoKEEPtt 
25 II OCU•IRECFM•FBolRECl•BOo8lKSIZE•2480to 
26 // SPACE•ITRKolltliJt 
27 // UNIT•JJ30-loVOL•SER•PACKlloDSN•JEF.STAT.S1706.SOIL 
28 STATOUT 
29 STAT 4 1 2 J 4 
30 PRINTSUT 
Jl HEADINl 
32 HEADOUT 
33 INPUT 3200 4 
34 ADO 
35 COPY 3200 
36 NOliST 
37 WINDOW 50 460 50 400 
38 MAP 0 0 0 17 
39 Rt 12J456189ABCDEFGH 
40 PATJERN 
41 // DO DISPzSHRo 
42 // UNIT,.JJJO-ltVOL=SER•PACK13tDSN•JEF.S1706.SOIL.TRAINING.SET.DATA 43 ,, 
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DELIN-classification-first phase 
JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
Lines 18 and 19 describe one of the two input datasets (JEF.Sl706. 
TONKAWA.GEOREF) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the datset is 
stored. This input dataset is the output dataset of the TRANSFORMA-
TION program. 
Lines 20 through 23 describe one of the output datasets (JEF.Sl706. 
TONKAWA.TRAIN.SOIL) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which it is 
stored. 
Lines 24 through 27 describe the second output dataset (JEF.STAT.Sl706. 
SOIL) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. 
This dataset contains the statistics calculated by the program. 
Line 29 is an option card. This card indicates the number of bands of 
digital data which are to be used to calculate the statistics and iden-
tifies which bands are to be used. The data is described as follows: 
Column 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
Data Description 
Number of bands used 
Punch number 1 if band one is to be used, if 
not, leave blank 
Punch number 2 if band two is to be used, if 
not, leave blank 
Punch number 3 if band three is to be used, if 
not, leave blank 
Punch number 4 if band four is to be used, if 
not, leave blank 
Line 37 is an option card. This card defines the size and boundaries 
of the subscene to be processed. The data is described as follows: 
Column 
11 to 15 
16 to 20 
21 to 25 
26 to 30 
Data Description 
First line of subscene 
Total number of lines in subscene 
First column of subscene 
Total number of columns in subscene 
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Line 38 is an option card. This card indicates the total number of 
classes used for the program. The number of classes are punched in 
columns 26 through 30. The remainder of the card is punched as shown. 
Line 39 is an option card. This card indicates the symbols used for 
printing a map of the classes. The choice of the symbols is optional 
and is left to the programer. The data is described as follows: 
Column Data Description 
8 
9 
10 
11 to 40 
Symbol for error on map 
Symbol for map boundary 
Symbol for areas not used as training sets 
Symbols used to denote classes 
Lines 41 and 42 describe the second input dataset (JEF.Sl706.SOIL. 
TRAINING.SET.DATA) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset 
is stored. This dataset contains the training set data appropriate 
for the program. 
DELIN-classification-second phase JCL 
1 I•OUTPUT MAP N21 
2 !•OUTPUT LIST N21 
3 //UELINO EXEC PGM•LOAOERt 
• II REGION-.OOK 
5 I•J08PAN~ k•O 
6 1/SYSLIB DO OISP•SHRoOS~•SYS1.PliBASE 
1 /ISYSLOUT DO SYSOUI•A 
8 //SYSLIN DO DtSPsSHRt 
9 II DSN•U11236A.AQUlfER1oOFLOoOBJECTf0EllN3Mll 
10 //SYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT•AtOCB~tRECFM=V8AtLRECL=137tBLKSIZE=629J 
11 //PRINT1 DO SYSOUT•fAttliSTI 
12 //PRINT2 00 SYSOUT•fAtollSTI 
13 //PRINT3 DO SYSOUT•fAtoLISTI 
1• //MAPOUT1 DO SYSOUT•IAotMAPI 
15 /IMAPOUT2 00 SYSOUT•IA•oMAPI 
16 //MAPUUTJ 00 SYSOUT•tAotMAPI 
17 /IMAPOUT4 00 SYSOUT•IAtoMAPI 
18 //INPUT DO OISP•COlDoPASSJt 
19 II UNIT•3330-1tVOl•SER•PACk13tOSN•JEFoSl706oTONkANA.TRAIN.SOil 
20 //OUTPUT DO DISP•CNEWoKEEPit 
21 II OCB•IRECFM•Uo8lKSIZE•32001o. 
22 // SPACE•I3200oC1500o15001oRLSEio 
23 II UNIT•3330-loVOlcSER•PACK13oDSN•JEFoS1706.TONkAWA.ClASS.SOil 
2• //STAliN 00 OISP•COLOoPASSJt 
25 // UNIT•3330-loVOL~SER~PACk13oDSN=JEFoSTAToS1706.SOJl 
26 STAT • 1 2 3 4 
27 PRINJSTAT 
28 HEADIN1 
29 HEADOU T 
30 INPUT 3200 5 
31 COPY 3200 
32 OISCRIM 14 
:u NOll ST 
34 WINDOW 50 460 50 400 
35 MAP 0 0 0 11 
36 RS 123456789ABCDEFGH 
37 II 
38 II 
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DELIN-classification-second phase 
JCL DOCUMENTATION 
Numbers and dataset names in parenthesis are variable. 
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Lines 18 and 19 describe one of two input datasets (JEF.Sl706.TONKAWA. 
TRAIN.SOIL) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is 
stored. This input dataset in one of the output datasets of DELIN-
classification-first phase. 
Lines 20 through 23 describe the output dataset (JEF.Sl706.TONKAWA. 
CLASS.SOIL) and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is 
stored. 
Lines 24 and 25 ~escribe the second input dataset (JEF.STAT.Sl706.SOIL) 
and identify the disk (PACK13) on which the dataset is stored. This 
input dataset is one of the output datasets of DELIN-classification-
first phase. 
Line 26 is an option card. This card is a duplicate of line 29 of 
DELIN-classification-first phase. 
Line 32 is an option card. This card indicates the number of classes 
to be discriminated. The number is punched in columns 11 through 15. 
Line 34 is an option card and is a duplicate of line 37 of DELIN-classi-
fication-first phase. 
Line 35 is an option card and is a duplicate of line 38 of DELIN-classi-
fication-first phase. 
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Line 36 is an option card. The data description for this card is the 
same as that for line 39 of DELIN-classification-first phase. 
APPENDIX C 
RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENTS 
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TABLE XII I 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-SOIL-ALL BAND (4,5,6, AND 7) CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
N~r of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
llUllber of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c 0 Pixels Pixe 1 s 
Within Study 69,698 4,023 NA** 4,050 3,459 764 5,614 5,840 1,087 6,986 2,738 3,700 5,510 3,854 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* 2,309 438 52 330 16 33 83 3 128 42 37 87 121 
2 NA** 
3 98 2 54 2 0 1 1 1 6 4 6 11 1 
4 656 95 0 370 24 2 2 4 20 3 25 13 20 
5 66 0 0 1 55 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 
6 398 5 0 2 0 251 103 0 4 4 1 2 3 
7 812 4 9 2 0 198 468 0 26 23 5 .3 7 
8 29 0 1 0 0 0 0 21 1 0 6 0 0 
9 93 5 17 1 0 2 6 2 25 5 2 4 6 
A 116 3 6 0 0 0 20 0 3 52 5 14 2 
B 21 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 15 0 1 
c 1,668 81 264 51 34 1 6 21 190 141 78 666 30 
D l ,512 85 44 44 2 14 179 62 160 51 109 17 86 
E 824 60 22 43 6 7 97 17 75 28 51 21 42 
F 173 8 3 3 0 31 20 0 10 5 5 3 7 
G NA** 
H NA** 
--
* See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
** Denotes Ground Cover Class or Train1ng Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E 
10,527 
543 
5 
54 
4 
8 
34 
0 
10 
4 
1 
59 
335 
246 
29 
F 
11,541 
396 
4 
24 
0 
15 
33 
0 
8 
7 
0 
46 
324 
109 
49 
G 
NA*" 
tl 
HA~ 
__, 
U1 
U1 
TABLE XIV 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-IR-ALL BAND ( 4 , 5 , 6 , AND 7) CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover-Class 
Nunber of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 69,708 NA** 7,582 4,108 2,621 783 6,860 6,787 1,088 8,151 3,083 3,724 5,549 6,426 12,941 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* NA** 
2 448 184 11 53 3 8 19 0 33 5 3 12 24 93 
3 98 0 54 2 0 1 1 1 7 4 6 13 2 7 
4 656 167 0 323 24 3 5 4 20 3 25 16 24 42 
5 66 0 0 1 55 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 
6 398 6 0 1 0 257 105 0 4 4 1 2 5 13 
7 812 14 9 2 0 203 472 0 30 23 5 3 13 38 
8 29 0 1 0 0 0 0 21 1 0 6 0 0 0 
9 93 14 15 0 0 2 6 2 28 5 2 2 7 10 
A 116 3 6 0 0 2 21 0 3 52 5 14 3 7 
B 21 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 15 0 1 1 
c 1,663 115 265 50 35 4 8 21 190 143 78 657 36 61 
D 1,512 211 43 22 2 38 200 62 180 56 110 19 170 399 
[ 824 150 20 26 7 14 101 17 73 30 51 17 69 249 
F NA** 
G NA** 
H NA** 
* See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
** Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification. 
F G 
NA** NA** 
H 
NA*"* 
__, 
U1 
0) 
TABLE XV 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-:::'HL-ALL BAND (4,5,6, AND 7) CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to fach Ground Cover Class 
Number cf Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c 0 f F Pixels Pix-:!ls 
IITil11n Study 69,702 1,062 NA' · 3,950 4,257 278 4,044 3,325 2,842 2,575 3,277 3,129 850 8,774 5,743 11,236 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* 2,292 93 35 136 8 19 47 70 31 88 141 4 493 184 525 
2 'lA** 
3 95 0 32 0 0 3 10 0 8 9 2 2 1 1 8 
4 651 5 0 532 3 1 1 4 0 2 6 1 44 29 12 
5 61 0 0 0 54 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 
6 397 2 1 0 0 291 58 2 4 14 1 1 0 0 14 
7 804 2 23 4 0 399 184 9 22 14 2 15 12 17 42 
8 46 0 2 0 0 1 0 7 1 5 6 1 1 0 9 
9 236 0 32 0 1 9 17 20 49 19 1 3 3 0 17 
A 348 1 7 0 10 13 1 6 2 195 37 2 7 5 20 
B 110 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 31 16 0 11 3 19 
c 1,952 27 366 7 1 121 180 79 272 103 47 127 40 35 115 
0 1,385 11 16 113 0 0 1 37 6 9 54 19 392 205 190 
E 961 8 4 68 0 0 2 28 3 10 82 3 167 220 184 
F 172 1 3 8 0 4 12 7 1 14 8 0 21 14 49 
G 63 0 4 0 0 4 2 6 3 4 0 0 1 0 7 
H 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
*See Tables II and IV for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does apply to this classification treatment. 
G H 
4,260 10, JCol) 
90 32ll 
6 13 
3 13 
0 0 
9 () 
47 12 
7 6 
54 11 
9 34 
0 23 
258 174 
24 3()8 
7 175 
9 21 
32 IJ 
0 14 
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U1 
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TABLE XVI 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-IR-ALL BAND ( 4 , 5 , 6 , AND 7) CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Hum&!r--oT Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
Uuriler of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 
Area 69,702 NA** 966 547 4,250 266 4,068 3,963 6,316 4,015 4,254 4,099 1,898 10,890 8,156 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* NA** 
2 442 15 1 29 3 4 3 33 9 33 47 1 128 54 
3 95 ·o 5 0 0 3 8 6 20 14 2 13 2 1 
4 651 5 5 530 1 l 1 4 0 2 8 1 48 34 
5 61 0 0 0 S4 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 
6 397 l 0 0 0 291 59 10 4 15 1 1 3 1 
804 0 1 4 0 402 198 35 29 19 3 16 14 19 
8 46 0 0 0 0 1 2 11 l 5 6 1 4 1 
9 236 l 6 0 1 9 19 30 60 20 2 10 4 1 
A 348 2 0 0 10 13 1 12 2 205 39 5 7 6 
B 110 l 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 33 22 2 17 5 
c 1,976 30 8 7 1 122 208 149 442 127 51 247 52 45 
D 1,382 ll 0 113 0 0 5 67 6 12 74 33 450 255 
E 961 8 1 71 0 0 2 56 3 16 100 3 214 278 
F NA** 
G 63 0 0 0 0 4 3 11 3 5 0 l 2 1 
H 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 1 
*See Tables II and IV for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
F G H 
NA** 4,820 11,194 
17 65 
6 15 
3 8 
0 0 
11 0 
49 15 
8 6 
59 14 
9 37 
0 25 
299 188 
25 331 
7 202 
33 0 
0 14 
....... 
U1 
00 
TABLE XVII 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-IR-BANDS FOUR AND FIVE CLASSIFICATION TREAll1ENT 
Number of Total Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
Pixels Pixels 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E 
Within Study 68,262 NA** 3,386 4,358 5,047 418 6,747 6,373 4,835 10,62g 2,079 . 4,010 4,616 1,224 14,540 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* NA** 
2 449 52 5 130 0 11 1() 31 44 5 10 14 10 127 
3 98 1 53 3 0 1 0 0 12 2 11 10 0 5 
4 656 70 2 418 0 2 5 15 18 0 10 23 6 87 
5 66 1 0 1 5 32 8 11 1 2 0 1 0 4 
6 398 1 0 4 14 284 59 11 7 5 0 1 2 10 
7 812 3 4 1 8 321 334 19 45 32 10 1 2 32 
8 29 0 1 1 1 1 0 20 0 0 4 0 0 1 
9 93 6 9 0 1 7 2 6 25 3 11 2 2 19 
A 116 3 6 0 0 0 23 1 11 36 5 28 0 3 
B 21 2 3 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 7 2 0 
c 1,663 82 256 86 0 5 38 10 146 146 258 538 4 94 
D 1 ,510 83 28 113 2 40 156 128 330 30 80 36 35 449 
E 824 62 12 82 1 26 76 45 158 8 35 29 22 268 
F NA** 
G NA** 
H NA** 
*See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
F G 
NA** NA** 
H 
NA** 
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TABLE XVI II 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-IR-BANDS FOUR AND FIVE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Numer of Total 1* 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
Pixels Pixels 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g A 8 c D E 
Within Study 69,702 NA** 1,225 396 5,418 544 5,694 49 3,977 7,641 5,743 802 0 12,410 2,243 Area 
Within Training 
Set 
l* NA** 
z 442 23 7 33 2 6 0 38 36 11 1 0 136 2 
3 95 1 2 0 1 9 0 4 20 30 0 0 3 0 
4 651 17 0 479 0 0 0 5 2 1 0 0 78 44 
5 61 0 0 0 32 17 3 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 
6 397 0 2 0 42 281 6 3 28 18 0 0 0 0 
7 804 2 2 10 83 421 21 11 98 70 1 0 10 14 
B 46 1 1 0 0 2 0 4 6 5 0 0 6 0 
9 236 1 0 0 4 51 0 15 45 29 0 0 3 0 
A 348 15 4 0 1 94 8 11 41 92 6 0 10 1 
B 110 2 2 1 0 22 0 3 0 14 4 0 25 0 
c 1,976 65 3 15 13 306 1 104 472 344 36 0 77 39 
D 1,382 19 2 187 0 0 0 46 26 23 19 0 465 64 
E 961 19 1 113 0 0 0 55 10 18 39 0 266 98 
F NA** 
G 63 1 0 0 1 9 0 4 13 5 0 0 5 0 
H 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 
*See Tables II and IV for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
f 
NA** 
G H 
7,g52 15,608 
63 84 
9 16 
7 18 
4 0 
16 1 
43 18 
12 9 
75 13 
19 46 
3 34 
253 248 
37 494 
40 302 
24 
0 13 
..... 
m 
0 
TABLE XIX 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-SOIL-BAND FOUR CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
NUlliber of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E F G H Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 68,263 0 NA** 0 5,208 3 3,594 7,310 14,517 0 393 14,202 2,443 12,607 7,986 0 NA** NA** Area 
Within Training 
Area 
1* 2,328 0 0 266 0 6 78 427 0 43 587 111 466 344 0 
2 HA** 
3 98 0 0 11 0 0 3 8 0 2 32 3 21 18 0 
4 656 0 0 167 0 0 3 17 0 11 258 79 34 87 0 
5 66 0 0 0 1 24 19 15 0 2 0 1 0 4 0 
6 398 0 0 2 0 239 113 30 0 1 4 2 5 2 0 
812 0 0 1 0 278 381 86 0 0 34 0 19 13 0 
8 29 0 0 3 0 0 8 11 0 0 1 0 3 3 0 
9 93 0 0 2 0 3 6 15 0 0 26 0 22 19 0 
A 116 0 0 17 0 3 41 10 0 7 10 17 7 4 0 
B 21 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 3 2 0 
c 1,668 0 0 370 0 8 59 80 0 45 552 340 114 100 0 
0 1 ,510 0 0 57 0 3 75 425 0 1 332 18 404 195 0 
E 824 0 0 48 0 2 46 186 0 0 226 6 197 113 0 
F 173 0 0 9 0 23 19 47 0 0 20 1 35 19 0 
G NA** 
H NA** 
*See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground C0ver Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
...... 
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TABLE XX 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-SOIL-BAND FOUR CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
NU!Ilber of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover- Class 
Number of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c 0 Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 69,702 212 NA** 0 6,625 417 9,010 0 0 10,345 0 0 0 8,399 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* 2,292 22 0 195 5 60 0 0 201 0 0 0 407 
2 NA** 
3 95 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 30 0 0 0 2 
4 651 3 0 509 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 87 
5 61 0 0 0 19 29 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
6 397 0 0 0 60 272 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 
7 804 0 0 19 115 475 0 0 123 0 0 0 12 
8 46 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
9 236 0 0 0 4 60 0 0 65 0 0 0 1 
A 348 0 0 1 24 161 0 0 53 0 0 0 4 
B 110 1 0 3 2 27 0 0 5 0 0 0 6 
c 1,952 2 0 61 4 521 0 0 641 0 0 0 54 
0 1,385 0 0 202 0 1 0 0 29 0 0 0 354 
E 961 0 0 205 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 187 
F 172 0 0 10 0 19 0 0 33 0 0 0 21 
G 63 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 
H 18 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*See Tables II and IV for the Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E F 
106 0 
7 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 Q 
G H 
11 ,071 23,517 
330 1,065 
11 l7 
10 36 
4 3 
14 7 
37 22 
9 21 
85 21 
56 49 
22 44 
370 299 
105 688 
100 454 
33 55 
15 18 
3 13 
...... 
0'1 
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TABLE XXI 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-IR-BAND FIVE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Humber of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
Humber of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 A B c Pixels Pixels 
W1thin Study 68,262 HA** 0 9,261 14,344 3 5,355 14,932 0 0 300 0 3,691 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* HA** 
2 449 0 82 146 0 4 64 0 0 0 0 6 
3 98 0 47 17 0. 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 
4 656 0 98 259 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 22 
5 66 0 0 0 0 42 13 0 0 0 0 3 
6 398 0 3 3 1 301 70 0 0 1 0 1 
7 812 0 16 35 0 338 340 0 0 0 0 1 
8 29 0 1 0 0 16 8 0 0 0 0 3 
9 93 0 20 35 0 8 10 0 0 0 0 0 
A 116 0 17 11 0 0 23 0 0 10 0 23 
B 21 0 5 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 
c 1,663 0 625 306 0 2 56 0 0 60 0 480 
D 1 ,510 0 61 363 0 8 388 0 0 3 0 43 
E 824 0 73 207 0 5 177 0 0 0 0 9 
F NA** 0 
G NA** 0 
H NA** 0 
*See Tables I and Ill for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
D E 
1,945 18,431 
11 136 
0 14 
8 239 
2 6 
2 16 
15 67 
1 0 
1 19 
6 26 
0 5 
5 129 
60 584 
22 331 
F G 
HA** NA** 
H 
HA** 
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TABLE XXII 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-IR-BAND FIVE CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Groun(fCove-rClass 
Nllllber of Total 1"' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g A B c D Pixels Pixels 
Withln Study 69,702 NA""" 11,212 0 8,098 265 6,284 0 4,329 6,697 0 195 0 0 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1"' HA** 
2 442 123 0 17 0 9 0 37 18 0 1 0 0 
3 95 12 0 1 0 11 0 2 25 0 0 0 0 
4 651 21 0 355 0 0 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 
5 61 2 0 0 37 16 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
6 397 5 0 0 42 294 0 2 31 0 0 0 0 
7 804 16 0 20 95 446 0 9 111 0 0 0 0 
8 46 10 0 0 0 4 0 6 5 0 0 0 0 
9 236 13 0 0 0 58 0 25 38 0 0 0 0 
A 348 31 0 13 11 98 0 20 83 0 0 0 0 
B 110 29 0 0 0 25 0 4 5 0 4 0 0 
c 1,976 193 0 107 0 332 0 134 399 0 11 0 0 
D 1,382 218 0 261 0 0 0 29 0 0 6 0 0 
E 961 216 0 294 0 0 0 35 4 0 5 0 0 
F NA"'* 
G 63 12 0 0 0 10 0 6 13 0 0 0 0 
H 18 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*See Tables II and IV for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
F G H 
NA** 10,827 21,795 
77 160 
29 15 
7 259 
3 0 
23 0 
84 23 
14 8 
95 7 
39 53 
2 41 
537 263 
58 810 
35 372 
22 . 0 
0 15 
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TABLE XXIII 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-SOIL-BAND SEVEN CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
HUIOOer of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D Pixels Pixels 
H1th1n Study 68,263 0 NA** 6,891 0 1,679 0 15,401 1,227 0 0 10,856 812 0 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* 2,328 0 118 0 21 0 563 24 0 0 195 16 0 
2 NA** 
3 98 0 36 0 1 0 29 0 0 0 6 2 0 
4 656 0 64 0 36 0 115 6 0 0 133 2 0 
5 66 0 4 0 54 0 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 
6 398 0 28 0 0 0 104 0 0 0 70 1 0 
7 812 0 194 0 0 0 337 0 0 0 30 5 0 
8 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 1 0 0 
9 93 0 10 0 0 0 30 6 0 0 13 0 0 
A 116 0 19 0 12 0 21 4 0 0 25 0 0 
B 21 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 7 0 0 
c 1,668 0 334 0 121 0 400 48 0 0 263 36 0 
D 1,510 0 66 0 1 0 421 66 0 0 249 0 0 
E 824 0 102 0 0 0 234 29 0 0 96 0 0 
F 173 0 4 0 0 0 28 1 0 0 13 0 0 
G NA** 
H NA** 
*See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E f 
0 31,397 
0 1,391 
0 24 
0 300 
0 0 
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0 4 
0 34 
0 35 
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TABLE XXIV 
RESULTS OF THE JUNE-IR-BAND SEVEN CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Assigned to Each Ground Cover Class 
Number of Total l* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 69,698 NA** 23,659 6,919 0 1,683 9,905 13,779 1 ,210 0 0 11 ,822 721 0 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* NA** 
2 448 216 30 0 3 68 99 0 0 0 32 0 0 
3 98 19 36 0 1 5 29 0 0 0 6 2 0 
4 656 204 65 0 35 104 102 6 0 0 138 2 0 
5 66 0 5 0 54 0 4 1 0 0 2 0 0 
6 398 124 28 0 0 79 96 0 0 0 70 1 0 
7 812 210 194 0 0 61 313 0 0 0 30 4 0 
8 29 2 0 0 0 2 0 24 0 0 1 0 0 
9 93 27 10 0 0 8 28 6 0 0 14 0 0 
A 116 24 19 0 12 13 19 4 0 0 25 0 0 
B 21 6 0 0 0 3 0 5 0 0 7 0 0 
c 1,663 318 336 0 121 171 368 48 0 0 268 33 0 
D 1,512 591 66 0 1 161 376 66 0 0 251 0 0 
E 824 315 100 0 0 79 203 29 0 0 98 0 0 
F NA** 
G NA** 
H NA** 
*See Tables I and III for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E F 
0 NA** 
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TABLE XXV 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-SOIL-BAND SEVEN CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of 
Pixels 
Within Study 
Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* 
Total 
Pixels 
69,702 
2,292 
2 NA** 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
95 
651 
61 
397 
804 
46 
236 
348 
110 
1,952 
1,385 
961 
172 
63 
18 
1* 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
NA*"* 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
18,091 
710 
21 
249 
0 
6 
33 
12 
71 
29 
29 
336 
489 
296 
41 
7 
7 
5 
275 
6 
0 
0 
51 
2 
8 
28 
8 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N~r of Pixels As-signed-to-Tach -Groiina Cover Class 
6 7 8 9 A B C 
9,747 3,223 
201 
14 
25 
3 
304 
476 
9 
42 
123 
5 
330 
5 
17 
27 
16 
0 
99 
9 
9 
1 
37 
73 
3 
6 
7 
2 
129 
12 
14 
12 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
420 
4 
0 
1 
5 
17 
25 
2 
6 
74 
19 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0 
360 
12 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
27 
9 
3 
0 
0 
0 
290 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
8 
10 
0 
0 
0 
*See Tables II and IV for Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
** Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
0 
12,672 
434 
9 
188 
0 
2 
14 
6 
28 
32 
6 
314 
456 
241 
20 
3 
6 
E 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
F G 
16,852 0 
648 0 
26 0 
100 0 
0 
29 0 
156 0 
10 0 
54 0 
44 0 
37 0 
437 0 
190 0 
181 0 
66 0 
23 0 
1 0 
H 
7,772 
169 
12 
79 
0 
0 
26 
3 
20 
11 
0 
329 
216 
199 
6 
12 
4 
..... 
"' -...! 
TABLE XXVI 
RESULTS OF THE MARCH-IR-BAND SEVEN CLASSIFICATION TREATMENT 
Number of Pixels Ass1gned to Each Ground Cover Class 
NUIIIber of Total 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c c Pixels Pixels 
Within Study 69,702 NA** 14,009 0 18,700 275 9,747 5,457 0 0 420 387 249 12,672 Area 
Within Training 
Sets 
1* HA** 
2 442 132 0 148 2 52 34 0 0 1 0 0 51 
3 95 22 0 21 0 15 11 0 0 0 3 1 9 
4 651 88 0 254 0 25 16 0 0 1 0 0 188 
5 61 0 0 0 51 3 2 0 0 5 0 0 0 
6 397 23 0 7 2 304 42 0 0 17 0 0 2 
7 804 114 0 35 1 476 1i3 0 0 25 0 0 14 
8 46 8 0 13 1 9 4 0 0 2 0 0 6 
9 236 51 0 72 8 42 8 0 0 6 0 1 28 
A 348 36 0 29 28 123 15 0 0 74 0 0 32 
B 110 31 0 31 8 5 6 0 0 19 3 1 6 
c 1,976 349 0 357 6 331 218 0 0 14 29 26 315 
D 1,382 170 0 493 0 5 25 0 0 0 9 6 456 
E 961 149 0 301 0 17 41 0 0 0 3 8 241 
F HA** 0 
G 63 19 0 7 0 16 5 0 0 1 0 0 3 
H 18 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 o- 0 0 0 6 
*See Tables II and IV for the Identification of Ground Cover Classes and Training Sets. 
**Denotes Ground Cover Class or Training Set which does not apply to this classification treatment. 
E F G 
0 HA** 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
H 
7,786 
22 
13 
79 
0 
0 
26 
3 
20 
11 
0 
331 
218 
201 
12 
4 
_, 
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